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Local Church Sues For Return Of $1,0
Seeks To Cancel
$10,000In Notes
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1958

A suit filed by the trustees of the Providence AME
church against E. H. Godwin and company and Harry and
c lids Sauer was being heard this week in Chancery Court
C I No. 2 by Ceylon B. Frazer.

localPremiere OfW. C Handy's
LouisMues'BenefitProject
*Alpha Gamma
Chi Is Sponsor

Famed Handy And Scene From His Life

Will Aid High School
Athletic Departments
The film, "St. Louis Blues," a biography of the life
of W. C. Handy, will have its premiere in Memphis at
the New Daisy theatre on Beale st., on Thursday evening,
April 17, not far from the site where the Negro composer
wrote the song which made him famous, and serves as
the title for the picture.
da
.
W. C. Handy will be honored on to
the premi,.•re.
occasion, and theatre owner,
Playing the role of Handy in the
aul 2erilla, has stated that the
picture will be given the full hon movie is Nat King Cole, who
ors which accompany a premiere, found that the dramatic situations
including the floodlights. A mem- in the life of the Negro composer
ber of the cast is also expected to ran parallel to mar y in his own.
"It is really remarkable," he
be present.
The premiere is being sponsored said, 'how Mr. Handy's life coinby the Alpha Delta chapter of the cides with my own. Both of us
Alpha Gamma Chi sorority for were sons of ministers, both of
the benefit of the athletic depart- whom firmly disapproved of us
ments of Memphis Negro higg play'rig jasz."
schools. Leading out in the pre- But as Mr. Cole pointed cut, jazz
sentation of the benefit showing is in 1900 v as considered disreputable
Mrs. Vivian Ford, chairman of music, and to hear these sounds
the project, and Mrs. Florence in the home of a clergyman at that
WiPiams, president of the chapter. date could understandably have
The project is receiving the full brought about a protest.
support of the Tri-State Defender, "And it took a long time, elan,
and a special feature section will
be devoted to W. C. Handy prior See PREMIERE, page 2

MEMPHIS WILL HONOR W.
C. Handy, pictured at left,
when the Paramount picture,
'St. Louis Blues,' has its Memphis premiere at the New Daisy theatre on Beale at., on

Thursday evening, April 17. On
that occasion a member of the
cast is expected to be present.
At right, is a scene from the
Handy biography, which tea.
tures from left, Juano Hernandez, as the father of W. C.

Handy; Mahalla Jackson, as
Bessie Mae; Nat King cote, as
W. C. Handy; and Ruby Dee.
as young HandY's sweetheart,
Elizabeth. The film's prendene
is being sponsored as a bene.
fit performance, and the pro.

ceeds will be used to buy
equipMent for the athletic
departments of the Negro high
schools in Memphis. In charge
of the project is the Alpha
Delta chapter of the Alpha
Gamma
sorority.

chi

Wilkins Thrills 300

In the action which opened last Thursday, the church,
represented by attorneys W. H.
Fisher and A. A. Letting, were that the defendants, cooperated is
seeking to recover $1,000 from a' snaking the loan,
second mortage to the E. H. God -1 Mrs. Sarah Sauer, the OWNr et
win company, and have cancelled the mortgage, said on the whims
what was claimed to be usurious stand, that she bought the moss
notes amounting to $10,000 with !gage from Godwin for $15,000 la
Harry and Ida Sauer.
1March 1952, and that it was her
It was brought out in court that first business venture.
the church needed $10,000 for con- Sufficient Security
struction purposes in 1952, when She said that Godwin and her
Rev. L. A. Haynes, now presid- son, Harry Sauer, one of the de.
ing elder in Kentucky was the pas- fendents, went by with her to In.
tor of the church.
spect the property. When slat
On the advice of a church officSee SEEK, page 2
MI, the church trustees agreed to
obtain a $10,000 loan. They got it
from the Godwin agency, and
agreed to pay It back at 100 per
cent, interest. No cash was given to
the church, according to Levi C.
Fulghuni, of Earle, Ark., one of
the' trustees, but Godwin paid
$7,000 of the amount to clear up the
indebtedness on the church property, spent a part for building
material, and not enough was left
to complete construction on the
church.
The church, he said, made the
loan for the purpose of finishing
construction on the building, and
had not authorized Godwin to
make any such distribution o f WILL
HONOR EDITOR — Thi
funds.
Lincoln University Department of
Unauthorized Business
Journalism and the University
Later, he said, the church rec- Board of curators have
selected
eived another loan of $1,000 from L. Alex Wilson,
editor and general
Godwin, and he proceeded to do manager of the Tri-State
Defender,
unauthorized business for the to receive one of the
seventh an.
church as before.
nual Citations of Merit in Journal.
The church's debt, which it agre- Ism from Lincoln university. Ths
ed to pay at that time, amounted to award will be made at the annual
$22,000. However, the church was Headliner Week banquet on April
asked to pay a 6 per cent interest 16. The announcement was made
on the loan.
by Dr. A. S. Pride, chairman, di.
The church, in its suit, claims partment of journalism.

Owen 5 Victorious
In Interracial Contest
Five students from Owen Junior college went to
Cookeville, Tenn, for the Fourth Annual State Convention
of the Future BIS hess Leaders of America' which was
held this year on the campus of the Tennessee Polytechnic

institute on March 21 and 22, and all came home with
honors.
Mr. Wilkins said that out of this Negro students, and castrate a Ne- The first prize winner In the ColMere than 3,000 persons flocked bombing attacks made upon Jewlure Business Leaders of Americo
to Mason Temple last Friday night ish centers in Florida and Tennes- group have come the persons who gro in Alabama.
lege Vocabulary relay, which con- for
its annual chapter activities
executive
official
said
that
Wilkins.
NAACP
beat
up
newsmen
In
Little
Rock,
Roy
see,
the
hear
to
sisted in defining words, was report,
THE DANGER
which was a detailed acsecretary of the National Associa- individuals responsible for such compose and send poison pen let- Now having threatened the life Foster of Memphis, and a freshcount of all activities for the yeat
tion for the Advancement of Color. acts "were made bold by the ters, make vicious and obscene of a Federal judge in Nashville, man at the school, who won out
since the last convention, present..
ed People, speak at a meeting group of so-called 'respectable'
he said, they have reached a point against a number of upper class- ed in outline and detailed
around the clock,
forms.
which opened the organization's people which have urged publicly telephone calls
men from other institutions.
The local chapter's report was
Rev. D. Warner Browning, pastor of the Mount
permit their children to spit upon See WILKINS, Page 2
1958 Membership Drive.
that the courts be defied."
Mr. Foster was defending the read by the
president,
Miss
Juanita
Pisgah CME church in Orange Mound will be honored by The drive, which is being led
title which was captured last Harris, a graduating
sophomore,
year by another Owen Junior col- who is a graduate of the
a group of local citizens in a service to be conducted at locally by Dr. I. A. Watson, jr.,
Howard
and Rev. D. S. Cunningham, the
lege student, Dover Crawford, who High school in Chattanooga.
the church on Tuesday, April 8, at 7:30 P.m.
Memphis branch president, will
went on to win the national chamTHIRD PRIZE
Serving as program coordinator in the program pay- run from March 21 to April 19.
pionship. He is a junior this year
In the Talent Show, Owen eelThe huge audience gave wholeing tribute to Rev. Browning for
at Drake university, in Des Moines
lege won third prize for a creative
his civic and religioqs contribuhearted support to Mr. Wilkins'
Iowa,
dance performed by Miss Doris
tions to the community will be
statement backing the LeMoyne
TWO HONORS
Brooks, a graduating sophomore,
M r s . Carlotta
students who called for the resigMr. Foster won two honors for and
a former student at St. AuStewart, a teachnation of Walter Chandler a memalso
the
school.
He
was
declared
More than $3,300 were contribut- so, Dr. Joseph E. Walker, the
Editorial
(See
Pare 7)
gustine High school, with her parter at Booker T.
ber of the school's board, who ed to the NAACP last Friday Tri-State Bank of Memphis, Unithe first place winner in the colner, Miss Valeria Shields, a graduWashiugmade insulting remarks about Ne- night at Mason Temple by indi-, versal Life Insurance company, In answer to a flood of inquir- lege public speaking contest.
ate of Melrose High school, and
ton High school.
groes at the bus hearings held on vidnals and organizations sub- Excelsior Grand Chapter, Order of ies on the position of LcMoyne col- Another first prize was won for
lege to a letter wr.tten by stu- the school by another freshman, also a sophomore at the school.
Rev. Browning
Jan. 6.
scribing to life memberships in
dent chapter of the NAACP pub- Fred McClellon, a graduate of Ma- See OWEN 5,
See CONTRIBUTE, page 2
was honored last
the organization.
,PERFECY RIGHT... BUT
page 2
lished in the college paper, "The
year by the Trinassas High school, who was namMr. Wilkins said that as a lawA portion of the suns was donat- .s1111111111111111H111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111S- Magician," calling
for
the
resigDefender
State
yer, Mr. Chandler has a perfect ed' by members of the audience'S
s nation of Walter Chandler from ed "Mr. Future Business Execu.
for his efforts to
right to participate as a counsel who came to hear Roy Wilkins.
the college board, an ott!cial state-. i.t ve."
create a better
for the city of Memphis in the executive secretary of the organiztrent from the Trosiees was is-'1 The winner in this category was
understanding beselected on the basis of a job apdispute, but teat what the stu- ation speak as the NAACP starton
sued,
tween the Negro
plication letter written before fadents were trying to say was, that ed its membership drive in the S
Chandler
Mr.
served
as
a
g
coonMrs. Stewart public and Mem.
riving at the convention, and upon
when a man gets up in court and city. It will last from March 21 R
:sel for the eefense in the bus
pins law enforcement officers.
labels the Negro as diseased, im- until April 19.
E segregation suit here last Jan. 6, the basis of an interview made
itECOGNIZF:D NEED
moral and a younger brother, he
Individuals and organizations
E and niade what was considered by after arriving at the school.
In Mempuis for orily a short
Funeral services for James W.
is not the proper person for their which paid for life memberships
Page 7
.1- a number of people a. remarks SECOND PLACE
while when he started his -civic
cost
:E
Second place honors went to the Polk, 83, who along with his 751.
NAACP in full, which
the
trustee
board.
to
Eactivities, the twister said that
Owen college chapter of the Fu- year-old wife, was rescued by IP.
In commenting on the recent l-500 each, were Dr. Julian W. Ke1
/
4l:t1161111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P See FULL TEXT, page 2
he recognired a need for eplight-,
year-old Charles Bridges, white, of
REV. D. W. BROWNING
ening the police that at heart Ne1674 S. Lauderdale at., on Feb. 25,
groes were law abiding citizens citizens were able to establish a
were held last Friday night at the
and that they would iespond more line of communication between the
Morning View Baptist church.
readily to a scope ctful *approach law enforcement officers and the
Mr. Polk's death was attributed
than they would to brutal treat- Negro public
to pneumonia, which was said In
.
Rev. Browning came to Momhave been brought about as a conHe said that in know cages of
sequence of third degree burns
police brutality, he soda group of See CITIZENS, page 2
which he suffered when his home
at 1668 S. Lauderdale at. caught
fire after a kerosene lamp exploded.
After having been rescued by
young Bridges, who heard a bystander say that the elderly couple was still in the building, Mr.
and Mrs. Polk were taken to John
Gaston hospital, where they were
An offer by the Glenview Plan, inc., to help Negroes
treated and released.
Several weeks ago, Mr. Polk
obtain luxury homes in the Holiday .Heights and Norris
was taken back to the hospital,
Hills subdivisions in an effort to keep them out of the
where he remained until his death.
Glenview section near South Parkway was rejected by the
Charles Bridges, the teenage
hero, was given a cash award by
Mutual Real Estate association.
Negro citizens, who praised him
The association, to which all Nefor the brave deed. He was ungro real estate companies in Mem- Richard Tucker, in an effort to
employed at the time, and several
phis belong, said that Negroes get Negroes interested in homes
jobs were offered to him.
have a right to purchase where. In areas other than Glenview.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk were destiever homes are advertised for sale 'GREAT HONOR'
tute after the fire destroyed ths
to them, and especially when the
Addressed to Negroes shopping
building in which they had been
territory has been designated for
for homes in the above $10.000
living for the past 40 years.
them by the Memphis and Shelby
class, the pamphlet in its "points
Aside from his wife, Mr. Pelt
county Real Estate Boattd and the
is survived by a son, Rev. T. W.
to ponder' said "You represent
City Commissioners.
the
members
of
signed
a
occupied by
will be torn down. Rev. George
Polk, and one grandson. James
Jackson Ave. Baptist church,
were said to have
SEEK TO BUY — White resiThe action by the Mutual Real the above average colored person
pastored by Rev. W. L. Val
petition to keep the Negro conHem, and his white congrega.
Neal, of 271 E. Trigg ave.
, the Sylvan Heights Baptist
Estate association Came after a in the city of Memphis. Your in- dents In the Ch:lsea Bellvue
congregation,
and
located
at
The
making
ar.
the
area.
lion
want
to
sell
the
church
for
nado,
inset,
was
gregation
out
of
Services were conducted by Rev.
area were disturbed last week
pamphlet addressed to "The Intel- dustry, hard work, and standing
rangeinents to purchase the
$150,600 and build another near
1224 Chelsea ave. AppproxiNegro church is In the Jack.
J. J. Reynolds. Monarch Funeral
when it was learned that the
Hord Negro" was circulated by
church pictured at right, now
Frayser.
mately 1,000 white persons
son Avenue Renewal area and
home had charge of arrangements.
the Glenview Plan, inc., led by See REAL ESTATE, page

tritizens Will Honor
Rev. Browning April 8

Text Of
Contribute More Than4u1l
Statement From
$3,300 To NAACP LeMoyne Board

Read Editorial E
LeMOYNE

Oppose(As Usual) Plan To Buy`White' Church

Real Estate Group
Spurns Glenview Plan

0

Man Rescued
From Fire Dies
Of Pneumonia

2
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Marjorie Andrews

Sat., March 29, 1958

Portrait Of A
Trunk Slayer
CHICAGO,'Illinois
What kind of a person would you expect Marjorie Andrews to be?
Mrs. Andrews, 32, a nurse, has confessed killing her
lover and shipping his body to Memphis in a trunk. She
was returned to Chicago Monday night from Cincinnati
where she fled after the crime.
Perhaps t h e
"She's very personable and an
person who h a a
excellent conversationalist," Mrs.
had
the
best
Zeman told the Defender- "It's
chance to size 4'
evident," she added, 'that Mrs.
her up since the
Andrews is well educated and well
crime is Poll( e
bred."
woman Carotin,
NEWSMEr AGREE
Zeman, w h
Newsmen who met her Monday
went to the Ohi.,
night at the station got the same
city to bring
Impression.
Nurse Andrews
Ted Bell, Defender photographback here.
er, said; "She asked us not tii
For at least Mrs. Zeman
five hours they were nandcuffed
together during the 302-mile train
trip here.

Ac
Queer
—targan

Mcmi
'beret
Corn in
sign
W:eait
-.health
Any
belect
her, a
on thi
the
Memr

(

AFRICAN TRAVELERS — Arriving at the Memphis airport
recently to appear with the
Moral Re-Armament film,
"Freedom," which was adapted from the stage play, "The
Next Phase," is a group of
Africans, some of whom appear in the picture. The chal-

lenging and Informative film
drew overflow audiences to the
Linden Circle and Daisy theatres where it was shown, and
received such widespread acclaim that it was held over,
along with the troupe for repeat performances at the Linden Circle theatre. Pictured
above, front row, from left,

are Nelson Mundangepfupfu,
of Rhodesia; and Magnus
Adiele, of Nigeria. Standing,
same order, are Mrs. Eunice
OPperman, and her husband.
Harsant, of Rhodesia; Isaac
Vander Puije, of Ghana, Manasseh Moerane, of South Alrice; and Eden.' Hassey, of Nigeria. (Photo by Withers.)

Premiere
(Continued from page 1)

THE
Airs
'ranch
„tints

THIS IS THE new Merry High
school of Jackson, Tenn., which

was dedicated recently with
impressive ceremonies. Frill-

eipal of the new school is C.,„
N. Berry, a veteran educator.

Dedicate New Merry High School
JACKSON, Tenn. — The new praised the beautiful new building. where a long table draped in white,
Merry High school was officially Introduction of special guests centered with white lillies and can.
dedicated recently with impressive was given by Principal C. N. Ber- delabra made a most beau '
ceremonies.
ry with T. R. White, assistant prin- and inviting setting.
of cere- Some facts about the new buildA musical prelude featuring the cipal serving as master
are the size of site: 14 acres;
Merry High school band under the monies. Among the special guests ing
capacity, 600 and the cost of
direction of J. McClellan and the were the commissioners of the city the
the building, .site and contents,
Glee Club under the direction of of Jackson, Mayor George Smith,
$900,000.
Mrs. E. C. Ramey preceded the Commissioner of Education, Ben
official program. An overview of Langford and commissioner of
the Jackson City school system public utilities, E. Bruce Bynum,
with emphasis on Merry High was city attorney, Russel Rice, the
given by Mr. D. E. Ray, superin- general contractors and architect,
tendent of City Schools. The dedi- representatives of the Jackson Sun
(Continued from page II
cation was given by Commissioner Publishing co,, Chamber of ComBen Langford with Mrs. Catherine merce, Legislators, PTA officers,
Accompanying the group was
special
principals,
school
city
Springfield, president of the JackMrs. Donzaleigh Turman Patterson PTA Council giving the re- ems serving in a supervisory cason, head of the Owen college desponse. The dedicatory address pacity, representatives of neighpartment of business and chairman
was given by Dr. Quill E. Cope, boring colleges, Advisory Lay Comof the division of applied sciences.
commissioner of edecation, State mittee and retired teachers. Other ONLY NEGRO
GROUP
of Tennessee. He compared the very special guests were Fred T.
Mr. Foster and Mr. NieCtellon
"schools of yesterday and today and Smith from whom the land of the will be trying
for top honors at the
present school site was purchased
and Joe Merry, son of the former national convention to be held in
school principal from which the the Kansas City area in June.
school was named. Mrs. Bessie The Owen college chapter of the
Merry could not be present be- Future Business Leaders of Amer
ica was the only Negro group
•
cause of illness.
compete in this year's meet.
OPEN HOUF,E
Tennessee Polytechnic institute
Open house followed the program is slated
for integration in Sepwhere approximately 1,000 guests tember, 1958, and
students at the
viewed the building and were serv- school
thought at first that the
ed refreshments as they passed Owen Junior college
group were
through the beautiful cafeteria there to register
for next year's
classes.

before my own father became re
conciled to My singing jazz," Mr
Cole said. "But he finally got used
to it."
The singer's father is a Baptist
minister in Chicago, where he has
preached for several decades.
"Playing that part of Mr. Han
dy's life where his father calls
down the w,tath of God on him was
a curious Experience," he reflected
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
"It was like I was living my own
life again, my own childhood."
MARJORIE ANDREWS
En the city mark you for leader- the Eastern Star; and the Links, at which the next step to be taken lie said that
Handy's father al•
would logically be -to enter the
'ship among the rank and file of inc., Tennessee chapter.
ways
referred
to
jazz
as the "dev- make pictures and she tried to
courtroom, drag the judge from il's
the colored in Memphis. This is
music, and there was consider- dodge, but she wasn't antagonisthis bench and beat him up."
k GREAT AND SIGNAL HONOR THE OTHERS
able
conflict
between
the two on ic like so many people are in her
Persons who made contributions "At that point," Mr. Wilkins said
AND PRIVILEGE you have. Make
the subject. After Handy lost his spot. She smiles easily and is a
the most of it.,
toward life memberships were Dr. "law will vanish for white people eyesight, his father is said to
many occasions it have said that it was "God's pun- nice looking woman."
"Today you are shopping for a Leland Atkins, Dr. James S. Byas, just as on so
Negroes.
for
vanished
has
ishment" on the composer for writ- Joe Graham, another Defender
rjuality home. You are looking at H. A. Gilliam, T. C. D. Ilayes,
how long decent white peel- ing such songs as "St. Louis Blues photographer an the scene, was
homes in Glenview and elsewhere. Rev. B. L. Hooks, Dr. Arthur E.1 "Just
in the South will tolerate this "Beale St. Blues," and "Careless
'Impressed by what he called her
This may seem to be the only Horne, Dr. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. plc
"quiet dignity."
o illesstti.t
aredy tw
loiissnghth
smtaate. of
'place you can obtain the standard
fm"
vl:
et Was that way in our home, "It's hard to imagine her comlof living you want. Ask yourself J. W. Kelso, Edward R. Kirk, and
by in shame and fear and allow too," Mr. Cole reflected. "My fath- mitting such a crime, but I guess
leveret questions. We believe there H. T. Lockard.
the Negro citizens to carry the Cr and I had our rows, and like
la an area of mutual cooperation
Also Dr. B. B. Martin, A. Ma- burden of the fight for decency Ilandy, I ran away from home to you can never tell. She was very
tastefully dressed and carried herthat will increase your standing teo Walker, Dr. T. W. Northcross,
fairness is , hard to say," he play the kind of music I believed self well."
and leadership with our colored B. G. Olive. jr, Bishop J. 0. Pat- and
in.
enthusiastic crowd.
'citizens and benefit them. Most terson, 0. W. Pickett, C. C. Saw- told the
fighting this "Of course, that's behind me Adolph Slaughter, the Defender
Important: you will have the bet- yer, R. B. Sugarmon, Sr.. Dr. Negroes have been
now.
I'm long since over it and reporter who has covered most of
"good fight," he said, in the face
ter things that you have earned.' Cooper E. Taylor, Jesse H. Turtnof the "blackjack of violence ... so is my father, just as the old the case, szicl: "She is very cool,
er, Dr. R. Q. Venson, Dr. I. A. the stilleto lies, and . . the Mr. Handy finally became recon- very self-possessed and self-confirAMPHLET SUGGESTS
de -t. In spite of all the hustle
I The pamphlet then suggests that Watson, Sr., A. W. Willis, Dr. W. noose of economic strangulation. cded with his son."
It was the singer's mother, who and bustle about her, she remain(Continued from page 1)
hTegroes drive out and inspect the H. Young, Dr. I. A. Watson, jr, NAACP STATUS
calm and almost unemotional
Commenting upon the Watt's of loved all kinds of music who enluxury homes being erected in the and Dr. Vasco Smith, jr.
phis
from St. Louis, where he had
(Continued from page 1)
Holiday Heights and Norris Hills Organizations which made pay- the NAACP in several Southern couraged him to continue in the except for a very pleasant smile."
served as pastor of the Jamieson
field of popular musics It was not She was questioned for about 43
memberships
life
were
ments
on
lubdivisions where they can get
states, Mr. Wilkins said,"We have until
insetting
to all Negroes. which had
Memorial
CME
church
for
eight
after her death, two years minutes after her arrival here by
;'FHA liberal home financing; a the Bluff City and Shelby County been investigated by Virginia,
little legal bearing of the issue.
Years.
ago that his father consented to Sergeant Trout of the homicide
Gnosis Glint club, the
Council,
the
investment;
'sound
and a compatiGeorgia, and Texas. Also hear him sing.
Following is a full text of the
STARTED IN S. C.
Second Florida,
detail.
ble, friendly neighborhood where Mt.. Olive CME church, the
The preacher started his minis- statement issued on March 19:
Congregational church, Top Hat in an underhanded way by Louisi- "I was playing in Chilagstet the Atty. Charles Armstrong, W h o
"The
Pour family can mingle freely."
Trustees of LeMoyne ColChez Paree," he said. 41and I got has been retained to represent
try in his native South Carolina,
and Tails club, Union Protective ana .. ."
lege in annual session today d.
I In the homes in Glenview, the Assurance company, Ushers Fed- Alabama, he said, attempted to the word that he was out there,
after
having
studied
at
Clinton
colpamphlet stated, the newcomers to eraticn of Memphis and the Wood- throw the organization out of the the audience of a night club, in,her, advised against making any
lege in Rock Hill, S. C. Since then cussed a letter publiseed in "T
state without an investigation, but was so nervous I could hardly-11statements.
the area would find out-of-style stock Civic club.
he has taken courses at the Eden Magician," a student peblication,
She is being held In the County
calling for the ressgnation ot r
with a 5100,000 fine; Louisiana in- go on stage. I was scared to death jait
Plumbing and kitchen fixtures, old
Seminary in St. Louis.
vestigated the NAACP without call- that he would net like it, but he
lead pipes, heating systems that MORE
Rev. Browning has served as the member of the Board. The letter,
Also the Alpha Delta Lambda ing in a single member of the or- did."
would need repairing, and other
pastor of congregations in East addressed to the President of the
without asking
Featured in the film as Hanparts of the house which would chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha ganization, and
St. Louis Ill. Chicago and in var- College was sigaed by a stuaent
ious cities in Florida, Massachu- in his capacity as president of
peed repairing in a short while. fraternity; Epsilon Phi, of Omega for a single document, but con- dy's father is Juano Hernandez,
Cross
'Murder
'
a earipus 01 ,4aei-,at'on
setts, and Missourh
In addition, it said: "long stand- Psi Phi; the Memphis chapter of cluded that it was connected with who commutes regularly between
Route
He will attend the Quadrennial "The views expressed in lhe
communism; and in Virginia a Hollywood and the West Indies,
ing friendships between white and Kappa Alpha Psi; the Delta
Session of the General Conlerence publishd letter and the viewr, of
Negro citizens of Memphis will be chapter of Sigma Pi Phi; and the probe of the organization extended where he is professor of dramatics Trial Opens In
Omega chapter of to school textbooks, and was ahem tan _t the
h university
of the CME church when it meets campus organizations do not irejoinne
of Putrto Rico j
damaged. The loss hurts both Beta Epsilon
sorority. doned when citizens
in Detroit from May 7 to 21. The fleet the views ofhtdea itrmix•ran
groups. Retired persons and wi- the Alpha Kappa Alpha
of all races -7 San
Mr. Hernandez came to the Unit- apan Today
dynamic leader is a candidate for lion and Trustees of LeMoyoe Col.
dows on fixed incomes will be hurt. Others included the Les Cherez began to protest.
lege any more than does a Letter
bishop,
They will not associate with yori; Amies, First Baptist Church Chel- "I don't know what kind of in- ed States some 40 years ago as a
YOKOHAMA — (INS) — A JapRev. and Mrs. Browning have to the editor' express the views ef
and you will not associate with sea, Pentecostal Temple church, vestigation Mississippi will hold," roustabout with a carnival, and, anese court will reconvene today
at the time had had no formal'
two children. Their daughter is a a daily newspaper. The letter was
them. What kind of neighborhood and the Alpha Gamma Sigma chap- he said. "They may think of someto try a young American soldier
teacher at the Hamilton Element' impertinent, ,ill advised, and did
ter of the Delta Sigma Theta sor- thing different from the others, but schooling. He learned to read al- accused of murdering
life ,,will this be?
not provide facts on whicn the con•
a Japanese
most by osmosis, and began seekary school,
ority.
that
does
not
seem
likely.
We
have
elusion it reached was based. The
prostitute
Yokohama
in
a
alley
%THEIR SUPPORT'
ing knowledge from anybody whom
nothing to conceal,
and
contriPersons
last
amounts
Board
November
of Trustees have always albecause
she
wore
he considered had more than he
' The Glenview organization said
lowed academic freedom, freedom
buted to the NAACP's Legal De- WON'T CEASE NOW
a cross.
did.
that it has had the "problems and
fense Fund were Dr. W. 0. Speight Mr. Wilkins received a great
of speech,
Sp 3 Gregory J. Kupski, 23, of
freedom of the
Observing that people in the
desires" of Negroes in mind from sr.,
125: Dr. W 0. Wight, in. ovation when he told the audience I United States were inclined
Detroit, is charged with the slaypress to the faculty and students
to
the beginning, and that they now $25.
Universal Life Insurance cram- that the NAACP was an organize- laugh at those who spoke English ing of Kazue Eikawa Wescott, the
in accordance with the best demo.
MARJORIE ANDREWS
had the backing of others who were pany,
(Continued from page 1)
cratic practices under our Ameri5200; the Tri-State Bank of lion of American citizens proceed- , with an accent, he cultivated per wife of an American sailor staready to help in the situation.
Memphis, $250: the Memphis chap- ing under the law and the Consti- ! feet diction, and acquired a
can Ccnstitution. The Trustees
knowl- tioned at the China Lake naval
saw two houses on the area, she also recognize
Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, a real estate ter of Links, inc., $50; Thomas J. tution to obtain equalit:. for
that the views of
all , edge of Shakespeare. Finally he air station, Calif.
that the
satisfied
she
was
that
said
broker, said that the offer of the Willis, $25: Mt. Olive Cathedral Negro citizens of the country, and
the
Police
woman
said
individual members of the
turned to'Raps Navy
settled in New York as an actor
For
it was sufficient security to make Board of Trustees do not retie
Glenview Plan, inc., will not deter CalF, church, pastored by Rev. H. that the campaign
prostitution after her husband left,
which was with the Provincetown Players,
her in her efforts to sell a home C. Bunton, $50: Collins Chapel C. launched 49 years ago was not
the risk,
the views of the College. Tip
Mr. Hernandez made his film Japan for his new duty station.
}ferry Sauer told the court on Tristee has freedom of speech,
on Glenview ave. to a Negro buyer. M. E. church, Rev. D. S. Cunning- going to cease now.
debut in the picture, "Intruder in They said Kupski, a Catholic, Buying Oil
Monday that he did not know that freedom of acticn, and freedom in
Three homes on Glenview have ham, $55; Centenary ME church,1 It is quite natural, he said that the Dust," as Lucas
Beauchamp, strangled her "in anger" after he
already been sold to Negroes. Rev. Rev, D. M. Grisham, $32; and the Negroes would want their children and then played roles in "Stars in saw her wearing the cross as she
a second mortgage was held on the exercise of his vocation.
Outside
U
•
S•
the church, until a foreclosure was 'DEDICATED'
Mason occupies one at 1733; Rev. Columbus Baptist church, Pm A. to have the best -in public educe- My Crown," "Yoling Man With
A undressed.
R. W. Norsworthy, jr., has pur- E. Campbell, pastor. $25.
Police found the woman nude
“LeMoyne college is dedicated
tion, having been handicapped and Horn," and the Hemingway classic
WASHINGTON — (INS) — A threatened, but it was later diechased the home at 1801- and a CHURCHES CONTRIBUTE
sold the second to the education ot yoiing people
with her brassiere twisted around Texas Congressman
cheated for so long under the sep- 'Jo Have and Have Not."
strongly crit- missed. Godwin
.c.
agency.
another
stuffed
her
her
loan
neck
panties
and
mortgage
to
Negro has purchased a home next
within the principle of the brotherMore recently, the actor was'
ized the Navy yesterday for
Contributions received from oth- arate but never equal doctrine.
in her mouth.
Suspicion
lagrhs nt
S
door to Rev. Mason.
hood of man tinder the fatherhood
er churches and their pastors IA ere "Here the world is in the nuclear seen as the Negro judge in MGM's
buying
'lolly
one-third"
of
its
oil
Itupski,
a
who
CoM
faces
u
at
rt
r.
resides
Mati-1
maximlim
of
C
Fu
e
God. It has felt it more fruitful
0. W. Pickett is the president of
Hills Chapel Baptist church, Rev. age, facing the age of space, and 'Trial," and as the ill-fated
the Mutual Real Estate association. J. H. Walker; Tree of Life Bap- they want us to be satisfied to Mau leader In "Something of Val sentence of death if convicted. requirements from sources outside Earle, Ark., said that members of to practice this principle and to
pleaded innocent to charges o the United States.
the church had suspected that the preach it as occasion offered rathtist Rev. W. P. Scott; Springhill have our children continue under
As the uncompromising minister' munder in his first hearing before
members of the trustee board were er than condemn those who differ.
Baptist, Rev. Brady Johnson; Rock the same system when the auto,
Rep.
Omar
Burleson,
in
testi-1 the Yokohama district court 1
guilty o f mishandling funds, but It has sought to communicate its
of Ages CME, Rev. J. W. Moore; mobile was a baby! How can our father of W. C. Handy, he pro February.
*-mtitty
released
Says New KKK
in
closed-doer hear. that the court action had exonerat- ideals and to inspire rather than
Beulah Baptist, Rev. W. C. Holm• children catch a space ship with a vides much of the dramatic conWO on the mutual security pro- ed them.
coerce their acceptance. It has enflict in "The St. Louis Woman.'
es; Providence AME, Rev. J. C. horse and buggy education?'
gram
before the House Foreign On last Sunday, he said, the joyed and valued the support of
Other outstanding Negro stars to
Springing Up
Miller; and New Tyler AME, Rev. UNREALISTIC
Affairs
.
be sees in the Paramount producCemmittee, angrily de- present pastor, Rev. J. C. Miller, many who d,d not fully agree with
H. W Henning.
Persons asking for a "cooling
Mystery Shrouds clared:
told the congregation that he was the interpretation of those ideals.
Also Greater White Stone Ban- off" period in the area of civil lion of Handy's biography include
"LeMoyne college has served
In Britain
"We have petroleum running out satisfied that none of the trustees
tist, Rev. A. R. Williams, Miss rights are being unrealistic, he Earths Kitt, Pearl Bailey, Cab
'
s Parleys
of our ears in this country today, had received any of the $20,000. the youth of the Memphis comLONDON -- (INS) — The Rey- Blvd. Christian church. Eldo B. said. "The world is moving too Calloway, Mahalia Jackson, Ella Dag
munity for 88 years. During this
and yet the Navy is fulfilling fully
molds News claimed today that T. Hunt; Martin Memorial CME, fast these days for cooling off per- Fitzgerald. and Ruby Dee.
Rev. Haynes, the former pastor,
Appearing as cabaret musicians
one-third of its requirements with and Mrs. Edna Fortson, who was long period of service the aims
another attempt is being made to; Rev. L. A. Story: Morning View iods. Today, whether you are
a are Barney Bigard, Teddy Buck- In The Kremlin
foreign oil and it simply does not secretary of the trustee board at and purposes of the institution
establish a British branch of the! Baptist and Mt. Sinai Baptist on
man or a nation, if you take time I ner, Red. Callender, George Wash.
have not varied. It hes always
MOSCOW — (INS) — Dm; make very much sense to me,
Ku Klux Klan.
Lauderdale.
Abe time the loan was made gave sought to educate young people to
to 'cool' you could be frozen into ington. and Lee Young.
Hammarskjeild met with Soviet RAPS
The News, a Laborite newspaper
testimony
Fricase
on
in
last
the
PENTAGON
be responsible citizens and to dedialk
a position."
Filmed in VistaVimicm, the show's foreign ministet Andrei Gromyko
published on Sundays, claimed member of the Klan as saying'
day.
rate themselves to the task oTIF
that "violently anti-semetic leaf. "We are a patriotic organize- While Americans are staging a first performance will begin here Monday to start a round of talks "We have a buy-American act The defendants were being rep
building a community in which
back yard brawl over the colot at 7'30 p. m. on Thursday, April shrouded in official secrecy.
, and for some reason some com- resented in the suit by Campbell
lets" have been distributed.
lion . . . anti-Communist and anti- of a man's skin, Mr. Wilkins said, 17.
all men can live together in muVassily V. Kurnetzov, vice min- mittee over in the Pentagon has
The publication said the leaf-I Jewish."
Yeager.
tual trust and harmony."
ister of foreign affairs, and other decided that the act does not aplets bear the Klan's imprint of a' The widely - publicized "Britishl the country's enemies were pre•
ply to petroleum products."
hooded horseman carrying a fiery Klan" uncovered last year turned paring to destroy them. The time lion and introduced the speaker; high-ranking foreign ministry ofspent arguing about who goes to. Atty. H. T. Lockard who served ficials also attended the session, 1 Assistant Defense
cross. The newspaper quoted a; out to be a hoax.
Secretary
school with whom could be, the as master of ceremonies; Dr. I. A. Diplomatic observers in Mos- Mansfield Sprague pointed old that
difference between security and, Watson, jr., campaign chairman; cow expressed the view the UN , "only small amounts" of military
disaster.
l W. C. Patton, campaign coordinat- Secretary General and Kremlin requirements have been bought
In conclusion, he told his :Lodi- or, Mrs. Lucy B. Branch, who leaders took up the stalemated dis- overseas with military assistance
question and the prob- funds.
"You are -winning the great gave a solo; and Jesse Turner armentc,
battle. Although, as Paul said, the who presented the life members
We are proud to announce the opening
An accounting of oil purchaaed
parley.
Summit
wicked . seem to flourish like a of the NAACP's Memphis branch..
outside of the U. S. showed that
of the
a
total of $1,093,328,000 spent by
South's Finest and Most Modern
down. The only way you can lose en by Marion S. Barry, president help solvwe the mystery about the the military services
for oil during
hreisap
i
is
to
quit — to run out on those of the LeMoyne college chapter of
Colored Billiard Room
fiscal 1057, $254,234,00e was used
sarrival n Moscow,
brave kids at Little Rock, and on the NAACP; Bishop J. 0. Patterfor purchases overseas.
the millions of others who look to son, and Rev. S. A. Owen. Rev. ,. He snapped beck with a quick
comment"
you for their chance in the world D. S. Cunningham, president of the
ddectlihne- men he couldn't comment nn the
putiorpocseomomf hist miwsshieoun i:Inked
ISO or $O 1110OF DISTILUD NOM 10DRIORAIN Pi(uTROIL
247 N. MAIN STREET
of tomorrow."
local NAACP branch, gave the re- ed even to discuss the Moscow UN chief's trip, but added:
SPIRITS • PRODUCT Or U 5 a • RUM
sPRITIO
Appearing on the program with port from the churches, and Rev. weather.
DISTILW4R CO..&Imo m IAMBI IMAM DISTRANIR
"It's only natural for the Sec.
Next Doer To Harlem House
DO, CLUMORT,
Mr. Wilkins were Rev. D. W. R. W. Norsworthy was in charge of
Kuznetzov. who met Hammer• retary General of the United NaBrowning, who gave the Mom' the collection.
akjold at the airport, told news tions to travel around the world."
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'Bronze Queen'Contest
To Get Underway Soon

Gersoppa Dukes Plan
Huge Fashion Revue

A contest to select the "Bronze tification of the City.
Queen" of Memphis is now being THE PRIZES
7twgeruzed in the city.
There will be four prizes offer"anSpensored jointly by the city of ed. First prize to the "Bronze
qgemphis, the Chamber of Corn- Queen" will be a $50t government
llerce, and the City Beautiful bond a n d other prOns; second
"commission, it is a civic program prize will be the title cd "Princess
signed to promote cleanliness, Clean Up," a City Beatttiful trophy
itautification, tire prevention, and, and a $25 bond; third prize will
. alt),.
be the t,itle of "Princess Paint
I
--. Any organization or group may. Up, a $A bond and trophy, and
-Select a candidate, and sponsor the same prizes will be offered to
her, along with a fifty word essay the fourth prize winner who will
on the subject: "What Would Do receive th title of "Princess Fix
the Most to Beautify and Keep Up."
Along with the essay, a five-byMemphis Clean."
seven glossy black and white phoTHE RULES
tograph, which cannot be, return, Among the qualifications of a
ed, must be mailed to Bronze
'nimbi:late is that she and her parQueen Contest, City ileautiful
, tants must be Memphis residents,
Commission, 247 Washingtan ave.,
'-isbe must be tingle and never Memphis, and must be poStmark:Parried,'photogenic, between the
ed no later than midnight, Friday,
Ages of 17 through 25 inclusive, atl
April 4
least five feet tall, and either a'
The selection of the winners will
high school or college student.
he made at the S. A. Owen Junior
The candidate must be in percollege oil Friday evening April
feet health, willing to meet peo11, in services beginning at 8-00 TWO NAACP LEADERS, Roy
ple and able to speak in public.I
p.m.
Wilkins, executive secretary of
able to participate in the activiA reception for the contettants the organization, and Rev. la
ties of the campaign which will and theW sponsors will be held S. Cunningham, president of
last from April 17 through 26, and at
the YMCA on Vance on Tues- the local branch, are seen chatmust realize that the main pur- day evening, April 8.
The contest- ting as the NAACP's animal
pose of the campaign is the beau• ant may be
accompanied by her membership drive got underescort.
way last week. Mr. Wilkins

Il

in white,
and can.
bea utiftlip

tw build14 acres;
cost of
contents,

e

spoke to more than 3,600 persons who were present at the
organization's kick-off meeting
held at Mason Temple, on Friday night, March 21. The campaign lasts until April 19. (See
story on page one) (Photo by
Withers)

Metropolitan Hears 2
Top Speakers Sunday

4.

11

A

tts

, Qt FEN CONTESTANT
BROW!
— Pretty Miss Mary Lee Meeks,
an 18-veard old junior at Lester
High school is the that entry In
the 1958 Bronze Queen Contest, and
Is sponsored by the Lester liigh
school PTA. Any civic or social
organization may select and vontor a candidate.

le

FURNISHID ROOMS
PIIRNISHED ROOM — FOR REPINED
working otri. Cooking privilege., Call
WH 2-5874 after 500 P.M.

GET CAPS — Mrs. Naomi
Wynn, left, dean, School of
Nursing at A&T college, points
out the significance of the
nurse's cap at the fourth an.
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left to rigid: Hattie Martin,
Delray Beach, Fla.; Lilly Pen.
darvis, Columbia, winner of
the "Most Promising Student"
scholarship and Beetrice Ad-

NEW • USED

ihieh had
, issue.
it of the
rch 19:
oyne eoloday di
in "T.

ion ot
he letter,
DI of the
stuilent
;idea; of

nual capping evereise held at
the college last Sunday. Her
audience of three sophomore
students, among those who
received their caps, are from

Gets Columbia U
Teaching Post

CASH - TERMS

Plans are nearing completion for the Easter Parade of fashionably' be leatdred iii the show. Harold
Gersoppa Dukes, Inc. Sixth Anneal' dressed Memphians will lead to antler will appear as vocalist.
Affairs Extraordinaire, "Think'the brilliant affair.
Other models who have been elms
Pink," to be presented on Easter. The bevy of fashion models whol en because of their flair for seare
in lection and display of interesting
Sunday night, April 6, at Club will "appear in the show
the "pink of fashion perfection." garments are: Odessa Dickens,
Ebony, 8 la m.
This year's production promises Their choice of high style garments Joyce Horton, Emily Payne, Jerry
to be one of the most outstanding and unique methods of presenta-I Allen, Jean House, Maxine Mcshows produced by Gersoppa Dukes tion is sere to captivate the mull-, Cain, Willa Jones, Lois Simmons,
and the demand for advance tick- ence. Miss Magnolia Betts of re- LaVerne Bolden, Lenora Steineta at this early date indicates that, cent "Holiday on lee" fame will berg, and Catherine Jones.
Also appearing are Juanita Wood
Allen. Doris Bowers, Marcia Ann
Caldwell, Beserly Coleman. Thelma Davidson, Maud Collins, Naomi Gochett, Claudia Ivy, Mardine King, Bernice Lewis, Rolene
Mitchell, Beverly Neville, Denise Hawkins, Ann Mitchell and
COMING TO LEMOYNE — Many
Pauline C. Swayze.'
Other models are Frank Web. artists reach their goal only alter
Board
Aeronautics
InvesCivil
A
—
MIAMI, Fla. — (INS)
ber, Lonnie \Vest, Melvin Londs, long years of strugglitig and, eetigatorsreported yesterday it will spokesman said teams of special Robert Mayfield, Josephine Jones casionally, femily opposition. lint
acclaimed
internationally
"take many weeks'' to determine investigators were in route to Amanda Jones, Virginia Williams, the
what caused a Braniff Internation- Miami to begin an intensive Frances Miller, Frances Peguos. 1 American baritone, William War.
al Airways DC-7C to crash in the search for clues leading to the Laura Ballard, Joseph Hicks andl field, who sill appear here is
concert on Wednesday, April 2. in
Everglades near Miami, killing cause of the disaster.
Shirley Jny,
"It will undoubtedly take many, Robert Dillard, president of the Bruce Hall, considers himself fornine and injuring the other 15
facts
the
all
assemble
to
weeks
airliner.
persons aboard the big
group and his If associates invite tunate to have conie tenni a (analThe four-engine, South America- concerning the crash," he said.; the public to attend the affair. Ad- ly that encouraged him trotn ,his
into The miehap was the first major! vance tickets may be secured from , earliest class, even bc fore he -beaircraft [slanged
bound
swampland six miles west of Mi- crash in the history of the airport. member of Gersoppa Dukes, Inc. gan formal training. Tickets-fur
' For information regarding the pro- the concert are on sale at the Leami's sprawling International Air- one of the busiest in the U. S.
The burning ruins, scattered duction, Call JA 3-11018 or JA 7- 31oene business office and at Gild.
port just one minute after takeoff
east,
area,
square
over a half mile
smith's Central ticket oftice.
3415.
at 10:04 a.m (EST).
an erie greenish hue over the low- '
ground log that hung over the lowlying area.
All that was heard from the
plane by Civil Areonautics Administration officials in the air-I
before the
port control tower
crash was: "This is Braniff
971..." Silence followed and seconds later the stunned men saw
Dr, Clara A. Brawner sill be the ated as one of the top ten in her
the orange light fill the sky.
Braniff identified the nine per- speaker id an afternoon service at class.
A reception will be given in her
the Metropolitan Baptist church
sons killed as:
Airline employes enroute to an- I on Sunday when Youth Activities honor on Saturday evening at the
other assignment. Capt. Royal H. Day is observed at the church residence of Rev. and Mrs. S. A.
King, 44, of Coral Gables, Fla.;
Speaking at the morning service Owen, of 761. Walker ave., front
Capt. Davis F. Leaeke, 42, of Ft. will be Rev. Cherles Dinkin, sec- 7:30 to 930 p.m.
The church has made plans for
Capt., retary of the department of ChrisLauderdale, Fla., and
George Hogan, 42, of Dallas, Tex. tian Education of the Sunday guests to spend the entire (lay
the church. A dinner will be
at
Four of the five active crew I School Publishing Board.
served in the cafeteria after the
members escaped death.
At the evening service a proThe other victims were identi. gram of concert music will be morning service.
fied as Rosario Rodriquez of Pan- given by the Jackson College, William Jones is general chair.
man for the youth day, Jeseph
ama City, Panama; Paul Reed of choir.
P. Atkins. publicity chairman, and
Paducah, Ky.; Miss Adrienne.
Dr. Brawner, who will deliver! Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of the
Dukes of New York City; Ricardo'
the afternoon address, is t h e church.
Salcedo ef Lima, Peru; Mrs. Veryl
daughter of Mrs. Jewell Brawner
Rex of Minneapolis, Minn.. and.
and the late Dr. Jeff Brawner,'
Donald M. Showman, Braniff first'
and is now practicing in the same
officer and co-pilot.
office in which he served until
Three of the injured, including
his death.
Pilot Don George, 50; of Coral GaMiss Brawner is a graduate of
bles, remained in serious condiSpelman college in Atlanta, and
tion at a Miami hospital today.
Meharry Medical college at
The other badly injured passeng- the
Nashville, where she was gradeers were William J. O'Brien of
Easton, Conn., and Garland Monk
derly, Boynton Bleach, Fla..
of Pine Bluff, Ark.
winner of the Dr. C. C. Stewart scholarship award for has'.
Subways Sr. partially ventilatMg maintained the highest aved by the piston action of trains
144.
erage.
driving the air through the tubes.
THE SMOOTHER BOU

Probe Of Crash
To Take Weeks

sup Was
Patter'liege dechairman
sciences.

deletion
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held in
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of Amer
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sup were
it year's

Job Accident
Rate Declines

Warn Mixed
Pair To Leave

Mississippi
Urge Recognition
Of Negro Masons-warned

LAUREL, Miss — (INS) — A
Negro serviceman and his white,
have been
German-born wife
JEFF COAT'S
to stay out of Mississippi.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — SecOfficials said Army Sgt. Johnretary of Labor James P. Mitchell
96 S. LAUDERDALE
fly Wheeler and his wife had stopsaid yesterday that only one-fifth!
JA S-8086
' NEW ORLEANS, La. — (AN?) leading Prince Hall Masons over ped at Laurel to visit the Serof the young people in the U. S.
geant'1 parents while en route to
I — Charles Van Cott, editor of a the nation.
I NEW YORK — The appointment He will also introduce a new can be promised an accident free Masonic journal, "Masonic InspirCalifornia.
Prince Hall Masons trace their Complaints
of Dr. Mozell C. Hill as professor I course, "social stratification and
were filed in the
.
ation," advocates recognition of
life
working
t
ha
of education at Teachers college, social learning," which will deal,
area by persons who had seen the
the legitimacy of Prince Hall founder, Prince Hall
of
President's
Massachuthe
July
before
Speaking
, Columbia university, effective
!couple together. Jones county
Masons as a means of combatting'
clefs" or status
1, 1958, was announced yesterday with the "social
Wheelhetehleconference on occupational safety, bogus Masonry among Negroes in setts who founded the first Negro- Atty.
especially
lodge
individuals,
the
Grand
and
Negro
first
of
levels
president
Caswell,
L.
Hollis
by Dr.
"against
fromsr was 'warned
the secretary further added that the USA.
Grand
African
Lodge,
Lodge,
learn
children
what
and
college.
I of the
with how
and his wife to live
only 23 of be boys and girls, 14 Van Cott stated In the February which all Negro Masonry in the law" for he
RECORDS FOR IVIRTONI
together."
Dr. Hill is now a professor and In school and from the rest of the to 19 years of age, now entering issue: "Millions of fine American USA of legitimate claim has des, Mississippi law forbids interraNegroes seek a fair share in our
808 Poplar. MI Lowden/eh
chairman of the department of so- environment.
the labor force, will complete democracy. The Prince Hall Ma- cended.
cial marriages. The offense is conAtat
anthropology
and
ciology
Phew* LA 11-4348
Dr. Hill was born in Anniston, their working lives without a dissidered a felony and carries a
sons do not want to Intermit with
lanta university, Atlanta.
Ala. He attended the public abling work injury.
,possible 10 year prison term,
us (they are gun-shy after being
His special research and teach- schools of Kansas City. Kan , and
Mitchell estimated a U. S. pop- taken so many years by, white
big interests are rural and urban' received the A. B. and M. .A. de ulation in 1965 of more than 193 folk). But if we merely admit they
State Tuberculosis Sanatorium,
re-development, with particular at-' grees at the University of Kansas.
and Dr. H. Edward KJemptner,
million with a labor force at 80 are the only legitimate Negro
'
social
changing
tention to the
His Ph.D, degree was awarded by million.
supervisory physician at Skokie
Masons, it would destroy clan.
MR
community.
the
of
structure
.
---- r- the University of CLI...go in 1946
and capnhaydsaici Rah:
u s taerse among
destine colored groups, help Prince
Sanatorium,
from
of
Chicago—
areThraeemong
' He said the 14,200 occupational
riage and family relations and
states
Hall grow into a greater body
physicians
t alel:
social change, behavior in small He continued his education at deaths and 1,930,000 Injuries that Negro Masons. This very
suggesattend- tending the Postgraduate Course
groups, techniques of social re- the London School of Economics occurred in 1957 reflected a level ton shows what hypocrites we are specialists in tuberculosis
ling a five-day postgraduate course on Pulmonary Function at the
search, and the sociology of occu- and the Institute of Social Anthroe which has prevailed in recent
i Masonry — not in the disease here, March 24-28. Boston City Hospital,
I pology at All Souls College in Ox- years in the face of rising em- — for Masonry is
•
pations and professions.
white, black or red, just a wee bit, Dr. Marjorie Pyle, chief of med. Dr. Fox is also a clinical in'
Hill' ford University.
of
exposure
the
d
n
a
ployment
At Teachers college, Prof.
yellow now and then."
!eine, and Dr. Ronald E. Fox,i structor at the University of Iii...
Prof. Hill taught at Langston more workers to possible In
rims.* is a reason why people like will be a member of the departN o comment was secured from staff physician of the Chicago , nols R & E Hospitals.
to do business with us You, too, ment of the social and philosophi- university before going to Atlanta injuries.
will like our courteous treatrnerit cal foundations of education. His university,
and desire to help you.
Less than five percent of the
courses will include the sociology
"Open Thursday and Friday
the community, urban sociolo- Rats destroy up to 200 million soil of Panama is suited for agriof
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
culture.
bushels of grain a year.
gy, and education and society.
Saturdays 9.00 to 1:00

Open All Nits

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

1

SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE

I

152 MADISON AVENUE
Phone JA 5-7611

AmM111111111111111k,
IRONS REPAIRED

FRANK BUYS RIGHT
AND SELLS RIGHT

TOASTERS
LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

1101MYS totitenT STOCKS Of LIQUORS
-WINC-OtN-CMAIPAPAONS.

"WE DON'T WAUNA GET RICH"

ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM sQ95
up
.
CLEANERS

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
•••••
Osmaa MOM

1111111111111111111•11111,

THE LIGHTER BOURBON

• w-gealle'erenettet

Horn* Operated - Homo Owned

••

THE MILDER BOURBON

3 Local Medics
At TB Session

LOANS

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

TRI-STATE °UNDER
Sot., March 29, 1958

Rouyn

FRANK'S FRIENDLY sell-rite liquor store is shown. Customers,
the trucks are unloading it 'at FRANK'S . . . because Frank's
buys right and sells Hight. The owner says: "We don't wanna
get rich!" We merely want to let our many friends and customers know that Frank's is the store to shop . . . and We are
always happy for vou to come and make vonr individual selection. Courtesy always prevails at the store because courtesy le
Frank s most important product.

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON...BUY

tiett
,
".
•wwri

boarlion

Ali MORN 011 ALL PIMA NAM

FRANK'S LIQUOR GITORE
PLRATY 01 FM PARKINN VANE
yr 1,4117'N MAIN ST.—CORNIfft
411MMIRIMISMMItwid

Kentucky Stslett Mods*
INOsken74/6171:
le pew emote AP OW 8s.. F'WOW%
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FCCMemberScoldsProbers,
Spent Own funds, He Says

Sat., March 29, 1951

WASHINGTON — (INS) — The , members to be quizzed about a
His room alone came to $10:40
senior member of the Federal series of i "misconduct" charge& a day, he said, and "my own e
Communications Commission tes- contained'in a memo prepared byl penses were far in excess of
tified yesterday that he has spent ex-counsel Dr. Bernard Echwartz
which is made an issue by
more of his own money &tending Other commissioners are to follow the committee in another trip."
broadcasting conventions .than he him to the stand
Hyde staunchly defended trips
has receied by collecting double MI A DAY
and conventions for a commissionexpenses.
The white-haired veteran of Gov. er if he is to keep abreast of deRose! Hyde told a House inves eminent service tat of a trip to velopments in the broadcasting
tigating committee he saw "no ini- Mexico last year to discuss a corn- industry he must regulate.
propriety whatsoever'' In collect munications treaty when he was
On the same grounds, he defending $12 per day expenses from the allowed only $8 a day to cover ed acceptance of free color TV
GoVernment at the same time hotel bills and meals.
• sets in his home.
s_
broadcasters picked up the tab
tor hotel bills or entertainment. . M•
•
In fact, he said, such double collections have seen specifically authorized by the Government. He'
cited a ruling of the comptroller
genera) saying "per diem" could
tunny to hear this outstanding
be collected even if the commis
choir with its vibrant, youthsioner did not stay in a hotel.
ful voices for the first time
Shown in a part of the fine
JACKSON, miss. — &WS)
Hyde, a commissioner since 1946
A.active in the NAACP's drive t•
choir.
scolded the committee for making Negro American Legion, Post was achieve racial integration in the
considering an appeal to naticnal state.
charges that "make it look like
..
was trying to chisel a little easy
yr es
Sight Plane Wreckage
The committee said represents.
of
its charter becatise of alleged
money fro mthe government when
then from other Negro posts
political
activity
NEW DELHI — (INS) — Wreck- my entire record is contrary."
in the racial conthe state agreed to the revIcatiorC
- ..
trove.
age of an Indian air ines plane . He quoted, fm instance.
a $22 The post
Powell said his post was conwas stripped of its
carrying 20 passengers were re- "entertainment" item paid
for by charter
Sunday by the legion's sidering an appeal t o national
ported sighted yesterday 16 miles; a broadcasters association in 1957.
southwest of Katmaadu, Nepal. 'ffe said he was the speaker for Mississippi state executive corn- headquarters to reverse the state
mittee for alleged violationi Hs group's decision
The airliner disappeared Monday I the event, and after dinner
he was organization's
constitution, which
while flying from Katmandu to one of a group who were
''enter- prohibits posts
from using their Delay Packers Transfer
Semrajn the southern part of the tamed" briefly by the association,
official
position
on behalf of other, WASHINGTON — (INS) — AcHimalayan nation.
"In fact," he said, "I had my groups.
itii • on a bill to shift regulation
usual ginger ale and went home, The executive
committee charged of the meat packing industry
It takes an average of one acre and now I find
myself charged that a lenghty investigation showfrom the Agriculture Department
of land to raise feet. for one horse with $22 worth of fraternization,"i
ed that members of the post and'to the Federal
Trade Commission
per year,
Hyde was the first of the FCC i fits commander Albert
Powell were,has been temporarily postponed.

tit 0

.84

"Then was Jesus led up to the once again engaged Jesus in an
spirit into the wilderness to be argument — if you want to be
tempted of the devil." So reads well•received by society be a senMatthew 4:1. Continuing our gen- sation.
eral theme: "Jesus and Human
Oh, how it hurts me today to
* Behavior," we find ourselves deal- see so many people who want to
ing this week with the outstanding be a sensation at any cost. People
hour of temptation as confronted who just must be popular, just
by Jesus. In the verse following we must be seen. How tragic it is
tee the devil waving before Jesus} that there are such people and unthe thing that would satisfy His fortunately so many of them in
hunger; not being satisfied at this places of influence are concerned
point he came back and admonish- only with being a sensation. What TOP mom COMING — The
ed Him to be a sensation.
Jackson Stale college concert
la miserable price people are pay.
This having failed he made an ing every day just to be an overchoir, one of the nation's great
appeal to the hidden ambition !right sensation! Only to bloom up , vocal organizationa will appear
Which was hidden in the breast Of I like an early spring rose and then
in concert at 7:30 p. m at
IS. human part of Jesus and bade I dle never to be heard of anymore.
Metropolitan Baptist church on
Him to bow down and worship oh, yea there are short cuts that
would
he
and
conHim
give
him
we can take to fame and tor
trot over all the earth,
tune but that farne and fortune
! The devil was no fool! He knew that conies so hastily flees just as
et exactly what points all of us hastily.
are weakest and he made his I heard a man interviewing Bing
approach to Jesus from those very Crosby sometime ago and during .
Mrs. Winnie Foster Hill, of 1403
points. Even with Jesus having the course of the interview Bing
been victorious, there are thous- was reminded that he had seen iPillow at., South Memphis, directands and thousands of people to- many a singer come and go during or of Christian education for the
day who will do anything to satis- his day but he still is rolling CME church, returned home last
week after having attended a confy their hunger. Not only the hung- along.
er for the nutritional things of
ference for writers and publishers
with life Those people
is
So
it
life but also the hunger for fame,.
who take good time and lay a good of church literature held near Cresfor social acceptance and the like.,
foundation will be on the scene co, Pa. •
But here we find a man who I for a long time, and their fame
Mrs Hill reported that a large
as without food for 40 days and will last long after they are cne delegation of interdenominational
40 nights. His first concern was but those fly-by-night sensations and interracial workers were
prethe quenching of His hunger. The will be here today and gone to- sent at the Buck Hill Falls Ins
devil knew that. Oh yes, Jesus was morrow.
hungry but not to the point of doJesus was not concerned about
ing anything for a parcel of bread.
setting up an institution that would
' No doubt going through His mind only last for a few hours, months,
was the picture of one long years or days but for eternity. So it must
before Him who likewise was be with each of us. We are not
hungry and sold his birthright for living for today but our lives
a morsel of food. Yes, we must should he stimuli for people unlearn even today that sometimes born.
we are called upon to be hungry
Having failed at this point the
but we can not satisfy our hunger
devil once again turns to Jesus
at any price and in turn our souls
and says to Him, "If you will bow
for the satisfaction of having
down and worship me I'll give you
quenched our hunger.
all of these things. This time inI have played baseball with boys stead of Jesus acting like many of
In the hot summer heat and I have us and bowing down, He chose
teen some of them get so thirsty: rather to stand by His moral and
that they would get down on their spiritual integrity and be faithful
knees and drink water out of a to those who were to look to Him
ditch. never did get that thirstyl for guidance for years to come.
or that hot.
Oh, that men in this day would
: Whatever station we final our- realize their moral
and spiritual
Selves there are two ways to get obligations to their fellowman and
MBA. WINNIE F. HILL
out — just two, One whereby we stand by those things which in the
can endure until the opportune mo- final analysis would bring them
uniform Sunday School lessons.
ment and release ourselves and the lasting peace and joy. No doubt as
Fred Helps, of the United Church}
other whereby we are willing to Jesus looked back over His life of Canada, she said, was chairman
get out at any price. Our world and said to those startled disciples, Of the gr‘up with which she workIs full of people who are willing "I have overcome the world!"
lie ed. At the time of her visit, Mrs.
to get out at any price. But let had this incident in mind. What
a Hill said that the Pocono mounline hasten to tell you the same great tribute it is to any life to tains were covered with snow, and
way that Jesus needed spiritual be able to look back and to see provided a proper setting for inand moral concern to overcome that what we have done has
gone tensive study.
His temptations. We need the same a long way toward increasing
On the way back home, Mrs.
the
today.
spiritual stamina and moral fiber Hill had an opportunity to visit her
The Bible tells me that the devil of those inelividuals coming behind' cousin, Mrs. Janice Donoho Harris, a former afemphian, who now
went away and came back and us.

March 30. The group. directed
by Pr. Robert A. Henry, will
be making its first appearance
in the Memphis area. The local performance will give lovers of fine music, an oppor-

Mrs Hill Attends Meet
For Religious Writers
to plan quarterly cycles for the
lives with her family in Jamaica,
New York. Mrs. Hill made the trip
by air.
On the teaching staff of the Lin
coln Elementary school here Mrs.
Hill is a member of the mount
Pisgah CME church.
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Get The Things You've
Always Wanted!
Something for everyone
FREE with
QUALITY STAMPS

Take Time To Visit
THE QUALITY STAMP
Redemption Center at
1323 Union Avenue
The Attractive Facility
Has An Efficient, Courteous Staff
Ready To Serve You

0•

Jehovah's Group
Plans Activities
: sis-S•r to place more empha•I
sis upon the death trul resurrec•
!tion of Christ. the Jehovah's Witnesses of Memphis have planned
a week of special activities beginMIDDLE BAPTIST
been set for the appearances.
ning on Marsh 30, and culminating
A double attraction will mark
Over The Clouds may be seen on Easter Sunday.
The initial speaker will be D.
ifse culmination of a building debt Monday through Friday over Chan
dive at the Middle Baptist church, nel 3 at ae:45 a. in. Jimmy Stroud M. Jones. circuit supervisor. On
heads
the Memphis Umon Mission April 3, the entire congregation
&today. It will be Pastor's Honoe,
will participate in annual memorDay and Annual Men's Day. For PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
ial, with G. Yarborough, the prethese glorious occasions. the eon- CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
siding minister as the speaker.
gregation has planned outstanding
Following the regular worship
On Easter Sunday, Mr. YarServices that are destined to stir at the Pentecostal
Temple Sunday, brough wil give a talk entitled "A
the souls of members and visitors blessed nalm
leaves will be given New Song For All Men."
alike,
to every member. Baptizing will
All services w-ill he conducted
A party will be given for the be. be held also,
at Kingdom Hall, 171 S. Second
loved minister and well-known
The public is invited, and there l
at.
At 3 p. m.. the Pattersonaires
torncy, Rev. B. L. Hooks, follow-' will present
will be no offerings taken.
a musical.
ing the morning worship. Here,
the members will endeavor to miBishop J. 0. Patterson is the
nister,
reveal to this devout servant the
depth of their gratitude for the l EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
two years of unselfish service he
Sung Eucharist and a sermon
has rendered at Middle Baptist. will be held at the Emmanuel
Episcopal
church, Sunday. Gamoni "Urban Renewal in Hyde Park"
Rev. J. W. Williams of Lane
Avenue Baptist church will deliver Rue Moore will officiate.
will be the subject for discussion
at the montnty membership meets
the principal address for the Men's} ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Day Observance at 3 p. in. The, An Easter Drama will be pre- ing of. the Hyde Park unit of
entire membership of Lane Ass- sented at the St. Stephen Paptist, the Chicago branch of the NAACP.'
enue will be present for the cele. Sunday at 8 p. in. The Renais- The meeting will be held at 8!
bration.
p in., Monday, March 24 at fatiak- /
sance club will render it.
Cr House, 5615 Woodlawn ave.
A musical presentation is schedSt. Stephen will worship with
James Cunningham, Jr., execuuld for 7:30 p. in The Men's Cho-. the Trinity CME church
at 3:30 tive director of the Hyde-Parkrue will render it.
p. rn. The pastor of St. Stephen ence will lead the discussion.
Baptist church. Rev. 0. C. Criv•
MEMPHIs UNION MISSION
—
A 'first' in Memphis televising en, will deliver the sermon.
was instigated by the Memphis
Other services will be molar
Union Mission last Thursday morn- B. T. Lewis will conduct the Suning. The Mission has for some- day school at 9:30 a, m. At 6!?..)
time been saluting outstanding p. m.. Joseph F. Wilsor will dichurches of the city on its 10 min- rect the Baptist Training Union.,
ute program. Above the Clouds,
BEULAH BAPTIST
Are You Needing
over Channel 3. Last week. a NeThe educational hoard of the
gro sanctum's/ was saluted. It was
Church
Furniture?
the Mississippi Boulevard Christian Beulah Baptist church is sponsor
church of 978 Mississippi blvd.! ing the Melrose Glee Club in a
SEE US FOR
Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pastor of thel musical, there. Sunday. The mu
church, delivered a aermenette. sical which will he under the su
CHURCH
•
PEWS
He was introduced by Rev. James perb direction of Miss Viola P
• PULPIT FURNITURE
Gleese. superintendent of the Beale Flowers, will commence at 3 35
• COMMUNION
Street Rescue Mission which is an P. m.
TABLES & WARE
affiliate of the Memphis Union , With other guest artists to add
Mission.
variety, the program premises to
REGULAR $3.85
Four other churches have been be one of the most enjoyable ever
12-Inch Juvenile Chairs
presented
at
house
the
of
worship.
selected for the program. They are
SPECIAL $2.49
East Trigg Avenue Baptist church, Th public is invited There is
Mez.ropolitan Baptist church. Mt. no admission charge.
FINANCING DONE
(dive Cothedral CME cherch and
Miss Dorothy Ewell is the chair;
In Some Instances
St. Andrew AME church. Pastors man and Mrs. Jehnny Harrison is
of the respective churches. Rev. the secretary. Rev. W. C. Holmes
SOUTHERN
. Herbert Brewster, Rev. S A. is the nastor.
1•11. fin'. If. C. Bunton and
CHURCH SUPPLY
. If Ralph Jackson, oill de. About 150,000 Americans are
CO.
r the daily sermonette for the , now being saved from cancer each
3434 SUMMER AVENUE
ram. No definite dates have year.

DL
JANA C. PORTZ*
yes Madame,
It's time to start "sparking"
up to Dad again. He is so smart
he will never catch on. Jack
Sprat and I have worked out a
special pie for Dad called,
"Dad's Roast Beef Pie", that
the small fry will alai, ask for
seconds of. It is chuck full of
succulent beef cakes and vegetables with browp gravy under
rlaky Jack Sprat pie crust,
Good to the last bite.
Dad Roast Beef Pie
Plain Pastry Topping
ICw
.•e
h JatekfloSuprrat enriched

NAACP To Talk
On Renewal Plan

CHURCH
FURNITURE
SUPPLIES

ta tsp. salt
1-3 C. shortening
2 to 3 Tiles, cold water
Sift flour and salt; cut in
shortening until pieces are size
of smallpeas. Slowly add
cold
water tossing with fork
until
mixture will just hold together.
LISTENERS TO the Bk. Star radio show were given a splendid
treat as this group of Brownie Troops appeared before the microphone of s0,000 watt WDIA. By the performance presented by
these happy young ladies, it is evident that they are well on
their way to stardom. Big Star Food Stores are happy to give
talent an opportunity to express itself. If you can sing, play or
have any talent that can be presented over the air, you are
invited to iontact VVRIA for an audition-tryout. Pictured above
are

1 C. minced onion
left t41 right, first row: Helen Ewing, Dora Taylor, Carolyn
Hunt,
's C. minced celery
Evang?kne Wilson, Carolyn Canida, Mary Helen Macklin, Otha
2
fat
White, Dorothy Montgomery and Frances Anderson. Second
row.
2 C. sliced cooked carrots
Dorothy Johnson, Beverly Watkins, Beverly Hodges, Ava
Hurd,
1 Thep, Worchestershi
Corm Brewer, Lula Wells Annie B. Allen, Gloria
re
Jackson Mary
sauce
Tolbert, Gladys Johnson, !voile Green, Verdi' Foster and
Violetta
2 Tbsp. Jack Sprat flour
Atietin. Third row: Joyce Walton, Beatrice Golden
and Miss
1 C. diced cooked potatoes
Mildred Halyard, Troop leader No. 238.
2 Thep. chopped parsley
1 lounce ran browned
mushrooms and broth
1 Tbsp. salt
1-8 Tbsp. pepper.
1 C. gravy
SAVE WAYS
Cook onion and celery in hot
fat until golden. Stir in flour,
LOW
add
remaining ingredients.
Simmer 10 minutes; pour MIX
lure into well-greased,
deep
eight-inch pie pan. Cover with
nIaln pastry. Bake in hot 01.21
t5O
mi.d:afarc
ees F for so minutes
I
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File Sui Against Mississippi Bias Law5 On The Campus
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The name of Mrs. F. M. Jef- Wiley, who were absent because
fers was inadvertently omitted of illness.
from the roster of officers of the
A delectable menu consisting of
Semper Fidelis club. Mrs. Jeffers roaost turkey dressing, peas caris club pianist.
1 rots, fruit salad, hot rolls, ice
•• •
cream, cake and coffee was enjoyThe faculty of Eldridge Butler ed by all.
elementary school held its :innuai
The faculty of Eldridge Butler Is,
banquet in honor of the school as follows: Mrs. C. E. Allen, prinboard, official staff and PTA of- cipal. Mrs. Salee Porter, Mrs. L.
ficers on March IS, in the cafe- V. Stewart, Mrs. R. B. Bland, Mr.
torium of the school.
Isaac Wilbon, Mrs. Juanita WilThe school was beautifully dec- bon, Mrs. Catherine Gilleylen, Mrs.
orated •silhouettes, bright flowers Maurice Steward and Mrs; Tansy
and Easter ornaments — these Sykes.
things reminded us that spring
The officers of the PTA are as
was here and that Easter is only follows: Mrs. Cliffie J. Bond,
a few days off.
president, Willard Whitaker, secC. T. Cobb, principal of Lincoln ' retary and Mrs. Daisy Starks,
High school, introduced the speak- 1 treasurer. Mrs. Bond is to be comer, M. S. Smith. superintendent of mended for her most efficient and
F. C. special district No. 7, for untiring efforts as president of the
this occasion. The program also PTA for the past 21
years:
consisted of a reading by Mrs. L. The faculty of Eldridge Butler
J. Clark, music was rendered byl is to be commended for their dilgib Miss Vhaness Whitaker, Mrs. R ligent efforts toward making the
IF B. Bland, Mrs. Maurice Steward banquet the success that it was.
and an instrumental trio from the As their principal, Mrs. C. E. AlLincoln hand. Also included on the len is a patient at the Roy hospiprogram were musical renditions' len We sincerely wish lot- her a
by Leonard Wiley and Mrs. J. C. speedy recovery•

29, 1951I

The Gibson County Cage Tourna•
ment was held in Humboldt at
Stigall High gymnasium. Trenton
Rosenwald High won first place
in the boys division. The Stigall
High girls won first place in the
girls division

The elementary department is
rehearsing for the operettas that
are to be presented during the
JACKSON, Miss. — Mississip- stitution OR give a reasonable inclosing months of school.
pi's first civil rights suit to reach terpretation of it when read to
A comedy, singing, dancing routhe courts since the 1954 Supreme him The reasonable understandto the "No
Court decision in the school seg- ing of the duties and obligations tine act has been added
was not . Greater Love" drama troupe. This
regation cases has been filed here' of citizenship" clause
are planperformers
of
in the United States District Court.' previously in the state constitu- company
ning a tour throughout Tr -City
The action challenges amend- tion.
area — Humboldt, and Milan. Specments to the state constitution FAILS EXAM
ial thanks goes to Mrs. G. Burand laws which, in effect, deny
Rev.
On each occasion on which
nett for her interest in the deNegroes the right to vote.
Darby sought to register, he was velopnient of this program, also
It was filed by NAACP Legal denied the right on the ground Nelcie Moore and Imogene Coplin
Defense and Educational
Fund that he had failed the examina- for a ccmcdy act and Joe Huddattorneys in behalf of Rev. H. S. lion.
leston who is working on a creative
Darby and other Negro citizens of
Mississippi was one of the first dance.
Jefferson Davis County.
A pre-Spring dance was schedul-South states to enact legisThe action also challenges Mis- Deep
ed by the NHA'ers for March '24.
NAACP
off
cutting
at
aimed
lation
sissippi's new anti-NAACP laws
which prohibit the giving and re- Legal Defense Fund aid to southceiving of financial aid and furnish. ern Negroes in civil rights litigaing of legal services without charge tion.
in• law suits. Violations of these
These laws, enacted In Februastatutes constitute a crime puni- ry, 1956, make it a crime to refrom left. are E. C'.
DEDICATION CEREMONIES
president of the city board of
shed by a prison term of one ceive or give legal services withsuperintendent of Memphis
for the new Carver High school
education; and Samuel Hollis,
year.
City schools, who gave the
recently centered around the
administrative assistant to Maout charge in a law suit or to acRev. Darby on two occasions cept financial assistrnce for the
main address; R. B. Thomp.
theme, "Education — The Tool
yor Edmund Orgill. (Photo by
Jefferson purpose of commencing or prosein
tried to register
son, principal of Carver High
by Which We Live." Pictured
Withers.)
Davis county in order to vote in cuting further any law suit.
school; Walter
Armstrong.
Mississippi elections. On each ocRev Darby and his lawyers
cation the registrar of voters rea federal court injunction enquired him to take a written ex- I seek
Attorney
Mississippi's
Joining
amination.
T. Patterson • from
This examination included a re- General Joe
Erollment for the spring series
these laws and enjoinquirement that the prospective enforcing
instructor
voters of Jef- of Red Cross First Aid
of
registrar
the
ing
voter give a "reasonable interpreGersoppa Dukes' forthcoming nora Steinberg and Catheline Jone
from enforc- classes at five Chicagoland locounty
Davis
ferson
tation" of a provision of the Misraster production will mark the
Also appearing will be Juanita
Constitution and statutes cations is now open, according to
sissippi Constitution and demon- sissippi
sixth consecutive year of top flight Woods Allen. Doris Bowers, Mats
designed to restrict Ne- Roy D. Day, Chicago Chepter First
are
which
strate a "reasonable understandentertainment for the fashion con- cia Ann Caldwell, Beverly Cole-.
Aid chairman.
voting.
gro
ing" of the duties and obligations
scious of Memphis. The calibre of man, Thelma Davidson, Maud Col
The free courses are designed
lawMississippi
Darby's
Rev.
of citizenship.
previous shows produced by the lins Naomi Corbett Claudia I\ v
representatives of local indusfor
Vicksburg,
of
Brown
By
Jess
R.
J.
JOHN
yer,
its
CASSERLY
Ifrom
present
instituted
crossroads.
He
was
requirement
This
ly basis of visits by Americans
club make a very strong bid for ai Mardine King, Bernice Lewis, Ito
PTA groups, civil defense
tries,
legal
and
financial
the
sought
has
added
he
that
would
to
hesitate
amendment
to
1955
a
—
following
would
Africans
turn toward
capacity audience to join the Eas-1 lene Mitchell, Beverly Neville, De- ROME — (INS) — The first 1
and Scout troops who desire
units,
Fund.
Defense
NAACP
the
of
—
predict
there
aid
if
were
a
choice
Constitution
and
Mississippi
the
inface-to-face
show
who
those
ter Parade to witness the fabu- nise liawkins, Ann Mitchell, and African Catholic Bishon since the
teach First
of only two roads — whether the
voting statutes which are design- The Defense Fund is giving finan- to be certificated to
Iota affair. The Affaire Extra-1 Pauline C. Swayze.
times ot St. Augustine said the people would elect to go with terest in their problems.
legal Aid to their organizations.
furnishing
and
aid
cial
the
in
voting
Negro
restrict
to
ed
Kiwanuka
suggestalso
Bishop
"Think
entitled
ordinaire
Pink"
Other models will include Frank entire dark continent is "on fire
counsel to Rev. Darby.
Instruction covers all phases of
ed a way in which the United state.
will be presented Easter Sunday Webber, Bonnie West, Melvin
with the desire for independence"
He warned of the serious dan- States could show its interest in
Prior to these amendments the NAACP Legal Defense and Ed- First Aid, including new technight, Apri: 6, at Club Ebony.
Bonds, Robert Mayfield. Josephine
the
in
attorneys
and the surge is so strong that . ger of Communism in Africa,
Fund
ucational
and
Constitution
niques contained in the revised Red
Africa- Educational scholarships. 'Mississippi
For
five of the production Jones, Amanda
Jones, Virginia
Thurgood Marshall and Cross textbook. Completion of the
the African people will turn to 'saying:
He said some scholarships are statutes required a prospective case are
years, Gersoppa Dukes have avail- Williams Frances Miller Frances
New
of
Motley
Baker
whoever is willing to give them
Constance
Africa
in
not
are
"Communists
'vrite
training qualifies graduates to conavailable now but they are very voter to be able to read OR
ed themselves of the services of Pegues, Laura Ballard, Joseph
help.
open. A man does no' get up to few •
I provision of the Mississippi Con- York.
duct Red Cross standard and adthe very fashion conscious Cor- Hicks and Shirley Joy.
he
saying
Communist
a
speak
is
the
Bishop
ICiwanuks,
Joseph
vanced First Aid classes. Chicago
Members of the organization innelia Crenshaw, Memphis' Eirst
and ask people to follow him for
Chapter Red Cross conducted 802
Lady of Fashion Shows who will clude the following young men who 59-year-old prelate of the Diothis or that reason.
of these classes. certificating 23.153
again coordinate the show and are well known in social circles cese of Masaka in Uganda, said
both the COMMUNIST INFILTRATED
persons in First Aid during tbe
furnish the Commentary on the of Memphis- Robert L. Dillard, in an interview that
However, we know that varimodels, Pink, in all its glorious president- Clarence Fitzgerald Communists and Egyptian NaThe courses wit meet one day
ous political parties are infiltones, will be featured in th e de- Carl Smith, James Jacobs, Wil- tionalists are hard at work to win
a week from 8:30 a, m. to 5 p. m.
trated by Communists. We may
eor, music and in the garments lie Benford, Jake Haywood, James converts in Africa.
for four week, begnning as foleven strongly suspect some men
Wells, Calvin Dillard, Willie Fe- U. S. EFFORTS LAG
of the participaets.
lows:
but many times we are not sure.
A bevy of Memphis' most out- goes, Louis Harvey, Bennie Donel- He added that, although the
March 31, Warren Park Field
Therefore, it is not ao easy to
Standing models have been chosen son, Clarence Spartlen, Rock Wash- United States has shown greater
House, 5691 16th st., Cicero; April
draw any dividing lines of batto appear. They include: Joyce ington, William Woodward, Her- interest in Africa during the past
1, Evanston Red Cross branch,
tle.
Horton, Emily Payne, Jerry Al- man Norwood, Elroy Black and three years, its efforts seem to
comple, 615 Davis st.; 'April 2, Oak Park
i "Moslems a r a beginning to
Stanley Stroonln wrecked the have big 'bows epos
len, Odessa Dickens, Jean House, Alston Coleman.
be lagging.
By LE/4 MATTHEWS
Red Cross branch, 820 North blvd.;
joint as his wife watched and tioa.
Maxine McCain, Willa Jones, Loiss.
The public is invited to attend The Bishop, who studied in ; make strong inroads in Africa,"
Harvey Red Cross office, 157 E.
NEW YORK — Dr. Morel! C. cried. His wife, Helen, told the
Simmons, Laverne Bolden Le- the affair. Advance tickets may be Rome, said his Continent is at a , the Bishop said, "particularly,
155th at,; April 3, Chicago Chapsecured from Davidson's Grill, Cub. critical cnasroads in it history.'Moslems from Egypt. And al- Hill, chairman of sociology and magistrate that he assaulted her
ters headquarters, 529 S. Wabash
pepper's Chicken Shack, or from He stressed that as a clergyman ready we see the situation be- anthropology at the University of and poured 31,000 worth of whisave.
any member of Gersoppa Dukes, he did not wish his remarks to be tween Egypt and the Sudan. Af- Atlanta, has been appointed pro- key, beer and wine on the floor
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ter Sudan, there Is Uganda — fessor of education at Teachers
inc. For information concerning
and topped It all by going into
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but
political,
for
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said
Department, Chicago Chapter
JA 7-3415.
holds degrees from London School son, Stephen J. Silk, who was
Considerable progress is being headquates, WAbash 2-7850.
Africa with the Lae of millions at NEED SCHOOLS, TEACHERS
of Economics, Oxford university of sleeping, and injuring him.
stake.
made by the Brunswick school
"We. really need schools, most- Kansas and University of Chicago,
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"Everywhere one goes," the ly teachers. Some teachers are will take over his new post July
PTA, under the leadership of its Child Guidance, and Should the
Rod Be Spared in School,
Former lightweight champ Ike
Bishop said, "You hear talk of coming from Egypt. Although
president, Mrs. Cleora Gibbs
Williams who has had several
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independence, freedom, liberty. the Moslems are somewhat weak
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profound
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bouts with the law, is now an empanel, and then by an open farum,
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very
a
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Patrick's
It's ironic that on St.
ploye at Jamesburg Reformatory
woman and child coming
of every ma
Day, Michael Murphy, a native of in Jamesburg, N.J. Ike, who re- helpful program for the commuNEW ORLEANS — (INS) — A old enough to think and talk.
"Of 5,000,000 people ir Uganda,
been outlined by Mrs.
country
this
came to
tired owning six apartment houses nity has
$779,500 damage suit against two
Africa is on :lie with the de- there are more than 1,000,000 Ireland, who
Gibbs, and the principal, Edward
tobacco companies for the death sire for independence. The flames Roman Catholics. We are, there- in 1955, strangled Ids 16-year-old and over a quarter million in the
girl friend, Katherine Noonan in bank, is broke and separated from Gray.
of a cancer victim has been de- are everywhere. And the people fore, strong."
at.
Topics discussed so far include
clared a mistrial.
his wife who held on to two houses
will turn to whosser is willing to The Bishop, a quiet and gentle his Harlem room on W. 111th
•• •
Federal Judge Herbert W. Chris- give them help."
he signed over to her when he WaS the Importance of Supers ised Rec.
man, indicated that the United
region, the Importance of Daily
tenberry ordered the mistrial in
Harry Belafonte expects to be one of the ring's king pins.
Bishop Kiwanuka, who was or- States was far behind in its I
Attendance, the Report Card. How
New Orleans Monday when it was
Billk Eckstine, who was caught
dained to the priesthood in 1929, thinking and action with respect discharged from New York Eye
and Manage the Home.
leartied that prospective jurors was consecrated a bishop 19
and Ear hospital this week. It Is speeding on New Jersey's Turn- to Work
Africa.
to
had been interviewed about their :years ago.
will be pike Sunday night, has a date with
He said Africans need a friend, believed that the doctors
For years the Amerkan Career
smoking habits.
forced to extract one of Bela- the judge and pals believe he is
that his people liked very much
Society reported that one in every
Mrs. Victoria St. Pierre Larti- NEGRO CARDINAL
fonte's eyes in order to save the awaiting another visit to his home
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other.
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Jockci Maxwell, America's first ords shows that today that fignote the fifth annual Marketing suit of its kind — for the death Catholic church. His views are READ ABOUT AMERICANS
Vatican. Ile cited an example: _ Most
Langston Hughes, who will take Negro sportscaster, concluded his ure has changed to one in three.
clinic to be held at Tennessee State I of her husband, Frank. She said highly respected by the
THE MILDER BOURBON
soon, 19th year on the airwaves Wednes- Support of the ,958 Crusade of
university, Nashville, March 20. I he died of lung cancer because Recently, he had an important Africans read about Americans. his poetry-jazz to Hollywood
for MGM with day, March 19. Maxwell, who was the American Cancer Society will Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey•6 Yrs. Old
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ton is a hit at the Village VanHarlem's Seventh ave.. Is
guard.
blooming again with Count Bas'Cool' trumpet artist Miles Davis ie's entertaining Its guests and
and actress Frances Taylor, now the affable Clark Monroe greet
appearing in "West Side Story," jog the customers.
will become man and wife any
Next door, the famous Well's
chance "Swing Mikado" folded.
his
saw
finally
failure,
bonanza.
financial
a
was
showof
king
Todd,
the
Mike
has blue-eyed Carmen ',Warta
Along with the late Bill Robin- edition,
theatre
makers who was killed in a plane' One of the highlights of Mike when the Chicago WPA
There was nothing friendly
turning in the modern sounds on
"Swing Mikado," son, the "Hot Mikado" featured
crash Satorday, owed his first Todd's village at the New York I opened with the
East Side spot, I the drums. small's Paradise is
Eddie Green who had become na- about the
Broadway success to a brilliant! world fair in 1938 was an all-Ne-I a jazzed up, take-off on the imreinodeling the stage and will
and Sullivan ] tionally known as a character in "Friendly Ina" when co-owner
array of Negro performers he pre- gm show built around the Mary perishable Gilbert
the radio smash "Dufty's Tat sented in the "Hot Mikado" in the Bruce dancers and Savoy ballroom opus.
Knowing a gem when he saw em." and Buck and Bubbles who
late '301
Starts SUNDAY!
one, Todd immediately tried to were a show all by themselves.
The flamboyant producer, who
But Todd whose ambition to pro- buy the package, but it wasn't for
The show also introduced a new
March 30
Negro showpeople claim deserted duce a successful Broadway hit' sale.
going
personality who is still
them later on, thoroughly exploited had always been fruatrated by 1 Again angered, he decided to
3 Big Days 3
girl
brownekin
strong — a pretty
Negroes tiering his lean years bestake a rival show Thus was born known as Sheila Guyse.
fore he literally broke through the
the famous "Hot Mikado" starring
Sheila, show people say, is the
doors of the big time theatrical
Bill 'Bojangles" Robinson.
only Negro performer discovered
world.
1.55w
For a brief period the two rival by Todd.
The earliest known interest of
mightiest Fel,
Mikados played to Broadway
From the "Hot Mikado" Todd
Todd in Negro show life came in
of his
audiences, but Todd's "Hot Mik- 1 went on to bigger and bigger thea-'
1937 when he tried unsuccessfully
wood
but he
successes,
movie
and
big
the
lavish
the
had
ado"
names
tricot
to purchase the Sal*Cly ballroom in
staging and the showmanship never again made much use of
Harlem
know how. In a brief period the Negro talent.
Persons who were in on the ne-
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EARTHA KITT and Nat King
Cole are among the maeY
stars appearing in the picture
"St. Louis Blues" based on
the life of W. C. Handy, Here
the artists are shown on set
during filming of the pix that

was released last month. This
scene was shot while director
Allen Reisner was giving Nat
and Earths a flew tips on how
he wished the film to be portrayed.

NEW YORK — By time you York's Copa where Sam Cooke
read this I will be back in Motor is
co-starring. And hometown boy
City, with Big Boss. "I've seen
the many sights of this big town, makes good. Incidentally, the
and the Broadway lights that shine youthful son of the Duke has
so bright there's just something formed a recording company that,
about being back home and sleep- according to reports, will be the
SAMMY DAVIS, Jr., completing in your own bed at night. The most successful venture yet taken
ed a successful engagement
mighty skyline of Manhattan to by the arranger-composer. The
at Chicago's Chez Paree last
some may seem a work of art grand old man of music, "Mirror
week but before leaving the
city consented to do a radio
but I can't forget the school house Top" Tom Whaley will assist him
show for a pal on the "Toon the hill. I guess I'm just a in his chores.
day" television show klek
country boy at heart.
Hord Coles can't understand
The lady from the other side why the heels on dancer Derby
of the tracks still cooking those Wilson's shoes are so high. To
ham hocks and collard greens on which Derb replies, "It's got to
Broadway, but I'll soon be back be me or the heels." Kish Sayes
to my favorite spots, the Pelican, happy with his marriage and
the Tavern, the Deauville and new job, but would like to be
the Ebony Room when I can make able to travel to places like De.
it . . . The Club Savannah show troit, Chicago and points west,
is completed but didn't go in as
Producer's note: Larry Steele
scheduled. It seems it takes more has the Club Harlem job sewed
than four weeks to make $5000 up. But there are two other
worth of specially fitted costumes. spots. One on the boardwalk.
Will fly back here for the open- Catch on? . . Clark Monroe
ing.
walked all the way to 135th
Comedian Red Foxx taking his street the other night to get a
laundry out in a Hotel Theresa Chronicle or a Chicago Defender,
pillow case and remarking: "Cour. after Count Baste told him there
tesy of manager Bill Brown."... was something 'confidential' in
Composer-conductor Duke ElCount Basie getting streamlined, the paper about him and would lington and former Under SecreMay soon remind me of the Count not tell him what. That Basle, tary of the Air Force Thomas K.
I met back in '33 at the Cherry he's something else
, Dancers Finletter will be among the guests
Blossom in Kansas City: Oxford Cook and Brown may be in- on the new NBC Educational Telegray coat, gambler stripe pants eluded in the Brussels package vision Project programs to be
and all.
deal ... Clarence Robinson, who launched next week in cooperaChoeolateers moving Into Pitts. is known as Senor, had a Senor!. tion with the Educational Teleburgh's Copa Club . .
Mercer ta with him the other night. vision and Radio Center at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Ellington celebrated his at New hyacinth?
Three programs — DECISION
FOR RESEARCH, BRIEFING
SESSION and THE SUBJECT IS
JAZZ — will be sent out live to
the country's interconnected edu-
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cational TV stations over
regular network facilities for a 1.11week period.
Duke Ellington will be guest oil
the first telecast in "The Sublime
Is Jazz" series Wed., March Sa.
5:00 p. m, when theme is "Illibele
Is Jazz?"
The jazz-playing combination te
be featured on each session wi2
be made up of Billy Taylor, piano;
Osie Johnson, drama; Eddie Safranskt, bass; Mundell Lowe, guitar, and Tony Scott, clarinet and
saxophone.

PARIS — !f the Russian Gov- .Anierican Lady of Color to awn
ernment accepts his voluntary ser- and entertain in a Parts Nightvices for the project! Canadian- Chibl Cabaret. which catered only
born Joe Henderson, may well be to Nobility, and the 400s of both'
the first human being to make thntinents.
PARIS — Hazel Scott, interna- objected to at the start. However
trip to the moon. Weary of his
From Florence's Doorman, Mr.
tionally famous pianist and wife this, along with the other "barearthly existence and inspired by Henderson became "Bricktop's"
of congressman A. Clayton Pow- riers,"
the Russians' successful lancing Of Berman, and ultimately, (in 1934)
were ironed out and Miss
two satellites last year, Hender- Louis Armstrong's valet and inell is set for her finest role in the
Scott signed for the role.
son expressed the hope of realiz- terpreter, until Satchmo saw fit
picture "Confusion At Night."
ing his "life's ambition to go to to sever relationship
with Ms
Miss Scott will act in the play Originally Hazel was to act in
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
the moon." In a letter to the Rus- French Manager, N. J. Canetti,'
as well as record the Fix's theme the flicker and perform on the
sian Government in Moscow, he and return "home" to make peace
piano with the sound track discsong.
'offered himself — unconditionally with his American Manager, Joe
HOLLYWOOD — It pays to have, LEY MacLAINE wears
Hazel is no stranger to movie ing being handled by another artonly a
—for the experiment.
i Glaser.
row either over here or in the ist. The potency of the Scott a good friend in a place where he light ship. The tam takes place. in
can
help
In
you.
1935
when Mr. Harry MillMARLON 13RANDO the deep south during a heat
"I have had nothing but had'
United States. She has been seen; piano changed that however, and
luck all my life, and I hrll fe.d. Cr. a tailor, became mentally unand heard in several top flickers., now she is to record the theme. has his old friend, SAM GILMAN, wave • . . ABBE LANE, who cowith
him
as
a
fellow
Nazi in "The stars in Theodora's "Maracaibo'
up." Said Mr. Henderson deject- balanced and was sent hack to
However, it is likely that this will; Miss Scott currently on tout
Young Lions a 20th Century-Fox made her Broadway
edly, in his Cleaning & Pressing America where he eventually
prove to be her top effort so far., will begin work on the picture
debut is
screen
adaptation of IRWIN "Barefoot Boy With Cheek."
Shop, high upon the Montmartre died, Mr. Henderson bought from
.
Hazel was signed for the role, when the jaunt is completed. Most
SHAW'S best selling novel of Though a Hollywood
hill. "Life on the Moon; on Mars,. Mrs. Miller the Millers' Tailor
star, AN.
after considerable dickering. There of the scenes will be shot in Paris World
War II. Pals ever since THONY PERKINS continues
Jupiter, or any other planet, 1 Shop, and resumed his Cleaning
to
were a number of minor barriers but there will be other shooting, they worked
and Pressing business.
together at New live in New York by briefly rentilli
certainly better than here
FARTHA MADE certain that
the male stars on location at
facing her acceptance of the role! perhaps one or more in natural York's Dramatic
oft In December 1956, following an
earth. That's why I want to go.
Workshop, cra- ine apartments in the film captill
her appearance on lot for
various studios seemed to en
when first offered. One was mat- settings for the calypso angle to dle of Brando's
And I would !cave today if they explosion, Mr. Hendcrson's busi.
career, GtIman
filming "St. Louis Blues''
toy watching La Kitt in the
ter of "take home pay," so to be included in the flicker. It will plays a Nazi private serving
nese and savings, (over $4,000). was not all work and no play
call me."
under
GISELE MacKENZIE is one
exercises
dressed
rather
speak. It appears that Miss Scott's be released over here and taken Brando in the picture, which
went
up
in
smoke,
Only
the
charby
also doll that has 'much too much'
daily exercising her shape.
Incidentally, Mr. Henderson is
"bilefly" as you see her here. handlers sought salary plus perred
walls
stars
America
DEAN
remain.
to
later
While
MARTIN
in
the
year
and
the
ly
"gams"
fighting!
MONTtalent
between
— she can sing. play the
shots. And
one of our oldest residents of Pacentage, totaled items that were, producers have announced.
GOMF.RY CLIFT,
piano, the viofin, dance and is an•
ris. He came here originally in
SOPHIA LOREN has such w expert on ire
1916 as a vacationist from Mexico
skates. Her resellsnarrow waist, 22 inches, that blance to ROSALLN
City, Mexico, but remained over
D RUSSELL
when her stand-in tried to wear is close enough
one year, tending war wounded
to let them pass
her
dress,
the
stand-in fainted
off as sisters.
soldiers with an American Red
Speaking of dress famed fasnion
Felix, a year-old Magistra monCross Volunteer Unit in a local
designer
EDITH
HEAD,
at
Parakey, had a short-lived acting caconverted (School) hospital.
mount Studio, designed the dress' reer.
Henderson's second trip to PaAfter a month of training
for blonde MAMIE VAN DOREN'for scenes
ris, from Mexico, was in 1919
with Audrey Hepburn
to wear in her strip-tease scenes in "The
for the Great Victory Celebration,
Nun's Story," Felix nipin, "Teacher's Pet." . .... KIM ped the
of World War I.
star in the right arm
NOVAK, co-starred with JIMMY during
his first camera work. He
Impressed by the life and free.,
STEWART and Barbara Bel Ged- was
The United Artist theatre screen submarine during
immediately replaced by a
dom of France, Mr. Henderson
a raid on Jap-Imand of the USS -Nerka" for an waters.
des in "Vertico,- a suspense story,' younger
'and better dispositioned
went back to Mexico City eventu
will present one of the top pie- an's Bungo Straits, assumes cornin production by the noted suspen- monkey
I other mission to the dangerous Fluellen is aboard
the ''Nerka,"
ally sold-out his lucrative Clean
lures of the year starting Thursser, ALFRED HITCHCOCK, likes
Oscar talk around the studios Cl
ing & Pressing business and re
a fleet submarine, in reality the to write poetry,
day March 27 titled "Run Silent,
lalt won't showl the Academy night
turned to Paris to stay.
approaches inRun Deep." One of the film's feaNavy's "USS Redfish."
her work to anyone, not even her dicates
During the Golden Era of the
that little MIYOSIII trmE.
tured players is Joel Fluellen who
Actor Fluellen found working close friends.(Can it he that bad?) KI can win best supporting
roaring 20s, when the advent of ,
actjust two years ago was an emwith Clark Gable and Burt Lan- For most of "Hot Spell" SHIR- ress award.
Jazz and American Negro Enter.
ployee at South Center department
tainment held sway in Paris, Mr.
caster
"an
extremely
rewarding
store.
Henderson tried vainly to become
experience." Careful preparation
"Run Silent, Run Deep," Unita saxophonist, but soon found him•
for their roles as officers of a
ed Artists' adventure drama of
self earning as much money, if
submarine indicated the well
World War II submarine warfare
.110E HENDERSON
not popularity, as the average
known fact that the two stars are
starring Clark Gable and Burt
Jazz musician, as "Doorman" at
the fire Mr. Henderson was bad- Lancaster,
perfectionists before the cameras.
gives ex - Chicagoan
Chez Florence (wife of Pianistly burned abouf the face and
Gable, known to millions as the
Fluellen, his best film role to
maestro Palmer Jones, and first
hands, and finally overcome by
"King," ranks as one of the
date.
smoke fumes. At L'Hopital Bichat
world's most, popular and best
As Bragg, a torpedo man servwhere he was taken and confined
known personalities.
The picture, "South Pacific" self," as
for two weeks, oxygen was ad- ing Commander Richardson (Ga
expected means a torFluellen got his first film break starring Rossano Brazzi and Mit- rid "Bloody
ministered for two and one half ble) and his executive officer Jim
Mary.y
zi
in "The Jackie Robinson Story."
Gaynor and presenting Juanita
Bledsoe
hours b f
(Lancaste
Most
r)
of South Pacific, the actuFluellen is
he w
He came to Hollywood fr om Hall in her original (stage) role al
Although the combined home In the middle of the most violent
scenes
that is, were shot, in
WASHINGTON — (INS — Sen.
Broadway where he scored in of "Bloody Mary" arrived on na- that
and authentic undersea battle
and business was insured f o
part of the world which prove
A S. (Mike) Monroney (D)
"Deep Are The Roots" The tion's screen the past week with an
2.000.000 Frs. with the property.1 scenes ever brought before the
advantage
over the stage vet
,
said today that Movie Producer
young actor has appeared in a sock. Not the sock‘of the stage
sion. It does in many respOhts
Michael Todd has agreed to re- customer and personal losses. Mr. Hollywood cameras,
ntany television shows Described version that had Mary Martin in
since it gives the film a natural
lease the topyright of a song deal- Henderson finds himself on the . "Run Silent, Run Deep." a Hech
as a man of outrageous talent, the role of "Nellie Forbush" but
Hill and Lancaster production is
ing with the nation's search for ,short end on the misfortune.
Mellen is also a singer and once potent enough to draw critics' touch for a story that deals with
A few months after the trage- the story of violent ocean warfare
the South Pacific.
peace to the Voeie or America
was with the Johnson choir. He raves.
CI.ARK GABLE, left, and Joel
Artist when Dorothy ft a 1,
dy, Mr. Henderson allegedly told , in the Japanese waters of
As in the picture the musket
the Pa- Fluffier:. extreme
Monroney urged yesterday Inat
also excels as a fine sculptor, However, it was a
right along
some friends that he received cific waged during
dridge
paid
grand
them
a visit. The
stroke score is by the team of
the gong, "Around The World We
World War II, with producer
Rodgers
singer, skilled painter, director and that brought Miss Hall
- actor B urt
11,000 from Louts Armstrong to and the bitter
picture
opens
back
on
screen at
for and Hammerstein 2nd and
Search For Peace." be used as the
personal conflict Lancaster were
writer. Fluellen is probably best, the film version
there
surprised durrehabilitate himself, But refuted between
United
in
Artist
her
Thursday,
original
Mar.
the two men in command. ing
is nothing wanting in this departtheme song of the %OA.
known as Enoch in last year's' role of
the statement to others.
filming of "Run Silent,
"Bloody Mary," a point' ment.
21 for a limited engagement.
1 Richardson, having lost Ina own
Like "Oklahoma," it is the
film drama "Friendly Persuas- that finds
Run Deep" on lot at United
all the critics agreeing
music that gives the picture It.
1 ion."
Juanita is herself and being "her-i
big sock.

Todd Releases
Song Copyright
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Here "Mr. Wonderful" talks
up a breeze about record h.
is spinning while fans and
spei tators watch from outside.

Juanita Hall Colorful 0
in 'Bloody Mary' Role
Of Pix 'South Pacific'
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ur Opinions
Facts Twisted In Le Moyne Case
It is unfortunate, but not in the least
surprising, that anti-NAACP forces twisted the statement released by the trustees
of LeMoyne college last week into a denunciation of the NAACP.
Prior to the developments, the chapter
b( the NAACP at LeMoyne had written
a letter to Prem. Hollis F. Price calling
for the resignation of former Mayor
Walter Chandler as a LeMoyne trustee
because of his "insulting remarks about
the Negro race" made "at the bus segregation trial last January 6, 1958."
Last Tuesday the college trustees met.
discussed the matter which had been
given undue prominence. The statement
issued by the trustees (See full text on
Page one) does not in a forthright manner, as has been indicated, censure the
NAACP.
The 'following two sentences from the
statement MIGHT be construed as a
denunciatioon of the organization by reactionary forces on the one hand, and
on the other, can be objectively viewed
as a rebuke to the students involved for
mishandling the matter. They read:
"The views expressed in the published
letter and the views of campus organizetions do not reflect the views of the administration and the trustees of LeMoyne
college any more than does a "letter to
the editor" express the views of a daily
newspaper. The letter was impertinent,
ill-advised and did not provide facts on
which the conclusion it .reached were
based."
The broadmindedness of the majority
of the board appears evident in the following:
"The Board of trustees has always allowed .academic .freedom, .freedom of
speech, and freedom of the press to the
faculty and students in accordance with
the best democratic practices under our
Constitution..."
President Price said later that the word
"impertiment" used in the statement was
an incorrect choice, and that what the
trustees actually meant was "irrelevant."
Mr. Price stated that he had discussed
the letter with the students before it was
finally released and had emphasized
three points: (1) That their Proposed action was "ill-advised and foolish"; (2)
that the trustees should receive the letter
before it was published; and (3) that the
plea for removal of Mr. Chandler lacked
documentation, that is, details of what he
actually said.
On Fotnt Two we are In agreement
with the college president. The hoard of
trustees .should have been given the
courtesy of receiving the letter, at leant,
„ before it .was .released to the general
s premix.
!.
We feel that Dr. Price was correct in
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his posture in Item Two. The letter was
too general in nature. The charges should
have been specified and not left to the
assumption that the trustees knew or
would .understand the .generalizations
submitted.
Admirable on the part of the students
involved is their spirit in the pursuit of
first-class citizenship. It is exemplary
of the New Negro in the South. It is part
of a rising cry against out-moded traditions and mores.
It is ridiculous to assume that an average student of a minority group would
complete two, three or four years of college study and still remain passive about
the attainment of full human dignity.
Relative to Mr. Chandler, the students
of LeMoyne would not deny him the
privilege of practicing his profession, hut
they and a host of their elders resent unnecessary criticism of the race.
This statement made by Mr. Chandler
In Federal Court here is an affront to the
Negro and it conflicts with the policy
of LeMoyne, where he serves as trustee:
"We must think not in terms of the
Negro only, but be considerate of our
white citizens, whose health and public
safety would he endangered by integration.
"The Negro is our brother, but he
should be treated as a younger brother,
and not as an adult:"
Significant in the controversy was the
posture .taken by LeMoyne .Trustee C.
Arthur Bruce. When approached for a
statement, he answered "no comment."
That is commendable discretion, under
the circumstances.
President Price demonstrated a fine
quality of democratic leadership by not
imposing censorship on his students. We
are quite convinced he is aware of the
obvious and subtle currents in the complicated problem of adjustment to more
Christian and democratk human relations.
Though it is not believed that LeMoyne
would suffer economically by the removal
of Mr. Chandler or any other of his apparent concept, we feel it would be
far better that such a leader or leaders
be exposed to the Negro's new concept
of human relations. That cannot be done
effectively where communication is nonexistent.
This community knows now how a
significant segment of the Negro populace feels about full human dignity.
Twisting of facts about the issue at hand
or any other will not change that. Exchange of views on the leadership level
is necessary to help refute the die-hards
and to build a foundation on which can
be erected enduring good-will.
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The People Speak
of this change of policy of the
hoard of education. I have three
sons who want to take up some
profitable trade. They'll enter high
Trade school. i am glad to hear school next fall. I sincerely trust

,
••••••••••1.
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appreciation.
His idea was to pay tribute to of
those citizens of Memphis who And that's as it should be. There
have been the "first' to initiate is nothing like a bit of appreciasome project, Fret-saw. service. tion to inspire and sustain a perbusiness activity, or interest, which son's drive, interest, and efforts.
has contributed to the progress Seets like housewives even cook
of the community and the guid- better when they heat an occasionance and inspiration of Negroes. al word of praise for even indifWhen a bit of though' was di- ferent meals from ether members
reeed to the idea Doctor Venson of the houSehold. A husband can

lefr4V;"

ogr

advanced, it developed that there work better when he gets an ocare scores of ale,nnhians, white casional pat on the back for workand Negro, who rate ce:isideration ing regularly.
In the category of "Li,
ine Firsts." Nowcooking every day and workBecause of time coesiderations, ing regularly may seem just plainthe novelty of the idea, and other run-of the-mill resrnsibilities. And
fac'ors, it was not poscible to pre- those who do them are only doing
55111 all the "Living Firsts" the their duty,
said. But what's
town affords. But it was possible wrong with giving a man a hand
to present some :5 to the large for doing his duty, or minding his
and enthusiastic Jublect audience business honestly, and so efficlast Friday night.
iently until every one is generally
They were given scrolls to indi- benefited?
cate that they will be the recipients That is just what most of the
of more permanent certif:cates of 'Living Firsts" have to their credmerit later. Only a brief resume it. They accepted the responsibiliof their contributions was given by ties of their professions and busiMiss Irman Clanton, the Jifbilee ness in such a manner as to merit
representative, who was in charge .consideration. Because in the mere
of the feature. But what she said handling of their own affairs and
was pointed and mavine. The 25 interests in such a manner, they
persons honored in the simple cere- contributed over and beyond the
mony were tint called upon to call of duty. They rated their respeak. They simply walked across cognition.
the stage, received their scrolls, The Cotton Makers Jubilee, incidentally, earned a "First" with
and moved off the scene.
Bet it was the very simplicity of its feature.

In the'last decade or so a number of
Social agencies in the South Central district
Abhave had to close up or undergo reorgani"Lotion. Changing aspects of community
life, shifting population trends and other the people whom they are trying to help.
,social and economic phenomena form the They labor with them on the level of their
complex of problems with which the South- understanding, and not on some ethereal
plane compounding frustration with confu.
aide is yet wrestling,
The Ada S. McKinley House at 34th and sion. They serve families whose children be.
Michigan, has had its share of besetting gin to show behavioral problems. An attempt
difficulties. Started in the early days of the is made at developing the children's reading
first world war as a soldier's service center, skill and other worthwhile interests as a
with Mrs. Ada S. McKinley as hostess, the form of therapy. There are classes in eleMcKinley House changed its emphasis in mentary education, in sewing and cooking
order to better serve the increasing needs at the House.
A great deal of energy is expanded
of the community. The evolution has been
slow as it is with all institutions of like toward educating the people on ADC to try
character. Despite the paucity of its finan- to make a living from the sweat of their
cial resources, the center has managed to own brows and not make of public assistremain consistent with its case-work and ance a substitute for legitimate employment
and self-help. One of the Center's major
'referral service.
For years, the burden of responsibility tasks is to see that children of ADC parents
rested on Mrs. McKinley's shoulders. She do not grow up in the relief pattern.
That the McKinley House has a place
had vision, and the energy that is born out
of an inner spiritual strength, that gave in the community is beyond question. Howher the needed propulsion to accomplish her ever, it is desperately in need of financial
tasks. She died in July 1952, the day follow- assistance. With a $5,000 government tax
ing her participation in the cornerstone lien against the building, the Center is faced
ceremony of the new building, named for with an herculean task to meet its obligations and keep its doors open. Its work is
her.
But her death did not alter the courst too important to be terminated through
of the program she had envisioned. The lack of community support. Its survival
McKinley House's main efforts are directed depends on how well the public responds to
toward rehabilitation and orientation of the plea for help. It would be an unpardonthose who seek its services. It helps able dereliction of a moral obligation were
migrants to adjust themselves to patterns the Southside to fail to rally to the cry of
' ef Chicago living; it searches out and tries so deaerving an institution.

Happy Over Change In Policy
Dear Editor. I understand that
tbere will be no more racial dis
erimination at t h e Washburn

and

meaning to the featuie. The audience received the preeatation of
the recipients in what must be
described as a heartening fashsons were receiving an expression
getic and creative founder of the cipients were widely and well
Jubilee promotion, who thought up known. The audience seemed to
the idea for the feature. He called appreciate the idea that these persons were receiving an sprssion
it "Living Firsts."
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Simple On The Other Side of God

Adventures
In Race Relations
NOT THE FIRST FIRED

The Ada S. McKinley House

h

musiCal
Icsigers
there

'LIVING FIRSTS'
That was a great feature the
sponsors of the Memphis—Cotton
Makers Jubilee injected into their
Jubilect program the other night
at Ellis Auditorium.
It was Dr. It. Q. Venson, ener-

(2

Life is far different from women with slum she worked.
the days many years ago when Some had been there 20 years.
an employer simply laid off The youngest of them from the
some workers when orders de- point of service had been there
four or five years.
clined and business soured.
Not wishing to complain until
Today, he has to sit in conference with his accountant, she had tried out the new sithis personnel manager, his pro- uation, the Negro girl dutifully
duction manager and unions began working in the new department. Everyone there was
representatives before he ran
as pleasant as were the women
lay off a soul, and while
where she used to work, She
he's having all these conferencwas satisfied.
es his overloaded payroll Is
But twe weeks later, she restill running him further Into
ceived a notice transferring her
the red.
back to her old job. This really
Before he can start cutting
disturbed her. She thought she
back, be has to find out from
was being tried out for a highhis production manager just er paying job and had failed,
who and how many workers to
so she went to see the person.
lay off. He has to check with
nel manager.
his personnel manager on the
"Think nothing of it," he told
seniority of the employes a is d
het, "we just transfer the girls
then confer with his accountant
about from time to time lo
to see whether he can afford to
broaden their experience." she
pay the severance pay and othknew this wasn't trite of most
er benefits incidental to the
of the other women, but she
termination of a worker's seraccepted his explanation a n d
vices.
went back to her old job.
But the other day we were
She was surprise to learn
made conscious of still another
that three of her old coworkconsideration an employer must ers had been laid off during
consider when planning a cuther absence, but she thought
back. For the sake of public renothing of it.
lations which is very important,
Then one day In the d rug
he must also take into consid- store, she met a voile man in
department.
personnel
eration the race of the employ- the
es.
"You're certainly lucky," lir
A young women who is the
told her.
only Negro employed in iii e
"Why so?" she asked.
Chicago offices of a national
Well, they laid off some
to reach the new corners and assists them concern was transferred to an- girls, but they wanted to
department.
keep you because you're colorin obtaining proper housing facilities and other
She was unhappy because she ed. That's why they transfterred
means of support.
had had a very pleasant rela- you while they laid off those
The workers at the House get close to tionship for two years with the other girls."
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you want?' I would say, 'Nothing
'"And I shall set on the right million white folks must be set- much,
Lord. And if you be's too
to be room on
going
there
is
How
hand of the Son of God,' the min- that side for anybody else?"
busy on your right hand side to
ister stated last Sunday morning "In the Kingdom there is in. attend to me now, I can wait. I
whilst I was setting, up in church finite room, whiehever side .is tried to leave my business on
earth pretty well attended to —
beside my wife, Joyce, who took chosen," I said.
but just in case my wife, Joyce,
half
"Me,
Simple.
room
much
said
me there,"
"No matter how
needs anything, look after her,
right
"that
Simple,
asleep, I heard that much from there is," said
Lord. I love that girl. Also my
side of the Throne is crowded by Cousin Minnie — protect her from
the sermon.
on
setting
in
harm
no
see
now. I
"And it set me to wondering why the left. God must turn His head too -much harm in them Lenox
it is nobody ever wants to set on that way once in a while, too." Avenue bars which she do love
beyond the call of duty.
the LEFT hand side of God? All "I suppose He does," I said. "Also my junior nephew, 7. D.,
choice,
your
have
you
if
"But
in
my life, from a little child
that I helped to raise when be
Virginia right on up to Harlem, why not sit on the right?"
first come to Harlem in his teens,
is
else
everybody
because
"Just
in church I have been hearing of
who is out of the army and marI
Simple.
said
there,"
setting
ried now, show F. D. how to lisi
people setting on the right hand
set
and
different,
be
to
like
would
side of the Lord, never on the
along with his wife and be a good
on the left hand side all by myself. young man, and not pattern himleft. Now why is that?"
I would get a little of self too much after me, who were
expect
I
"When a guest comes to dine,
God's attention that way — beyou always seat him or her on cause when He turned ;round to- frail as to being an example for
your right — that is, the main ward me, nobody would be there anybody.
eoples that I by., Lord,
guest sits there," I said, "The
but me.
Is the only ones I whispers into
right hand side is the place of
I
like
side,
hand
right
Hih
"On
your left ear about. If I was on
honor, granted always to the lady,
milor the oldest, or the most dgtin- said, would be setting untold be your right side, which is crowded
would
.
ther
of
all
And
lions.
with all the saints who ever got
guished person present. The right
asking for something. God's right to glory, me who ain't much,
side is the place of honor."
of prayers, He might have to holler from afar off
full
so
be
must
ear
"I would be glad to set on any can hardly hear himself think,
for You to hear me at all.
old side," said Simple, "were I
lucky enough to get into the King- "Now me, on the left hand side, "Me who never was nobody, am
much,
nothing
for
ask
not
wild
glad just to be setting on Your
dom. Besides, if everybody is set- I
And if
ting on the right hand side of God were I to get to heaven.I would left side, Lord — me, Jesse B.
anything,
for
ask
did
Simple, on the left hand side of
that SAYS they are going to set
here is the Son of God! And I wants to
there, that side would be really whisper soft-like, 'Lord,
me.'"
whisper just one thing to You,
crowded.
One million Negroes and two "Were the Lord to grant me an God — I hope You loves the ones
ting there already on the right. answer, and say, 'Negro, what do I love, too.'"

Dope And Data

LOUIS MARTIN

'discrimination it
I talked with a couple of pic- elected Negro officials of t h e over racial
kets walking in front of Chica- state and city government and downright dangerous.
know that in New
go's biggest bank, the First Na- dozens of organization heads on The masses
in Michigan
tional, last week. They were the Southside in the past New York and now
there are state FEPC laws and
clean-cut, pleasant, young men month.
which are curbwho seemed to enjoy the attention In the course of discussing var- other measures
Noth•
they were getting. Their signs ious public issues, I was struck ing racial discrimination.
charged that the First Nation- by the common concept they all tog is happening in Illinois de-electal was unfair in its hiring policy seem to share of the role of the spite efforts of the Negro
despite the fact that Negro de- Loop Lords, the bankers and ed officials and their white libposits in the bank were in the mil- business tycoons, in segregating, eral friends.
isolating and controlling the lives Some Protestant leaders also
lions.
At the very top of the sign and destinies of non-white Chi- point an accusing finger at the
/43719
Catholic hierarchy as a stumblwas the statement. "We need goans.
Many of these leaders seem ing block despite strong Catholie
fair employment practice by voluntary action or by legislation." to feel that these Loop Lords statements on brotherhood and
Whatever motivated the Negro have entered into a conspiracy integration. There is also some
Labor Relations League in to cut off the full constitutional anti-Semitism among the Negr co
choosing the First National among and citizenship rights of Negroes leadership. Although I think these
facts should be reported, I perall the big institutions in Chi- in the Chicago area.
cago which refuse to hire Ne- One elected Negro public offi- sonally do not believe that religigroes, I think it was a signifi- cial, whose name I cannot divulge, ous bias is an important force
cant choicee. Money talks and suggested that the police "t a s k among Negroes today.
when it talks everyone listens. farce." a roving gang of arro- The serious concefn of most of
The concentration of billions , in gant traffic cops, which is terror- the Negro leadership seems to be
the First National therCore gives izing the Chicago Negro Com- centered around the Loop Lords,
Its officers and directors a com- munity may have been deliber- the people who are believed to
manding voice in this corner of ately created as a matteer of have control of the business life
of Chicago. The leaders point to
public policy.
America.
as the
It is believed by most of the ..Although Mayor Daley was op- to Marshall Field and co., forces
leadership in the colored com- posed in the election by most of leader of the lily-white
munities of Chicago that the rea- Lords of the Loop, it is argued among merchandisers and retailFirst Nason we cannot get FEPC legis- that, he has to 'play a certain ers and pointas tothetheboss
of the
lation passed in Illinois is because amount of ball" with those who tional Bank financial district.
the people who control the mon- control the money in Chicago. bigots in the of the Loop are
ey do not want an FEPC law. Some argue further that no white Thole Lords
of the
These Lords of the Loop work politician can buck the finan- compared to the bosses
live. Kremlin in Moscow. They are
through the Illinois Chamber of cial power structure and
be, we master propagandists with a
Commerce and similar agencies. However all this may
Negro mouth full of peace and goodwill
They also have hirelings, it is know for a fact that the
re- and a fist full of iron and steel.
believed, who have bags of mon- leadership in Chicago, civic,
political, is They have a contempt for weak4..
ey and other hirelings who know ligious, business and
that ness and they rule Chicago like
how to intimidate and threaten deeply disturbed. They know
that they will be able to pursue
unrest the Commissars rule Moscow.
politicians. True or false, this is this recession is causing
may be false but
their courses without untoward
the prevailing belief among t h e among the rank and file of col- This picture
ored citizens. The combination of it comes close to what the Nedifficulty.
"Speakin' of Baseball . . That Chic Won't Let You leadership.
believes.
I have talked with most of the unemployment and resentment gro leadership
Mrs. Edmonia Whitehead
Get T' First Base If You Aren't Willin' To Sacrifice."
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Dood

Only those interested
Dear Mme. Chante; I am in- sor.ality.
terested in meeting a nice Chris- should write. R. E. Ford, 540E.
tian man as I am a woman min- 44th St., Chicago 15, Ill.
• ••
ister who is ready for the better
things in life. Must have a good
Dear Mme. Chante: I sin 22.•
job and some security with mar- brown eyes, brown skin, neat
riage in mind. Someone bettveen waist, nice hair, high school edu45 and 55. I am 5 feet 3, weigh cation and intelligent. I am a
175 lbs., brownskin, a good job Christian woman interested in
and home, age 48. Please send meeting lonely soldiers and busiphoto. Rev. L. W. H., 1521 S. ness men. I am a good houseKohn Ave., Chicago, Ill.
keeper and cook. I have never been
• ••
married. I am interested in marDear Mme. Chante: I would like rying someone between 22 and 30.
someone between 30 and 50 who Please help me for .1 am a
is interested in marriage. I am lonely girl, Will answer all mail
34, single, 5 feet, 3 inches tall, and send photo. Miss M. Walmedium build, black hair a n d lington, Rt. 2, Box 65, Hollandale,
eyes, brown complexion, quiet dis- Miss.
Miss
position and Very lonely.
•• Ara
Yoleta V. Clay, 2110 Mohegan
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
ave., Bronx 60, N. Y.
very lonesome lady who would
• •
like to correspond with both male
Dear Mme. Chante: I tun apand female. I am 38, 5 feet 3t4
proaching my forties, very coninches tall, dark complexion,
sistent and a steady worker, a lovbrown skin. My hobbies are reader of plant life, children and aniing and all out-door sports. I am
mals. Also sports and good kinks.
a Christian woman — don't drink
My nittin interest in life is to
or smoke. Georgia Randolph, P.
be healthy and happy. I am in0. Box 123, Alexander, Ark,
terested in marriage and a future.

ra,C

‘''ril'O`NIA\

...NOBON DOES
COR
NOB0044 AROUND oERE!
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Only those who are dependable
and want to accomplish something
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
in life need apply. I am 5 feet, lady 36 years old, brown skin, 5
11 inches tall, weigh 190 lbs., con- feet, 4 inches tall, 138 lbs. I have
sidered to have a very nice per- dark brown eyes and black hair.
I like all sports and I am a
Baptist. I would like to meet
some nice person between 32 and
45. He must have at least two
years of high school education.
Will marry if I find the right
man. Race, color or creed does
not matter. Priscilla Parratt, 492C;
Pageane, St. Louis, Mo.
•
•
ler strike hearings is that they
By GEORGE F. McCRAY
believe, along with many others, Dear Mme. Chaste. I arms a
ACCRA, Ghana — I have spent ls it not the destiny of a women
that Michigan's Gov. G. Mennen very lonely man of 47. I would
Williams will be a favorite for appreciate male and female pen the past week helping the happy to get married and to have chilthe
Democratic nomination in pals of all races. I am a Chris- and confident citizens of Ghana dren? Is it not a greater achieve1960. They hope to kill a Wil- tian. I don't drink, gamble, smoke celebrate their first anniversary ment for her to maintain h
liams boom by linking him to Wal- or./ dance. Would appreciate a as an independent nation.
beauty in the process?
ter Reuther and the Kohler vio- seapshot. M. B. Merriwether, It was a deeply moving experi- WELL COVERED
lence.
1399 Raymond St., Memphis 14, ence to an Afro-American who
But unless the judges had 3e.
has spent his life in the shad- ray eyes they did not see mueir"
The committee is saving Reu- Tenn.
*
•
*
ther for the last witness in the
ow of Jim Crow.
of what the ladies realty had Agg.
Nkrurnah and his cabinet mem- the way of physical equipmeOt
current hearings and some of the
Dear Mme, Chaste: I am dark
members would like nothing bet- brown, have long hair, 5 feet, 3 bers spent a hectic week dedicat- Without exception, they were clad •
ter than to goad the fiery UAW inches tall and have a very nice ing roads, buildings, schools, pub- in kente cover cloths that caulk,—
president into a contempt of Con- shape. I would like pen pals be- lic works, awarding prizes, giving them to bulge at the miritiLe
gress citation.
tween 36 and 40, preferably Chris- gigantic parties, making magni- while concealing everything frottl
planning the armpits to the ankles.
tians. Coleta Elizabeth Dickens, ficant speeches, and
•••
One woman told me "Th tr.
Howe Town, Liguanea PO St. An- greater glories for Ghana in parOrganized labor is concerned
ticular and the rest of us in gen- would call us savages if we mellif
dres, Jamaica, BWI.
over the dupe being used to false•s•
eral,
a display of our hips and breasW7s
ly represent the batch of right
'I& •
I said, "What a pity."
Dear Mme. Chante t I am a BEAterr QUEEN
• 4
to work laws coming up in Kanman, 34 years old with dank skin,
•
Long,
slender
kips,
flat
abeiNC.1'
sas, Ohio, California, and other
'Tor the first time in my IIfe
5 feet, 7 inches tall, weigh 185
states with heavy minority popuwitnessed the selection of a na- men, protruding breasts, and
lbs. I smoke, like dances, movies,
lations. The false gimmick being
tional Negro beauty queen. (Negro and shapely thighs and leg
church
and
rock
and
roll.
Would
used is a supposed "little FEPC"
or African, what's the difference?) standard equipment of the
like to hear from ladies with cur.
built into the proposed measure.
The queen is called ."Miss Gha- agers aspiring to the Miss A
ly hair and nice shapes, brownins title not only were not to
Under the heavy selling job be- skin, light brown complexion and na' and the title is by no means seen, but were not even sugge
an
empty
one
like
so
many
of
the
ing done by the promoters of between 25 and
30 years old,
ed.
tight to work, union members and weighing between 155 and 160 lbs. phoney so-called beauty titles givThese little kids are eertal
minorities are actually voting L. J. Williams, jr., 65 E. 98th, en numerous Afro-American love- not the finest expression of wo
lies a few years ago.
against their own weifare. To Apt. 2C, New York 29, N. Y.
anhood — from the African's
S t.
Rewards awaiting Miss Ghana of'view that is.
counteract this, many unions are
putting special people into th e
Dear Mme. Chante: ,am in- as the result of her triumph in a NOT A HAG
field to do nothing but concen- terested in corresponding with nation-wide contest are quite im- Now don't assume that M
outlying districts.. The White
Irate on exposing right to work pen pals. I am 32, brown com- pressive and substantial. In addi- Ghana looks like an old
bag
House policeman is Cpl. C. H.
proposed legislation.
/
2 inches tall; tion to the honors, she will re- potatoes She has a 34-inch bu
plexion, 5 feet 71
Baldwin. Photo by Jim Ma148 lbs. I am a longshore• ceive a luxury trip to the United a 28-inch waist, and a 38-inch hie=
weigh
U.
S.
Steel
has
Jack
Thornton
han.
and the International Union of man. Would like to own my own Kingdom where she will be enter- And though only 22, Miss GhanWi::, Electrical Workers has added on home — will exchange photos. T. tained -by big business firms trad- has four children and her yountl•:,
George L. P. Weaver and for the Patterson, 1365 E. 70th St., Chi- ing in Ghana.
est is only four months old.
As in America, her solid cash
AFL-CIO Committee on Political cago 37, III.
Miss Ghana is educated and
•* *
will come from public appearanc- a very congenial and pleasant
Education, Phil Weightman of ChiDear Mme. Chante: I am es, endorsements, and the adver- person with an engaging sm.
cago heads a team of three, including Earl Davis of Richmond, brownskin, nice length black hair, tising trade. You see this is made She is indeed a beautiful worn
Va., and John Hawkins of Balti- 5 feet, 8 inches- tall, weigh 175 possible by the fact that business made even more so by her
of firms have discovered that they sonality.
lbs.
My faith is Church
more.
God in Christ. I would like to do better business in Africa when But in America about the
The three have mapped out a
meet a man of the same faith. they use African models in their she could win is recognition at
duty, leadership in the field of territory roughly
covering the I am 23 years old. I would like advertising.
"Mother of the Year." But when
education, and support of the whole U. S. but concentrating on
to correspond with men between MODELS SELL
she stood as the judges announchigh ideals from which this asand
35.
Miss
E.
Wright,
1721
23
In
Africa,
particulerly
in
GhaOhio, Kansas and California:
ed her selection, the 15,000 AM.
sociation has drawn its strength
W. Silver, Memphis, Tenn,
na, attractive African models sell can observers present sent up ft
and inspiration; in testimony
• ••
such items as automobiles, Lux deafening roar of applause. Thin 0
whereof, the Gold Key, the high•• •
and Life Buoy soap. Ovaltine, ty-five photographers, including.
est award of the association, is
Dear Mme, Chante: I would Lipton's tea, vaseline, Coca Cola, yours truly, rushed to the rostrum
conferred." Signed by Dr. Jolike pen pals. The girls don't soft drinks, liquors, foods, patent and had to be restrained by ttlit:,
seph W. Murphy.
have to be beauty queens nor medicines, building materials, do- pollee,
ewe,
Earlier, Savannah State college
rich — just plain and sociable. thing, Johnson-and Johnson medibecame the first college in,AmeriAm not concerned about com- cal and hygenic supplies, tobacco
•
ca to win three first place awards
plexion, race, height or weight prodects, toilet preparations, and
for two consecutive years in the
only those who are honest, on through a long consumer list. /4
A
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Three sincere and thoughtful. I don't Many of these firms would not
senior college and university diChicago students represented the have; car, a home of my own use Negro models in the United
N ision of the Columbia Scholastic
state of Illinois on the Dean's list or a big job. Just a plain fel- states.
Press Association.
..
for the first semesterr at Central low, age 38, 5 feet, 7 inches The Miss Ghana contest had PORT
OF SPAIN', 'Trinidad —ii
Savannah State won first place State college. They are: Eugene tall, 145 lbs. brown
complex- what I have come to observe as British West Indian -Airways' third '
in printed student newspaper; coiBeard, a senior, majoring in health ion and not handsome. I'll an. a distinctly African flavor — no annual sales conference will bt.'
1 ge page in city daily newspaper Physical Education and
Recrea- swer all letters. David L. Bin- nonsense about sex. There were held in Barbados this week.
,...
and departmental publication.
tion with an average of 3.60; Wal• ion, 1569 Glendale Ave., Detroit no age limits it seems and many Invitations were issued td
The college also won two other ter Jeffers, a
freshman majoring ag, mice,
of the contestants were married !gement of.American, British a
prizes: second place in college in History with an average of
•a•
3.52;
and had children — many of Canadian airlines to take Part
page in weekly nevrepapth* and 4th and Linnie Mallory, a senior maDear Mme, Chante: I would them,
the discussions which are ge
place in special bulletins.
joring in Home Economics with an like to correspond with all races The Africans realize that these to the building of interline
The school won five awards, plus average of 3.50.
—male and female. I am 18, things do not necessarily have into the Caribbean.
Scott's, totaling six, the best reEligibility for the Dean's list is with brown skin and black hair, anything to do with beauty. A Unlike the preceding conferes*.
cord made in the association's his- based upon a semester
average Will be glad to exchange 13110- young woman from Carolina dem- es, this year's meeting will be butt*:
tory.
of 3.20 or above with no grade los. I am awfully lonesome. 'ir- onstrated this, though fraudently, around committees which will Mita:.
Dr. William K. Payne is presi- less than "C" and a study load gie B. Johnson, 122 E. Sample in a miss America contest last cuss five broad
aspects of the
dent of Savannah State college. of not less than 15 semester hours. St., South Bend, Ind.
line's sales operations.
year.

!N NEW AFRICA

So • •

This Is Washington

By ETHEL L. PAYNE
This is the year that everybody's running
scareo; scared
that the recession might swell up
and bust and that the depressimi
setting in might lick a lot of
whpt had heretofore been consiutrod safe and sure seats.
In Congress, the hoppers ar e
e.ftiked with bills proposing solutioos to the economic crisis, because every member wants at
least to let the folks back home
know he's trying to do something
about the problems.
Last week when the AFL-C10
held its emergency conference on
Washington,
unemployment in
some of the delegates brought
some graphic reports about conditions in their hometowns.
Alex Fuller, the UAW official
Ileozn Detroit said that all you
lialte to do is ride down Grand
Ave. and notice the stores that
have gone out of business, many,
o( themwhich have been there
for years.
AFL - CIO President George
Meany, in describing the current
situation, said the Iota' unemployment was more than the combined population of all of the New
England states.
•••
over a wide area in the district.
WHITE HOUSE police had to
Ambassador aiongi Slim, the di- resort to Walkie-Talkies last
The storm dumped up to 12
conenvoy
is
minutive Tunisian
inches in some sections of the
week as a last-day -of-winter
sidered one of the most suave snowstorm knocked out comcapitol and 16 inches in the
and astute members of the diple
munications and electricity
matic corps, though he speaks
hardly any English. This week the
bachelor diplemat was-host at an
elarorate reaeption marking t fle
second anniversary of the indepenZence or Tunisia. The spacious
new embassy has been decorated
and 'furnished- in the authentic
style of the cauntry.
Now that ft's.official that Prime NE1V YORK — Dr. Joseph Mur- 34 years, the Press Association has
Minister Kwame Nkrumah and phy, director of Columbia univer- operated.
his Egyptian bride are coming to sity's Scholastic Press Association
The Association represents thouthe U. S. in July as the guests of
presented last week a gold key to sands of schools, colleges and uniPresident Eisenhower, the m a d
Wilton C. Scott, director of public versities in the United States and
race is on to are who will do
relations. Savannah State college, Canada. The award was presented
the most hostessing..
Savannah, Ga., for his work as Scott as 5,000 delegates applaudDemocratic National Chairman director of Savannah State college ed at the Waldorf Astoria hotel.
The citation reads as follows:
Paul M. Butler after "selling" Press Institute.
himself so successfully to Negro The institute attracted more than
"The Gold Key Award is preleaders in January is about to 400 delegates from three southeast- sented to Wilton C. Scott of the
undo all the good. Reason: He's ern states representing numerous Columbia Scholastic Press Assoslipped on an agreement voted at Negro schools for two consecutive ciation in recognition of outstandthe two-day meeting giving ap- years.
ing devotion to the cause of the
proval to the selection of a Ne- FIRST NEGRO
sehool press, encouragement to
assistant
as
deputy
gro to serve
According to Dr. Murphy, Scott the student editors in their seeehairman, but in Butler's recent became the first Negro school pub- era! endeavors, service above
members licist to receive the award in the and beyond the
correspondence with
call of delegated
who attended the eonference the
yet-as-unnamed appointee was demoted even before he was hired'
The new title of the post. according to the Butler letter: assistant
to the deputy chairman in charge
of organizing
Meanwhile, the field of choice
for the job has narrowed down to
two. Arthur Chapin f New JerTALLAHASSEE —
social re- 2. A change of attitude on the
sey and Theodore Harris of Phi!.
volution is taking place in Arneri- part of many industrial leaders is
adelphia.
ca today in regard to the Negro." now recognizing the talents and
• .
said Dr. W. A. Bison in deliver- skills of the Negro rather than his
Washington is all shooa up and
ing the 71st annual Founders' Day color.
buried under eight inches ef snow!
address at Florida A and M univer3. The part played by the U. S.
As usual, business is slowed doo.n
sity last week.
to a. trickle. The hottest story of
Government is insisting on non
Buildings totaling $2.045,000 were discrimination in employment due
the year is lying in the office of
Secretary of the Army Wilbur dedicated following the convoca- to race in all of its government
Structures dedicated were contracts.
lion.
concerns Little
Brucker and
Rock. but the Administration is Perry-Paige agriculture and home
4. The Supreme Court division
sitting on it because of the em- economics- building, S1.2.50.e00;
in wiping out segregation in public
barraasing repercussions it is guest house $45,000,• university
$1,250,
000
schools;
and ruling that segregaeconomics bu i lding
loaded with.
lion in any form is ilega.
Cleveland Councilwoman Jean student union, 5500,000
Capers will h? sworn into prac. The guest speaker, who is direr- 5. The fed. that today there are
tice before -the U. S. Supreme tor of the Bisson Clinic and Hos- 12 states that have enforceable
court on April 3 and her sponsor pital in Memphis and a member laws that prohibit any discriminawill be Ohio Congressman Charles, ef the class of 19,22 at A and M, lion in employment and these
Venni
pointed out six factors which he states contain :33 per cent of the
••
feels brought about a change in United States population.
Reason the Republican mem- the Negro They are:
6. The farsightedness of the Nebars of the McClellan sub- 1. Migration of the Negro from gro in preparing and training for
onnmittee investigating labor are the rural smith to the industrial better jobs and better opportJnibOdgin In for the kill in the Koh- west and north,
ties.

Top GhanaBeauty
Is Mother Of 4

Savannah State PR Head
Wins Columbia Gold Key

List Factors In
Racial Revolution

if

Chicago Students
Honored Al
Central State

Dear lb-. Green I
, hare tried every way possible, to get.
you to pay for the merchandise I let you
have on credit.
woulani dun you Was I hieSes but .
attached to thi• letter,i• the reason why.
Talmo

(.
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Observe New Homemakers Of America Week
of
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TRAINING IN HOMEMAKING — National New Horns'•
makers of America Week is
observed by Memphis chapters of the group. The NIIA
is an organization local, dls-

trict, stale and national of
high school students whose primary goal is special training
in all areas of home making
education. Pictorial review of
homemaking groups partici-

GARMENT CONSTRUCTION
.—These young ladles are in.

tensely interested In their
work. It is a clothing -class

pating in class activities in
some areas are shown here.
In photo above, senior students
of Melrose high school are
shown with their teacher, Mrs.
Doris Sodden on a field trip

to a market. The butcher is
gking a meat cuttmg demon.
stration. Prices uric corn•
oared accortline to meat cut,
brand and quality.

PLAN PARTY — As a class
project, senior students of
nassas high school planned,

budgeted and gave a party
$0111e lime ago for Eiwor grade
youngsters under the supers is.

Ion of their teacher, Mks !lament Eddins. This photo loll
the one at left appeared in a

national home economics pub.
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Students learn • he eanstruct
garments; they Andy .fabric

selection and learn how to
plan a wardrobe.

•

ATTEND NHA MEtT — This
is a vcene of two years ago
when the Douglass, Melrose
and Manassas delegation at-

tended the state NHA convention at Nashville. State pres•
ident at that time was Miss

Patricia Walker, of Douglass
High, now a freshman in college. The district president of
West Tennessee for 1958 is Miss

Dorothy Jackson, of Mane*,
gas High.
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CONSUMER LIVING — Mee.
Nettle Jones, home economic

li

teacher of Lester High school
gives a lecture on The I/11-

pentane, of Labels," as a guide
10 good buying. She uses It.

Instrative material as an aid
to effective teaching.

HOME FURNISHING is an Ian.
portant area taught in home.

making classes. Mrs. Theresa
Franklin and Mrs. Marie Han

ria of Manassas display and
illustrate to students articles

that may he made to enhAnis
the house.

These Pretty Debs Will Make Their Bows May 2nd

10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 29, 1958

Friday night last was an excit- America.
ing night anyway Memphians look- MRS. TED BEAUCHAMP . ..
ed at it .. what with the stellar who in the area of inculcating the
appearance of Mr. Roy Wilkins, at
principles of the fine womanhood
Mason Temple where more than
3,000 people gathered to hear his and sterling character into the
eloquent address, and the annual lives of the girls of this community,
Jubilect of the Cotton Makers' Ju- Mrs. Beauchamp, now a teacher in
bilee at Ellis Auditorium.
Memphis public schools, has made
At Ellis Auditorium . . • Miss an outstanding contribution as the
Jubilect, 1958, charming Annette
first and most effective executive
at Father Bertrand High school.
B Crystal ave. Miss Ilarmoo
left. She is a senior at
graduate chapter of Kappa
S. Parkway East. She is a senJohnson, 18-year-old daughter of
5 MORE LOVELY DEBS —
is a senior at Booker T. WashAt extreme ight, beaming,
ton High school. In fourth
ior at Hamilton High. Miss
Alpha Psi fraternity. A toMr. and Mrs. George Johnson, director of activities for Negro This is the second group of
ington high. Second photo from
Miss Bettye Williams, daughLois Jean Hampton, daughphoto from left is Miss Jotal of 21 will make their bows
Sr., of 408 Boston, is the recipient Girl Scouts in Memphis . .. Mrs. five lovely young ladles who
left is Miss Angela Griffin
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Wilter of Mr. and Mrs. Granville
Anne Stewart Mayo, daughat the breath-taking occasion.
will be presented in Memphis
of a enormous all-cotton ward- Beauchamp laid the ground work
Owen, daughter of Mr. and
liams, of 1149 Hamilton, is
At top left is Miss Alice Faye
Hampton, of 1498 Wabash ave.,
ter of Mrs. Marion and the
society at the Debutante Ball
robe. And . believe me . . and erected the structure upon
Mrs. W. F. Owen, sr., of 1241
shown. Miss Hamilton is a senIs shown in third photo from
Harmon, daughter of Mr. and
late Aaron Mayo, of 1192 WilFriday evening, May 2, at the
many a lass including your scribe
ior at Melrose High school.
son at. Miss Mayo hi a senior
Mrs. Benny Harmon, of 3016Club Ebony by the Memphis
sort of gnashed teeth in the re- which current Girl Scout activities
gret that . . "Would that it be in Memphis rests. She is a grame!" Annette is a Melrose High cious, cultored lady, who well mernow almost three years old. My
junior and will reign over the Jubi- its this salute as a fine "living
sister-in-law has always bragged
lee come May.
about how advanced her little girl
First" jr Memphis.
is, because she started walking at
The first alternate Is Bobbie Jean
MRS. ALMA BOOTH . . the
eight months. Our little gill didn't
McGhee of Washington Fligh; sechandicapped child is the deep constart walking until she was 15
ond alternate is Emma Burners of
months old, because she was
Father Bertrand High and third cern of every level of society in
chubby. She thinks that my child
alternate is Ernestiue Wright of Memphis. There is something
is dumb, and hers is smart. How
Douglas High school.
eart-pulling about such a child.
can I put her in her place? B. C.
some intense
A grand salute is due Dr. and However, it took
Dear B. C.
Mrs. R. Q. Venson for their forth- fanning and great effort for this
GULFPORT, Miss. — Signs of
rightness in saluting "Living First ommunity to make the necessary
When a child starts walking has
The well known charity and so- coming dance, "A Progressive spring were in the air when Mr
—41Iy CARLorrA 3171W4RT —
for Memphis"... for all too often, steps for the rehabilitation and the
Ball," at Curries Club Tropicana, and Mrs. Hilliard Pr Young gave
absolutely nothing to do with its
Vadis,
held
its
cial
club,
Quo
bouquets are given when they can- training of the hearts, minds, hands
Saturday, April 18.
MUSING: Emotional Problems if the task of gaining maturity did future mental capabilities, or how
a delightful birthday party recentmeeting Sunday,
f these children to aid some of semi-monthly
not be seen or appreciated.
ly for their little granddaughter, of the Adolescent. Problems are not pose some problems for the "smart" he is. Just remember, it
Your Merry-go-Round Scribe he Negro children in our corn March 16, at the home of the host,
universal,
and it would be strange adolescent, as well as for his isn't when you start walking that
Carolyn Bynum, in the East Side
hereby includes in "the record" munity who are handicapped. Mrs. Thomas Wilson of 1511 Ilanelders. All problems are not con- counts. It's how far you get once
recreation
center.
"a
living
first" suer.
the citations given to the following Mrs. Alma Booth,
Carolyn, who is the daughter of les, and miniature pink baskets fined to delinquency, truancy, or you get going that counts!
outstanding members of our com- n the area of education for the
failure.
But they are the essence
The main business of the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bynum of filled with small, colorful Easter
Negro boys and girls of this city.
munity:
of living.
candies and mints.
egg
was
officers
the
election
of
for
the
Detroit,
is
attending
school
In
Mr. Eddie Hayes ... a leading Time won't permit the inclusion year 1958. The officers are as folAs young people mature, they,
Gulfport.
Among the many gifts received
Memphis business man and civic f all the fine tributes given to
Helping the youngster to cele- by Carolyn was a birthstone ring in a sehse, excharge the probfigure over a period of years, who 'living firsts" . . . Mr. Bert lows: Samuel Chambers, president;
brate her eighth birthday were from her grandparents. The hon- lems of childhood for those of adhas long been associated with the Gerguson who made "goodwill" a Edward A. Driver, vice president;
A surprise dinner was given for more than 60 girls and boys, who oree also passed out gifts to her
olescence. Later, they will exMemphis Cotton-Makers Jubilee. ouaehold word ih the south
Lawrence 'Mason, business man- Elder C. H. Harris recently by
IF YOU
guests.
From the foundation of the or- he first to give the Negro voice ager; Rufus Jones, financial secre- the Community Bible Class, when spent the evening dancing and
change the problems of adoles- CAN
playing
games.
Adults
attending
the
party
were
n
the
great
area
of
the
sir
waves
was
an
;
Hayes
Mr.
ganization,
cence for the problems of adulttary; Thomas Wilson, recording the members met at the home of
FIND A
Youngs chose a
color Carolyn's
great
grandmother, hood. Whether serious or not in
important figure in its initiation. ... who is the executive vice pres- secretary; David L. Sergeant, trea- Mrs. Gussie Brabon, of 2385 Hunt- The
BETTER
Evans;
her
grandpink
Mrs.
Mamie
scheme
of
baby
with
greenerthe
adolescent's
Mr. Hayes was the first "King" ident of Radio Station WDIA.
eyes
of
adults,
the
surer; Hugh Bins, sargeant-at• er ave.
BOURBON
MRS. MARION JOHNS . .. who
ies to add a touch of Spring. A mother, Mrs. Linnie Mae Young, problems must be sympathetically
of the Jubilee when it made its
arms; and Edward Whitelow, chapElder Harris has been in charge
serves with the sympathy and unTibitha Hawkins, Mary understood, and accorded the dig- .. BUY IT!
queen's
lace
taMesdames
cream
and
pink
debut in the early 1030's.
lain and J. C. Haywood.
of the class for a year, and after
Lee Taylor, Glayte Monroe, Hel- nity of respectful attention. The
Mr. Taylor C. D. Hayes was cit- derstanding and effectiveness as
Plans were made for their forth the lesson was discussed — Acts ble cloth covered the table that
had been placed in the middle of en Williams, Doris Hawthorne and problem must also be seen from
and inimitable Nat D. Wil- the first and current secretary of
ed
9 — a delicious dinner was served,
the
Travelers
Aid Society, estabthe floor. The centerpiece for the Miss Ida Lee Harris.
the viewpoint of the adolescent
liaans, the narrator, stated, "Mr.
Scientific
investigators
have and a love offering presented to
who is troubled.
Taylor C. D. Hayes, needs no in- lished here to attend to the needs found that white blood cells, call- him. After recovering from the table was a large pink cake, stir
THE MILDER BOURBON
of
Negro
migrants
in
transit
rounded
with
large
pink candles. Less than five percent of the
troduction to a Memphis Audience.
Dear Carlotta:
BOntucby Strugl,t Bourbon Witakir • 3 Yu,04
ed lymphocytes, from mice im- surprise, he expressed his apprecthrough
our
railroad
stations.
AnThe little guests enjoyed Spring soil of Panama Is 'suited for agriThe Hayes name, wills which he
And I had baby *Proo1,
My
sister-in-law
class.
iation
to
the
!_*Aationt Ap Oist G., Footled.
munized against a specific cancer,
is identified, has been a house other living first . . . a gracious
delight punch, sandwiches, cook- culture.
girls the same week, and they are
will destroy that particular w- Among the officers of the club
lady
who
was
also
among
the
Memon
the
lips
of
hold word
eer when the cells and the cancer are Mrs. Irene Ingram, president;
phians over half a century. Mr. 'first' trained Negro social workers are
placed together in a test tube. Mrs. Gussie Brabon, secretary;
Hayes is the executive head of the to come to this community.
Help support research. Glve to Mrs. Strong, teacher; Mother
Miss Willa Monroe ... the "Find
Hayes and Sons Funeral Home
the American Cancer Society's Crawford, treasurer; and Elder
the first Negro mortuary establish- Lady of Radio" ... the sweetheart
April Crusade.
C. H. Harris, overseer.
ed in the Mid-South ... and the of the air waves . .
an outoldest continuous Negro business standing radio personality in the
enterprise in Memphis. ,
mid-south.
. Nat
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy .. the
Of Mr. Harry Cash
continued .. ." When mention is First Memphis woman to serve as
made of the young Memphis Ne- state president of the PTA of Tengro in sports, the first name that nessee
, also a long time teachcomes to mind, when thought is er, principal, educa!ional and civic
given to the individuals who are leader of this community.
the moving spirits behind local
DR. W. 0. SPEICHT, or. . .
. one
schoolboy sporting events
one of the most friendly, most rethinks immediately of Mr. ,Harry
presentatise and one of the most
Cash. Mr. Cash, principal of effective
leaders of his learned proHamilton High school, is the founfessions . . the first president of
der and continiiieg promoter and the Pan-Tennessee
Medical Sociemanager of the nationally famous ty .
. . one of the city's pioneer
MILK AND HONEY WAFFLES
Tri-State Amateur Boxing Associa1-2 teaspoon salt
Negro doctors who is also assotion. He is the city's first and ciated
Waffles have long been a favor- 3 tablespoons sugar
in business and civic life
only Negro sportscaster, presiding .
. . the first Memphis Negro to ite of young and old alike. One 3 eggs, separated
Mrs. Daniel, one of Detroit's most gracious women,
at all local high school football
appear on an internationally tele- of the biggest treats about eating 2 cups milk
is the wife of a chemical engineer with Ford Motor Co.
games. Mr. Cash is a "Sporting cast
2-3 cup melted butter
these
crisp,
delicate
batter
cakes
featured program honoring
living first."
Sauce
and mother of two bright, active boys. Besides caring
the career of another Negro in, is the syrup and butter served Honey Butter
over them. To please all long
MISS LUCY E. CAMPBELL: "This Is Your Life."
Sift together flour, baking pow:
for her home and family, Mrs. Daniel takes an active
standing waffle lovers, the young der, salt and sugar. Beat egg
"There are so many distinctions
part in many worth-while groups—the Y.W.C.A., the
MAYOR MATTHEW THORN.
ones as well. I suggest you try yolks; add milk. Stir into dry inassociated with this lady until it
TON . . . Miss Dora Todd, Dr.
P.T.A., the National Assoc. of Housing and Redevelopthis spicy Honey Butter Sauce over gredients until mixture is smooth.
is difficult to choose a starting
Levi 1Vaikins . . . Mr. Robert
ment Officials, the Negro History Society and the
waffles. Make a special occasion Blend in butter. Beat egg whites
point. She is among the first of
Wright . . Mrs Robert Henry,
of your next lazy day breakfast stiff and fold in. Bake according
the great Negro pablic school Dr.
N.A.A.C.P. Mr. Daniel,a graduate of Hillsdale College
R. Q. Venson . . all great
or Sunday night supper. Waffles to manufacturers' directions for
teachers of Memphis, amone the
Firsts in Memphis. Mrs. R. Q.
and a member of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, likes to
first local Negro high school gradmake a perfect late evening snack, waffle iron. Serve with hot Honey
Venson and Nat D. Williams . . .
spend Ns spare time with his hobbies of photography
uates. And, above all: she is Amertoo.
Butter
Sauce.
Makes
G
to
8
servof whom we pause in the reportica's first lady of Gospel Song comHoney Butter Sauce is an old ings.
and music. Both the Daniels are devoutchurch members.
ing of various and sundry social
position. As a composer of songs
camping trick; mix the butter Honey Butter Sauce:
news to throw bououets that they
carrying, ''The Good news about
and honey together and there is 1 1-2 cups liquid honey
Their happy family group reflects the care and interest
-"a-a-tta
may see and enjoy while we are
Jesus," Miss Campbell has no
only one item to pack, and only Dash rutimig
the Daniels put into every activity.. Mrs. Daniel's weekly
Bemuse shs Is a connoisseur of good food, Mrs. Daniel uses
privileged to have their presence
the
world
today
.
.
and
peer in
one to spread. The same advan- 1-2 cup butter
ihour midst.
grocery shopping, fog, instance, is done with her usual
delicious, double-rich PET Milk in all her cooking."I've
Nat continued, "We are proud to
tage -holds true for home use. I
Put ingredients in top of double
learned to depend on that extra richness and flavor,"
discerning taste. No wonder she always insists on doublepresent her to you as a "living
suggest you keep the sauce hot boiler and heat thoroughly.
she says, "and it's so good to know my family is getting
first," residing right here in Memover a small table warmer; then
rich PET Evaporated Milk.
extra milk nourishment, too—twice as much as from
phis, a city famed for its musical
as each piping hot waffle is servordinary milk."
contributions.
ed, the hot Honey Butter can be
poured over it. Well guarantee a
MR. HOLLIS PRICE . . . who
hit.
heads an institution which has long
WAFFLES WITH
been the capstone of education for
HONEY BUTTER SAUCE
Negroes in Memphis and the MidSouth. He is a gentleman known
Waffles:
while YOU
sleep'
for his quietly effective leadership,
3 cups sifted all purpose flour
for his congenial personality, for The art of making love, long 4 1-2 teaspoon baking powder
his understanding sympathy to- considered a private enterprise
wards all asrects of the teaming project, has entered the realm of
life of Memphis and the Mid-South. automation.
The president of LeMoyne college, Diamond expert and amateur
kiA
Mr. Price, was the "First mem- aongwriter Leo Pevsner.has come
ber of his race to serve in that up with a merchandising idea decapacity in the historic institution. signed to help the sales of engageMR. GEORGE LEE — who, in ment rings and bridal sets.
the area of political action, as a
Combining his professional and
businessman, as a civic leader, as
amateur abilities, he is supplying
a writer, as the launcher of civic!
f14141teNtIVAtmo
jttesr
•
key jewelry stores across the na
a.
projects, Lt. George W. Lee has
lion with an original love song re
idirr...
41
.
V iNVIAILASO.
launched so many "firsts" until
cording in which , the romantic
At breakfast lam—as at every meal—there's always PET
When the children rows born, Mrs. Daniel's doctor chose PET
it would be at once a heartening
couple's names are incorporated
Milk on the Daniels' table. The grownups use it to make
Milk for the babies' formulas. "I'm so thankful he did,"
Vas cat, presonn chibintoli books
but frustrating chore to seek to
their coffee full-flavored and creamy-tasting, and all four
she says. "Edward—now 51
longer by coating *irk coveys with
/
2—weighed only 4161.4 oz.
list them all and do them all jus- as part of the lyrics.
Shinned wit** 'Wisc.
like lots of rich PET Milk on cereal and fruit. Of course,
when he was born. But he's strong and healthy now,
Now, instead of a young man
tice. Lt. Lee, so greatly useful
extra cans of PET Milk keep fresh and sweet right on
thanks to PET Milk. Naturally,when Michael came along
and an effective citizen . . . anoth- saying love you" to his fiancee,
the pantry shelf, ready for use.
four years later, he got the same fine start."
er living "First," as Memphis' he merely places the record on
first nationally-recognized Negro the turntable and sits back, putting
writer . . . as the first Memphis his faith in the durability of a 45
citizen and the first Negro in the or 78 rpm mechanical lover comNation to have a United States plete with diamond needle.
PORTER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL - MEMPHIS
Post Office named in his honor,
WALTER MARTIN - Director
as the initiator of the Blues Bow
Game . as a living firstoin acWords of the Wise
WE
SELL AND SERVICE THEM
complishment in business literaIt is the privilege and duty
ture, politics and civic endeavor.
Of the present generation to
pass on to its successors, unMr. J. A. BEAUCHAMP — for
impaired, the heritage of libFREE—story-coloring book about thefamous Fultz Quadruplets. Send PET Milk label
hit efforts in the area of training
HOME OF THE BANDS
erty
bequeathed to it by the
boys for future manhood . . . and
lir^—se.. U.S. re. Of. with name and addreu to Pa Milk Company, 1460-B Arcade Bldg., Si. Louis 1, Missouri
founders
of
the
ill
Republic.
Coo.. 19341, Pe. Mk COn
MADISON
AVENUE
the first man to place the colored
—(George B. Cortelyou
boys of the Mid-South in the covetPhone JA 7-6732 — Memphis 3, Tenn.
ed uniform of the Boy Scouts of

Pair Gives
Grandchild
Gay Party

Bible Class
Gives Dinner
For Leader

Prominent clubwoman, homemaker and mother of two
Mrs. Langton J. Daniel of Detroit says:

"1 WOULDN'T BE
WITHOUT WONDERFUL
PET MILK!"

Art Of Love
Enters Realm
Of Automation
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Taystee Bread

WE SALUTE THE BAND!

Take a tip from Mrs. Daniel...always buy PET,
the handiest milk you can get.

PET EVAPORATED MILK

COLIE STOLTZ MUSIC CO.

for cooking...for coffee ...for babies
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Big Star Specials

The Chicago chapter of the Philander Smith Alumni club will
present Spring Combination Ex-1 -What can we do to raise; this famous Jack Sprat line of
travaganza of Tea and Fashions,"1 money?"
canned and frozen foods,. you will
as the highlights of preEaster: That is theal"
ps.,1 receive value from bothIlinside as
anmotnhgat chpaori
aeysstio
q,u
arna.de.
npoo
up so often among churches, civic weli as front outside of the cans
and packages.
At the gala tea Sunday after- groups and
"
March 23, from 3 p.n1 till,table
fraternal organizations. The offer is good only to religiT p.m., in the auditorium of the
At last a new and unique ans- ous, charitable, civic, and feeCorpus Christi Center, 4622 South wer can be advanced when the tenni' organizations aid not to in.
Parkway, 20 models will reign question of raising money comes div idu a Is.
as Miss Fashions on Parade.
Labels may he redeemed at the
up: "Save Jack Sprat labels, and
Air Press Advertising Agency,
They will be presented to rthse tuvirnh-athtentitasin.''
audience by the charnmteding
saving Jack Sprat 438 Goodwyn Institute bldg.
A thousand labels are worth $50
Childs Thompson. Added attrac- labels got to do with raising
tion will feature modern dancing money? Simply this. The labels for any label-saving organization.
and music.
can be redeemed for a half a cent
The aim of the chairman, Mrs. each.
Words of the Wise
Cleophus DeWitt, and her fellow
When a group starts collecting
A dose of poison can do Its
alumni is to give Chicagoans a pre- labels from the number of cans
work but once, but a bad book
view of Easter fashions and to which are opened in an average
can go on poisoning minds
benefit the United Negro College week, and in an average housegenerations
for
Fund,
hold, they soon mount up.
—(W.John Murray)
William 0. Sledge serves the
And, by shopping at the Big
Star stores, and selecting front
group as president.

•By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
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Kpring is officially here but it civics; Jerome Carr, geography;
seems as ole man Wintee doesn't Ross B. Cheairs, physical educewant to let go. In spite of the tioa, Willie Mae Perkins, English
coolness, these bright sunny morn- IV and U. S. History, Canine
Inge are certainly fine and the Long, typing; Annie Fuller, short
greenery lets us know spring is hand; Marion Baaer bookkeeping;
here.
Arliss_ Roach, English I; Robert
Green, English III, Bobby AnderMISS JABBERWOCK NAMED
Miss Mary Walker, honor stu- son, music; Linda Terry, civics;
dent at Merry High School was Curtis Williams, English 1; Vincrowned queen of the Jabberwock cent Merry, chemistry; Frank
at the ennual Jabberwock spon- Russell, Physis, Willie G. Shaw,
sored_by Beta Chi and Beta Omega World History; Lloyd Buchannon,
Sigma chapters of Delta Sigma Loretta Kirkendoll and Juanita
Theta Sorority. This affair took Hunt, algebra I, Sharron Kinplace on Thursday, March 13 o'n dricks, English III, Dale Lee, English IV, and Clara Bond, Spanthe campus of Lane college.
Miss Walker, niece of Mr. Mil- ish. Noel Berry and Leon Miliken
as caretakers of the buildserved
lard -Pate who graduated this May
received a $50 scholarship as sec- ing Evaluation sheets were filled
Lane College. Miss Annie Jeffe- out on students as to their eviries, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. dence of responsibility, leadership
Joe Jefferies of Brownsville, Tenn. and initiative. The cooperation
1.. B. Hobson, all members of
sekool, Sunday, March 16. ale
MANASSAS TEA — Seen at
received a $50. scholarship as sec- from the student body was excelthe Manassas faculty, and Mrs.
the gala and beautiful St. Patlett to right; Mrs. Ritta P.
and
lent
the
a
as
day
whole
proved
ond place winner. She is a junior
S. M. Smith, president or Marick's Day Tea anonsored bY
Sm it h, general chairman,
at Carver High School. Miss Gaith• to be a grand success. The Student
the PTA et Manassas High
nassas PTA. (Withers Photo.)
Mrs. Mildred Turner and Prof.
WASHINGTON P. C. — Having of college, which were spent at 1 cus room as the speeches got ununder
Council
the
Mrs.
of
direction
er 'Atwater, daughter of Mr. and
cleared one hurdle in defeating State Teachers college in Albany)derway.
A.
L.
Cooks,
advisor
and
WilMiss
Mrs. Raymond Atwater of TriA distinguished panel of fi v e
Since entering Howard last Sep34 of the nation's top collegiate
Communay, Madison County re- lie Mae Perkins, president is in
Hill Debating tournament, How- tember, however, she seems to be judges was unanimous in its sethe
process
of
completing
a
handscholarship
as third
ceived a $25
as the tournaard university coed Ella Mizzell torn between the teaching profes- lection of Ella
place winner. She is a senior at book for Merry High School stuin now faced with another major sion and the field of law as a ment's top persuasive speaker.
dents.
West High School..
Ella alizzell is currently t h e
career.
obstacle.
Other contestants were Misses HERE AND THERE
Ella is quick to admit that law talk of the campus. No less agog
The 18-year-old College of Lib- never interested her as a career. over the brilliant young orator are
The 1490 Club of Jackson celeIfortense Smith and Norma Jena
eral Arts junior had aspired to ; prior to coining to Howard.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Lee, both seniors at Merry High brated their seventh anniversary
teach history in the public schools' But on observing the school of Jerry.
School. Miss Smith is the daughter recently with a banquet. The club
of New York City since her days law at Howard Ella thinks that
of Mr. Mama Smith and Miss Lee of 12 members spent a most enthere as a student.
this might not be such a bad prois the daughter of Mrs Alma Lee,joyable evening with Mrs. Hazel
Suggs serving as toast mistress.
Her plans went along pretty well fession after all.
Pi
Marshall.
Although Ella was virtually unat Julia Richman High school,
"Miss Jabberwock" was beauti- Mrs. Willie Mae Prather is the
where she won the school's serv-1 known prior to her triumph two
ful in long white gown as she WBS president, Mrs. Naomi Napkin,
ice award at graduation. a n d' weeks ago, she had made a name
presented with a hugh bouquet of vice president, Mrs. Mildred Mays,
even through her first two years for herself as a speaker while .
red gladiola. Little Stella Shaw, secretary, Mrs. Eva Gill, assistant
in high school.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl secretary, Mrs. Margaret Reaves,
At Richman she served as presiShaw, was the crown bearer. The treasurer, Mrs. Maggie Carver, asdebt of the school's debating team,
young ladies were escorted to the sistant treasurer, Mrs. Marcella
and in January, 055 she was sesocial which followed. Music was Ozier, sargeant-at-arms, Mrs. Kalected over 300 high school stufurnished by Phillip Reynolds and tie Jones, chaplain. Other memdents to interview lormer Presibers include, Mcsdames Mariah
his orchestra.
dent Truman on the NBC-TV
Poe, Lillie Shephard, Wardell Sher.
show, "Excursions."
JACKSON CITY TEACHERS
rod and Lillie Harris.
ELECT
Laier during the year she apWednesday night in the baseAt the last meeting of the Jack0arrkedTiamsesa panelist,iouth
,' 7
ot; t e New
The date of the “Y" benefit
Forum,
son Teachers' Association officers ment of St. Paul CME church was
has
duplicate bridge tournament
On entering Howard Ella applifor the year of 1958-59 were in- the scene of the annual Fellowsaip
been changed to Friday night, ed for membership in Kappa Sigstalled at a very impressive cere- Dinner at which time more than
Chicaall
that
order
in
28,
March
ma, the university's debating
mony by Mrs. Fern Walker, re- LOO guests were served. To get
go duplicate bridge fans will have , team. The University of Marytired city teacher. Relinquishing in the warm spirit of fellewship
afthe
In
play
to
opportunity
an
, land, sponsors of the Capitol Hill
her gavel was Mrs V. M. Bell to the program began with group
fair and also at the ACBL sponsor- I tourney. invited 35 colleges and
V. J. Gilmore who this year served singa.g of "What a Fellow" fol.
club. Vying for the crown are
contest which ends April 12 at
WHICH ONE? The members of
ed championship match March 30 universities from throughout the
Vice president. Other officers lowing the weressive scripture
eh Relents Clara Harris and
the hcme of Mrs. Cleo Draper,
ELLA MIZELL
the LaRita Homemakers So
East, South and Midwest to enat the Congress hotel.
Installed were Mrs. Alice Cunning- and prayer. The delicious menu
Queen
Jones.
Dorothy
The
ace.
personable
selecting
Carver
of 2811
dal club are busy
Sixty percent of the gross re- ter its top debater In a special 1
harn„ Tice president, Mrs. Mable of turkey and trimmings was cerare:
right,
to
"Evenleft
the
Shown,
at
crowned
be
will
Who
Queen.
Club
their 1958
ceipts of the benefit tournament "Persuasive Speaking" contest ,
B. Drag, secretary, Mrs. Cleo tainly enjoyed.
Jackson,
Bernice
Sponsor
ing of Charm" on May 25.
will it be? Anyway, the royal
will go to the Washington Park al ETAOlal SHRDLU SHRDLUP
IF YOU
Boyd; assistant, Mrs. Lilliam Gil- IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS
Sponsor Harris, Mrs. Draper
That is an annual affair of the
lady will gain her crown
"Persuasive Speaking" contest.
YMCA.
CAN
liarisoieeasurer and Mrs. M. K. Basketball season has come to
and Mrs. Jones.
through the annual popularity
Ella chose for her five minute
Manning
Dr.
and
Yao
Joseph
FIND A
Smilli„ehaplain. Mrs. V. M. Bell a close for sports lovers. The Retalk, the proposal for Federal
won
who
pair
Chicago
the
were
BETTER
was: limed as delegate to the gional and Inter-Regional Tournascholarships to gifted students In
A
Grade
Louis
St.
recent
the
ment
both were played in the bea-I
BOURBON
National Education Association
mathematics and the natural actpair.
open
gym
utiful
High
of Merry
School.
which convenes in July.
BUY IT!
"
ences.
Maslife
more
of
boasts
Chicago
girls
The
third
with
out
came
place
Wednesday, March 19 marked
Seeing the hazards involved In
ters than any other unit in the
the
in
inter-regional
Ella's
tournament
Student Government Day at Merry
this type of crash program,
American Bridge association. If premise was "If we allow the
High school. At this time govern- and the boys came out second givthe number of new and nromising Ituesians to determine the course
ment was under the supervision ' mg them the chance to play in
young players seen weekly at the of education in the United States,
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter of amounting to $1,150 is granted on
of the Student Council with other the State tournament. One point
the basis of competitive examine
50th Street Monday night games it can lead to nothing less than
selected students serving as teach- doesn't seem like much but it goes Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, inc.,
students
girl
senior
honor
of
tion
and at the "V" clubs Friday night cultural suicide."
ers or staff members. To serve in a long ways in a basketball game has announced through its Scholar- attending the six local high schools.
games are a barometer, Chicago
Ella won her preliminary round,'
this capacity a student had to be and that's just what happened to 'ship Committee headed by Mrs.
is
scholarship
renewable'
This
applications
will hold the lead for some time. defeating 10 top debaters, a n d
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
approved on the basis of scholar- Merry. A score of 51-50 put Austin Alma R. Rooth, that
held
club
Bridge
"Masters"
graduate
the
of
The
scholar- each year to the recipient
moved into the finals. Some 350 Kentucky Stmeht lowlen letuskey • 6 Yrs. Ole
ship, good conduct, and knowledge High on the winning side and Mer- for the chapter's
Pres!.
Vice
from
including
available
persons,
last
now
regional
individual
annual
are
ships
•°mow I.Oitt. Co, Freektort. tiethi
Keel
Its
X
scholarship until the completion of l
of subject matter of which he had ry came out 4th place in State
Scholarship Cemdent Nixon, filled the Senate cauSunday at •the "Y."
Tournament play. We are very Mrs, Booth, the
selected to teach.
for years in any accredited colmittee chairman, or from memJesse 0. Brown was principal proud of them though for in addilege. Upon the termination of the
hers of the organization.
for a day with Shirley Randolph tion to bringing home a 4th place
applications scholarships to recipients, they are
for
deadline
Final
serving as his secretary. The li- trophy they received an award for
then available to new recipients.
b/111Iva was Millicent Brown.'Good Sportsmanship which in a for the graduate scholarship is
Beta Epsilon Omega is proud
Teachers included Linda Shipp,llong run may mean more to the April 30. 1958.
The Beta Epsilon Omega Grad- of the accomplishments of the reHome Economics, Gertrude Jones, boys' future. Our hats off to them
uate Scholarship amounting to $900
Home Economics; Doris Govan, and their coach, V. J. Gilmore.
cipients of scholarships granted an is availahle for now more than
science; Wesley McClure, general
since 1334, and especially of
three Summer programs at any natty
recipients of the first nrsing MRS. JOHN E. JORDAN, the rescience; Mary Ann Gilstrap, algeaegredited university, $300 avail- the
and the four year colbra; Herbert Bigby, Latin and
for each year of study, pro- scholarship
cent bride of Dr. John Edward
scvhataprishbip,of awarded since
ee te
geometry; Eddie Forte. bend.
v d the recipient maintains sat- ltehg
'
Jordan who recently cpened an ulPolette Rollins. Biology; Alice Edisfactory scholastic standinf.
, scholarship progrant in the light of
monds, economics; James Robinstaffed dental
The scholarship is open to non- I scholarship neerle in recent years. tra modern and fully
ton, French; Mar) Louise ColeGreet: women (women not belong-1 Miss Bernie Williams of 893 Ex office at 1936 Chelsea ave., arman, civics; Henrietta Wright.'
ing to greek-letter organiaations af- change is completing her last year
rived by American Airlines Fri.
10th. grade English; Gracie Glenn.
filiated with the National Pan Heltraining in the first class
Installation sevices for the of- lenic Council) and active graduate of nurse
day morning. Mrs. Jordan Is a
Crump
H.
E.
the
at
nurses
Negro
ficers of the Beauticians' Chapter members of Beta Epsilon Ojnega of
and ha received com- 1955 honer graduate of Tennessee
No. 5 were held on Sunday after- Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha. hospital,
mendation for the excellence of
noon, March 23, at 2:30 p. m. at
that her work which was done as the A and I State university, has stud•
Mrs Booth further stated
,
the Keel Avenue Baptist church, the Beta Epsilon anega Grlduate
first recipient ot. the nursing schol- ed on a teaching fellowship at
with Mrs. Anna Willis, a member Scholarship will he awarded for I
arship which began with the open- the University of Minnesota and
of the C'hirst Temple church, as professional, a.:anical or kindred
ing of the school. Miss Josephine
the guest speaker.
graduate work, including mana g Isabel, of 582 Lipford, is the re- received her certification for the
On hand to install the group was era. officials and proprietors -for' cipient of the first four year colgraduate degree in chemistry.
Mrs. atattie T. Henderson, of St. specifid need to the community. legiate scholarship and is a freshPaul Baptist church.
The Scholarship Committee of man at LeMoync college, where She is a member of Alpha KapOthers on the program were study beyond the bachelor degree she has won outstanding honor for pa Alpha sorority and the Beta
Mrs. Altura Lee, of Clayborne provided that the study will be of her freshman year's work.
Chi Honorary Scientific
Temple church, who presented the the organization has kited the folthe Scholarship Kappa
Members of
group's charter; and Mrs. Alm - lowing suggested areas of specific
headed by Mrs. Booth Society. The young couple are
Committee
Nesbitt, of Mt. Gilliam Baptist , need to the City of Memphis, which
are Mrs. Marion Johns, Mrs. Ethel new additions to the Memphis
church. who served as the mistressl among others of like need, may be
J. Perkins, Mrs, Georgia V. liar- social scene, having recently
of ceremony.
considered in the granting of this w.,
y Mrs Mary H. .Porter, Mrs,
Nashville, TensesThe service was' held at the scholarship; health, business ad il '
W 1 Mrs Grace Williams moved from
l
church as a benefit performance minstratm, home economcs, nnt• and Mrs. Marjorie . then.
' see.
sciences, research,
to raise money to purchase robes ia, physical
for the No. 2 choir of the church. social work — on Doctoal level;
Mrs. Ruby Greene is president only; writing and editing, race reWomen can actually tell the difof the beauticians' organization, lations, and counseling and guidference between "Lysol" and
and Mrs. Eunice Bruce, superin- ance—vinegar in the douche.
All applications will be reviewtendent of the choir.
They can actually sense the
ed by the Stholaship Committee
YM&W MEMBERS 64
The YM&W club celebrated its of the chapter aid each applicant
difference in freshness, in just
30th anniversary on Sunday. March will be subject to interview by the
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
plain cleanliness!
16, at the Foote Home atelitorium. Committee; all data pertaining tn
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
Thiy know vinegar can't do
Mrs. Mary Ann Johnson, of the the application will be held contime! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
ihe job the way "Lysol" can.
Mt. Olive Cathedral CME church fidehtial.
acted as mistress of ceremonies,' The Beta Epilson Omega Gradu'Lysol" stops odor, kills germs
and the club's officers were in- ate Scholarship is one of the three
„.. the very germs that cause
stalled by Mrs. R. S Lewis, jr. annual scholarships made availodor!
The members expressed their able by the chapter. The $500
Extra Smooth—
appreciation to all who appeared Julia H. Dixon Memorial Nursing
"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
Extra Delicious
num- scholarship is available as a rethe
to
and
program,
the
on
mild, gentle. Try it
ber who' helped them in celebrat- volving scholarship, to a candidate,
ahd are,
, recommended yearly by the Suing the event.
The club's next meeting will be perintendent of the City of MemYee tree booklet
held on Easter Sunday, April 6, phis Hospitals' School of Nursing
on bow to douche.
at the home of Mrs. Bertie Reed, at the E. H. Crump Memorial
write to: "Lysol,"
of 1873 Ferber ave. All members'Hospital.
Dept. N 372, Lie.
are expected to be preset.
: The Beta Epsilon Omega Four
Scholarship,
role, Illinois.
Collegiate
Year

Top Howard Coed Debater Is Torn
Between Law And Teaching Careers

Changes Date
For Y Bridge
Tournament

1

a

AKAs Announce Details
In Graduate Assistance

Beauticians
Hold Services
To Aid Chow.

l'4;a4.4.1211,
wouldn't dream of
going back to vinegar!

SEALTEST
MILK

Words of the Wise

Cs

The right of commanding Is
no longer an advantage transmilled by nature; like an inheritanee, It is the fruit of
labors, the place of courage.
—(Voltaire)

P:ANO
PAY REPAIR BILL
AND l'AKE IT!
BR 6-7430 - BR 8-4927-W

DEFENDER

Jones Sets Chicago Meet Mark

Sat., Month IN, 111511

Wins Hurdle
JesseGonders,Reds'Rookie'Event
In
Has Moved Aro und Plenty 7 Seconds

S.

The Cincinnati Redlegs, who
By RUSS J. COWANS
McClyniond is the same school
Miller Ron Delaney and hurdler
Jul
! had Gonder under contract, sent that produced Bill Rusaell, t h e ' Hayes Jones
751
matched accompled
TAMPA, Fla. — Jesse Gonders,, huts to Wenatchee.
Wash., in great basketball player. Gonder
Chi
20-year-old rookie catcher trying, the Northwest league for a short played guard on the basketball merits in the 22nd annual Chicago
hel
to win a berth with the Cinclne stay, and then shipped him
team for two years, but gave it relays at the International Amphito
Ca
nati Redlegs, has a record un-' Temple with orders for him to up after he had suffered an in- theater here last Friday, each esA
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Top AMEClerOymen Attend S.Africa Event
•

• • •
Mississippi

• Observe church's
75th Birthday

DEFENDER
Sot, March 29, 19311
A covered bridge in this city,
built in 133.3, is believed to be the
oldest such span still standing.

Music and
Musicians

INDIANOIA
ter, a host of relatives and friends..
Funeral for little Miss Alberta 'His body was taken to Hub, Miss.,'
Brown, age 12, was held at St.,and buried in the Abram Family'
By THEODORE C. STONE
John MB church, March 4. Her'cemetery. Cooks Funeral home
three brothers, six sisters and a was in charge of all arrangements
NEW YORK — The Diamoed ! follows:
hest of other relatives. The Rev. I Those confined to the local heal
By DONNA DICKEY GUYEZ
Jubilee Celebration marking the One — 12th Episcopal Districts:
Evans officiated. Burial was in thel pital as of last week were, Mrs.,
75th Anniversary of the AME The United States of America,
St. John Cemetery with Smith and Delia Robinson, Mrs. Emma Quinn! An artist sensitive to the seeds
Church in South Africa will be Canada, Ontario and Maritime
Dillian funeral home in charge. ' Mrs. Susie Nixon, Mrs. Stella Mae and moods of his audience is
held in Bloemfontein, South Afri- Provinces; 14th Episcopal District:
A surprise birthday party was Toiler, Albert (Bum) Mays, Mrs. hound to deliver music satisfying
ca March 25-30.
Liberia, Sierra Leone, Nigeria and
given for Mrs. Georgia Reed who Pearl Myles, Mrs. Hattie Walker to many tastes.
A deputation of 11 ranking Ghana; 15th Episcopal District:
was just 88 years young. We wish' and Mrs. Ida Mae Burton of This is cnaractertsttc of TheoAmerican clergy and officials of Cape Colony, °renew Natal, SwaXPerlington.
her many happy returns.
dore Charles Stones, whose recital
the church will attend.
ziland and South Africa.
The Bell Grove W. W. Club met Mrs. Nanie Glover of Youngs- on Sunday, March 16th, was allUnder the direction and super- 16th Episcopal District: Cuba,
at the home of Mrs. Leola McGee, town, Ohio, who has been visiting Inclusive enough to appeal to his
vision of Dr. A. Chester Clark
Windward Islands, Japresident. Mrs. Arnett Tall is her sister, Mrs. Georgia Alford entire audience, no mean accomsecretary-treasurer of the AME Bahamas'
maica, British Guiana. Dutch Guisecretary.
for several weeks left last week plishment.
Ibme and Foreign Missions DeDomingo, Haiti, South
Sunday was Pastoral Day at Bell for Pensacola, Fla., where she Stone possesses a baritone voice
partment, the deputation left New ana, Santo
Episcopal District:
Grove M. B. church. Rev. David will visit another one of her sis- of considerable range, well adaptYork's International Airport at America; 17th
Matthew, pastor, preached a ters, Mrs. Ellen Dugan. From ed to a wide variety from heeler
4:30 p. m. Sunday, March 23, via Transvaal, Central Africa, Portu
there she will leave for home.
guese East Africa, Belgian Congo;
to folk songs.
wonderful sermon.
Pan American Airways.
at
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isetr
.d officiated.
the local hospital.
ty of longing which a true rebeing conducted there by Minis- Department 7 Dr.' A. Chester
Mrs. Louise Scott is on the sick
Rev. and Mrs. Fields of Lau- ligious artist must convey.
Clark, Executive Secretary-Tressty supervisor of the Farmers
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and his oldest con operate their
rel, Miss., were visitors in town
It was in the lieder group,
History making in that the De- urer.
Hayes of 'ramie, Miss., is beHome Administration. Mr. and
two tractors night and day,
Mrs. Mary Ware's home was de-I two weeks ago and Rev. Fields "Songs of Love," that Stone reach.
putation is believed to be the DEPUTATION TO DIAMOND ing given a cool drink of water
Mrs. Hayes have "graduatsometimes, working their own
Matthews
BapSt.
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guests
at
stroyed by fire last
morn- were
ed" from the credit program of
by Mrs. Hayes. Looking on is
largest group of American Ne- JUBILEE CELEBRATION—
farm and those of neighbors.
ing.
tist church.
the Farmers Home. Mr. Hayes
Shirley L. Neal, assistant noungroes to visit South Africa under SOUTH AFRICA:
USDA Photo
Mrs. Lottie Ingram left I,ast Sun- Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Jones are
other than Government auspices. Dr. A. Chester Clark, Executive
day afternoon for Toyko where she the parents of a little daughter
The projected trip is creating Secretary-Treasurer Home and
will visit her daughter, Mrs. E. born to them in the local hospital.
widespread interest throughout Foreign Missionary Department
Mrs. Jones is the daughter of
Burton and family.
u. Porter andMr. Jones
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continent of South Africa.
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church members are expected to Bishop Richard R. Wright, Prescc, Mrs. Bishop Baughn who is
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hear the Americans in public ident of the Bishops' Council of
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talks during the celebration. Pri- ile A. M. E. Church, Inc. (PresidMrs. Mary White is on the sick struck bv a log while at work for
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the Crosby Ewes:. Product. He is
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vate conversation according to ed in South Africa 1936-1940.
l The Society of Christiens met suffering from a few broken ribs.
Dr. Clark will "explore possibili- Bishop Isaiah H. Bonner and
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in the home of Mrs. Saddie Wright "Men's Day" was observed at
ties for the extension of our Mrs. Nannie J. Bonner, Presiding
Pilgrim Bound Baptist church last
last Thursday afternoon.
Christian Brotherhood Program." Bishop of the Seventh Episcopal
taming
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and
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Typical of the thousands of white
Sun- one. For they had applied themSunday.
In announcing the granting of District — (South Carolina) Pre- and eolered farm
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families being day clothes,
selves, learning to make workable
It is reported that Mrs. Audrey
visas for the Deputation, Dr. sided in South Africa 1948 - 1952. helped to their feet
Up to that time, they had never! farm plans. including the hudget• OKOLONA
Spanks who is a patient in a New
every year by
Clark in an open letter to the Aishop Frederick D. Jordan and the Farmers Home Administra- had an opportunity to establish a ing of their money, their time,
By MATTIE MOORE
Orleans hospital and who underchurch referred to the trip as Mrs. Artishia W. Jordan, Presid- tion of the U. S. Department of credit rating for anything m ore' their equipment and supplies,
went a serious operation for canand
Mrs. Gertrude Darden of Indi- cer, became the mother of a little
'an opportunity for Christianity ing Bishop of the Eighth Episco- Agriculture are Mr. and Mrs. than groceries and work clothes even the food they were encourof
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a
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ana
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promised
and
to pal District — (Mississippi and Ralthus Hayes of Tchula, Miss., at the plantation store. But the aged to grow for themselves and
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make public a full report on his Louisiana) Presided in South Al- who have "graduated" from the Government made them the loan their five children.
to the hospital. The baby is offered
Mr. Willie Vann is on the sick for adoption while they say that
finding after return on April 15th rice 1952 • 1956.
on the basis of their good farm- And they had learned to get away
agency's credit program.
THEODORE CHARLES STONE
The group of American Ne- The Rev. Dwight V. Kyle and' Altogether, since the Farmers ing record and their reputation for from their old hit or miss method list.
Mrs. Spanks won't live.
Friends here of Miss Annie Lee ed the height of the lyric quality
groes will be housed during their Mrs. Grace L. Kyle, Pastor A. M. Home program was launched more being dependable. And says their fertilizing cotton, corn, and other "he Circle No. 2 of E. ste- n Star
stay in South Africa in private E. Church, Los Angeles, Calif. . than 20 years ago to provide a county Farmers Home supervisor, crops. Now they were having their MBC met in the home of Mrs. Snoddy of Lumerton, Miss, were which is his forte.
I sorry to learn of her death last In the opinion of this reviewer!,
residences. In addition to BloemMrs. Anne H. Heath, President source of loans for hard pressed Walter E. Strider, they have liv- soil tested from time to time to Ma's"'
• ••
I week.
fontein they will visit Basutoland, of the Women's Missionary so- farm families who were unable to ed up fully to their reputation.
find out precisely its plant food
Grieg's "Kin Schwan" was in.
By following Strider's advice and needs. And to help cut the ler- PICAYUNE
• ••
Durban, Queenstown, Capetown, ciety of the A. M. E. Church, me., get adequate credit help else.
terpreted with the power to lift
By SLEEPY PAIGE!
where, 45,927 ownership borrowers counsel and that of his assistant, tilizer cost, they were planting
Kimberly and Pretoria.
Washington, D. C.
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The Heaven Bound Spiritual experiencing.
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in Philadelphia, Pa. in the year President of Women's Missionary other sources of credit.
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Brother Dave Watson sang a
Connection is now comprised of man, Foreign Missions Emergency
the recital.
In line with the goals of the District. Now they knew how best Carter, 74, who passed in the local which was enjoyed by all.
their farms.
18 Episcopal Districts located as Fund, Washington, D. C.
Stone believes that poetry merit'
h • I
Farmers Home, Mr. and Mrs. to farm each acre,
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Club will have a pro- more public reading than it reThe
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Enon M. B.
New
at
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gram
fered a stroke had been confined
ceives at present.
sharecroppers who "graduated" 3 enabled them to "graduate" from! "What we learned under the
The public
to the hospital for some time. He church on the 27th.
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—
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readings from
leaves to mourn his passing, nine
program with
farm, two tractors, and a combine, Administration. Through the FCA ! "made us feel as though .we heti
Mrs.
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finance
for
daughters, Mrs. Mettle Griffin,
"Poems," by Langston Hughes
and are grossing between $8,500 Federal Land Bank, which obtains been going to school again And
Pearline Henderson is sponsor.
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Thelma
Durr,
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selections from "The Pres
privately. the ' although we have kind of 'graduatits loan money
and $10,000 annually.
Mr. Jess Fondren and wife, Cite- and
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part in the symposium which will But when the Hayeses applied to coup'. later brought 63 additional ed,' so Mr. Strider tells us we Quinn all if this city Mrs. Katie ter, and Ed Smith are on the sick phet," by Kahlil Gibran.
Mrs.
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of
Calif.,
Rosie
Berkley,
In the concluding group, "Songs
still go to him and to our cOunty
By GEORGA McVEIGIH
be held at Lane college on April the Farmers Home for a loan 17 acres to enlarge their farm.
Mrs. Edna Mae Mc- list.
of Hope," the Hall Johnson ar5. Seniors have been invited to years ago to buy a 51-acre farm, Although the Hayeses received agent for advice when we need Lee Johnson,
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Curty, both of Hattiesburg, Miss.;
' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cheatham the Career Conference at Lane col- all they had were a few pieces no diploma from the Farmers it."
rangement of "Roll Jordan Roll"
of this city were called to Mem- lege March 25. This conference at- of furniture and an old trunk con- home, they felt they had earned
As a result of the training they Mrs. Bettie Bee Allen of Summeralt HOLLY SPRINGS
was handled by the baritone with
phis Tenn. to attend the funeral tracts wide attention among senreceived, Mr. and Mrs. Hayes In. Mrs. Gracie Hooker of Printiss, Mrs. Maggie Cullin, mother of particular insight and musics)
of his sister which was held Sun- iors and other people of all walks
creased their cotton yield from Mrs. Louise Carter of Jackson, two Winston and Thomas Russell pass- wisdom.
day afternoon. Our sincere sym- of life throughout West Tennessee.
500 to 750 pounds of lint per acre, sons, Marvin Carter of Hattiesburg, ed at the home of Thomas RussMiss Clarke Saunders was Ms,
their corn output from 40 to 75 and J. P. Carter who is in the U. ell last week. Mrs. Cullins' body Stone's piano accompanist, and
pathy is extended to Mr. and Mrs. Well, it won't be long now before
fuGermany.
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for
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in
shipped
to
was
bushels per acre, and their soyR. H. C. Cheatham and the rest we will be seeing the whole senMiss Florence Stith accompanied
bean yield from 25 to 41 bushels Mr. Carter also had 36 grand chil- neral and burial. Eulogy by the him on the organ during the read.
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Wade.
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of his sister, Mrs. Ethel Cherry of their beautiful outfits which they
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All went well at Monday night*,
grand-children and a
outtion which will be held in Pine ing improved pastures and are
their hour of sorrow.
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Dora McDonald and children tives and friends. Funeral ar- presentation of Theodore Du Boil'
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Dr. A. Z. Maney was elected nament held at Merry High
I spent last week end in Laurel via- rangements by Britten= and Wil- dramatized version of The Selves
last Stewardess Board Nos. 1 and '2 Mr. Bud Taylor who is ill a hogs for market.
1
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as a member of the Board .f
i
forward and , of Bethel AME in the
Mrs. Claudiea Sale of cattle and hogs will sup-. iting relatives and friends. They liam Herring funeral home of Last Words of Christ, the season.
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his
Directors of the Red Cross. He is was selected as an all-star.
Mrs. T. S. HadMr.
and
home
of
al cantata, at Washington Park
Clotee I
home, has improved.
plement their income from 35 acres were accompanied by James Louisville.
measured up to all that was,Sterren's
the only colored person on the McGhee was selected
President E. E Rankine and Fieldhouse, when Gertrude Jade.
all-star ley,
James Thomas is ill at hi of cotton which produces from 40 to McDonald.
Mr.
I
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group
of
large
board. We congratulate him on guard. Both teams were guest at expected. A
Mr. Robert Boson and sister, family of M. I. College had as son Taylor, music director led 111
I
50 bales a year. They also earn
home.
this worthy position. We are sure a luncheon given by Principal John! and members and well wishers!
Miss Annie Mae Mixon was callguests Rev. Brown and a chorus of 100 voices and soloists.
' Members of the seventh a n d from $400 to $600 a year doing ed last week to Florence, Miss., to their
spenta very pleasant
e will distinguish himself in this Parish of West High. The
group of theology students of Lin- Soloists for thniell defined pet%
teachers I Rev. J. M. Watkins expressed his eighth grades of Ethel 0. Mille custom work with their combine
attend the funeral of their aunt, coln university. Rev. Brown filled formance were Dr. William Frau.
tumble place of service . • • We and coaches were guests also. The !
school presented two plays Friday and two tractors.
thanks to all whoparticipated.
pray that through his efforts bet- 4-11 Club of West High
Altogether, their present gross Mrs. Mary Holden. They were the pulpit at Anderson Chapel last cis Bergmann, basso; Catherine
presented! A pageant entitled "The Old night. The first entitled, "The
accompanied by Mrs. Annie Bell Sunday. Rev. W. C. Armstrong,
ter race relations will be the re- an interesting program in the
Adams, soprano, and Phil De
as- Ship of Zion" was recently given Young Generation" and the second Income averages from $8,500 to Robinson.
pastor.
sults.
sembly Friday, March 8, 1958, at at the St. James AME church.1 "It's Cold in Them Thar Hills." $10,000 annually — a big jump
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last
Funeral
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a
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I.
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Last Friday a very enjoyable which time Mrs. Alice Theus was
featured Earls Barris, Iola from their shorecropping days, week at Pilgrim Bound Baptist scene of much gaiety on Friday, fine voice and delivered their sei
program was presented by the the principal speaker. Awards directed by Mrs. G. W. Smith and which
Harper, Linda Ramsey, Loretta even after farming expenses ot church for Mr. Willie James Woul- when the high school tournament lections with musical taste and
foreign language classes in the au- were given to several members of sponsored by the senior choir. The
conviction.
Smith was Waugh, Lois Watkins, Catherine about $4,000 are deducted.
lard, age 16, son of Buster Woul- was held.
ditorium; the classes are French, the club who had competed in pastor, Rev. G. W.
Crawford, John Merriwether, Nola
captain of the ship.
lards, who died at Raymond, Miss, The new civic club met Friday The derv, chorus sang will
Spanish and Latin. The program local and state projects.
The Spirtual Five Quarted pre-, Milon, Betty Barris and Bryson
hospital while he was attending evening at Rosenwald high. Prof. good rapport and often gave 64!
consisted of devotion of which was The Matron's club of Liberty C.
donee of a good grasp of the
sented a splendid program at the! Neely.
the Boys Training school. Rev. Theoddus Johnson, president.
mostly on a foreign language. M. E. church, observed their 11th
at
New Zion A. M. E. church.
' Genipher Watkins who Is
Woullard was the officiating minMrs. S. C. Phillips is able to be text and music.
There were also some musical anniversary Sunday. There were
The Old Fashioned Garden Club
ister with Baylous Funeral home up after several days of illness. The drama was also touching
home is improving.
numbers, and a Latin and a several churches and members held its regular meeting in the his
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in charge of arrangements.
Dombis and Stanley BarPreston
The annual banquet of the Varsi- and more than effective according
French skit. The instructors of participated in program. Mrs. Su- home of Mr. and Mrs. John Neal
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club of Rosenwald was held to Walter Lott's direction. The
went to Little Rock
recently
ty
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Babies
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to
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these classes are Profs. T. R. sie Porter O'Daniel was guest on Wed., afternoon. The meetYour reporter L. R. Meyers was ing persons last week in the local Thur., evening. Tutstanding foot various episodes were well acted
at Universal hoscheck-up
for
a
White, A. D. Hardy and Alexand- speaker. There was a large at- ing was opened by the president
called to Americus, Ga., due to hospital: Mrs. Pumpkin Jones, a ball and basket ball players were and the pacing was altogether
er Moore. The N. H. A. project tendance and quite an interesting Mrs. Rennie Collins. Plans were pital.
of Little the death of his mother.
daughter; Irene Parker, a daugh- presented with a lettered jacket. keeping with the plot.
M.
Zunn
W.
H.
Rev.
of selling candy for the "Miss N. program was rendered.
completed for their anniversary
E. Mrs. Lillie M. Beans entertain- ter; Moise Pittman, a daughter; Presentation was made by Mr. The was the finest performance
It A. Contest," was to end this West Tennessee Beauticians held which will be held at the Bradley Rock preached at Bethel A. M.
Rev. J. W. ed the Junior Mission of which and Mr. and Mrs. Luther Williams, Leonard Roebuck, coach and Mr. of the "Words" that the Park Dia.
week, however; still there were their Seventh Annual Regional County High school, Wednesday, church Sunday night.
she is president. with a Weiner a son who died.
Fred Moore, principal. Rust col- trict group has given and the MD.
Daniel is pastor.
many demands for more candy to meeting March 9 at the First Bap- March 19.
music.
Evangelist Mettle Watkins has roast last Saturday at her home. Last week George Cook, age 40, lege band furnished the quartet ceptionally large audience was or.
sell, now the members will make tist church, Trenton, Tenn. The
and
TV
radio
brothers
Hear the famous
The affair was enjoyed by all.
deny and responsive to the me.
flu.
was killed in a two truck conjs. The Robinson
their reports -this week. Tuesday, meeting convened at 2:90 p. m. Shorter College choir in a con- recovered from the
Ander- sage.
at
audience
Rev. end Mrs. T. C. Williams
thrilled a large
the intercollegiate examination Hostess president, Mrs. Nancy Rus- cert Sunday, March 30, at 3 p.m. Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner had as their week end guest, ion on the corner of Abrams ave. son Chapel Sunday evening.
The massed chorus was coin.
and Clarenda st. Cook who had
Ark
was given at Merry High. There sell, secretary.
at Bethel AME church sponsored attended services at New
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Miss Alethia McAdory of Ivondale. just moved here from Bay Springs,
posed of singers from the MerMiss. Miss McAdory is a student Miss., was enroute home after a CANTON
ere 13 seniors and one junior Members of Delta Sigma Theta by the president's council. Mrs last Sunday.
chandise Mart Chorus; Quinn
Rev. Albert St. Clair attended of R. R. Moton
king from Merry High. The stu- sorority, Beta Omega Sigma were Franeyne Brunson, president and
high school of days work in the woods when the
By B. H. VARNADO
Chapel AME church; Park Manor
services at Friendship Baptist Leeds, Ala.
etas were Barbara Graham, Ro- guest of Sorors Willie Rawls and Miss Avis Sue Colen, secretary.
church;
Pilgrim Baptist; Shiloh
truck he was riding on collided into
Mrs. Edna Thompson, Miss Sachurch in West Batesville last
We worshipped at the Spring- a truck load of pilings diven
sie Carroll, Rosie Warlick, Dale Barksdale last Saturday. Plans Rev. J. M. Watkins, pastor.
Money Baptist; Berean Baptist; Mt. Olive
by
Mrs.
and
Mr.
die
Adams,
Sunday.
neighand
More than 200 local
ville Mt. Zion Baptist church. Rev. Ike Allen. His body was shipped
Lee, Shirley Winston, Gloria Mont- were changed for the Jabberwock
Powell were recent Lexington via- Baptist; the Imperial Opera CO,
Mrs. Albert St. Clair
ill at T. C. Williams, pastor.
gomery, Nancy Grimes, Sadie date which had previously 'been boring high school students will
and the Council of Choirs.
back to Bay Springs for burial. itors.
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home
on
queen's
Neely
street.
spring
the
in
participate
Mrs.
Harris
was
dinner guest of
Brown, Frank Russell, Harold Ber- set for March 14, due to the apFuneral services for Mr. G. P. The many friends of the L. M. Mrs. Orita B. Wilson wall the
singGroup
ceremony.
coronation
Mrs.
Bathula
Pullem.
ry, Robert Bowman, David pearance of Mr. Adam Powell on
Pickett who passed in Flint Good- Tollivers were happy to see them narrator and the accompardste
•••
activities
Fields, Charles Bigby and Annie March 14. The Jabberwock was ing, ushering and other
rich hospital of New Orleans, Sat- up and out again after several were George WMiams, organist'
presented. A donation of Si
will
be
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Worthing, a junior. There were held on Thursday, March 13 at
urday night about 10:15 was held weeks illness. Also Mr. Nolan Ad- Betty L. Ring, pianist and Bass.
more will make you a sponsor.
or
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students from West High school, 8 p. in. Make plan to be there at
Wednesday night in the Weems ams, jr., is out after a lenghthy bara Langston, pianist.
Please cooperate.
Mr. L. Myers' mother of Truss- Chapel Methodist church with the illness.
Carver High school, Stigall High, this time. Beta Omega Chapter was
The Bradley County high school
ville
was
buried on March 16, at Rev. Triggs officiating. Mr. Pick- Mr. John Cheatham is still on
Bruce High, Gibson Training High present. A High school senior with choir presented an inspiring pro/
Irti.
r.gornelia Shelton celebrated Americus, Ga. She was the former ett who was strickened a few weeks the sick list. We wish him a
school and Trenton High who took the young lady was crowned "Miss gram at Bethel AME last Sunday ST
part in the test at Merry High. Jabberwock." The Jabberwock night. The program was highly en- I, her 90th birthday on March 2, at Mrs. Rebecca Myers and departed ago had been confined to the local speedy recovery.
hospital until he was moved to
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael
held at Merry High last week, skits were under the direction of joyed. Rev. J. M. Watkins is host the home of her daughter, Mrs. this life at the age of 104.
Lottie Williams. Her seven chitMr. Isaac L. Newsome, jr., son New Orleans. He underwent an attended the North Mississippi
The regional tournament was Beta Chi chapter. Mrs. L. Bell, a pastor.
dren Mr. Marvin Shelton Mr. Tar. of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac L. New- operation on Thursday and never monthly medical meeting last week FREEPORT
Merry's students were very proud very useful woman, has been ill
Mr. Richard Fisher and Mrs vin Shelton, Mrs. Roberts Smith,
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, Yr.
some, sr., departed this life on gained consciousness.
He was in Columbus.
of their teams, for the boys won but we are glad to say is able Myrtle are on the sick list.
Mrs. Alberta Moore, Mrs, Johnnie March 3, 1958. at the age of 34, a Lay Leader, Adult S. School
Last rites were said for Mrs. Mr.. Mae W. Phillips and sin•• •
first place and the girls won sec- to be up again.
Walters, Mrs. LIlla Dyer, Mrs. as the result of an auto accident. teacher and Clerk of his church, Lula Estes at New Bethel Baptist ter, Mrs. Myrtle Yates have rse
ond. Receiving "All Starter" bas- Mrs. Estella Tyson has recent- BATESVILLE
Odessa and Mrs. Ruth Alvis He was a former resident of San was tlie Finance Secretary of his church. Rev. Otho Young officiat- turned home after spending sev‘
ketballs from Merry were Sadie ly returned from a visit to her
By MATTIE WATKINS
19 grandchildren; 28 great grand- Angelo, Tex., and a native of this lodge, and a member of the board ed. She leaves two sons, two daugh- eral days with their M mother.
Brown and Johnnie Parker. The brother and his wife, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Sadie Wfiugh has returned children, two sisters, Mrs. Marks city. His funeral was held at
Mrs. John Brumfield end sots,
the of dire, ton: of the Picayune Ne- ters, two sisters, one brother, sevMerry High boys were Jeff Bates Henry Wlker,
Convention,
the
State
PTA
of
St.
Louis,
Mo.
from
and Mrs. McCain were a few of Mt. Zion Baptist church; Rev. Mal- gro Recreation assn. He leaves to eral grand-children and other rela- Lloyd and Mrs. Mamie Farr spent
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nd Ophentral Spann. The teams
ek sehrem,
,
o
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ewehuloch Aweahs f:hentedoitiafrct
theeremaInm
y present. All in all, there lory presented the eulogy; inter., mourn his passing his wife, Mrs. lives to mourn her passing.
the week end in Rock Island with
.so participated in the tournament It is estimated that the human
home
guests. She received ment at Springville cemetery. Jost- Sally Abram Pickett, one datighLast rites were held for Mr. Gus Mrs. Biumfield's soota-law and
ast Friday and Saturday.
I blood s
stream contains 35 trillion! ed Sunday school at St. Paul A., many nice gifts for which she is era and Adams were the Under ter, Miss Lauphine Pickett. one son Brown at the Old True Light daughter, Mr. and MM. Troy
-I
West MO is preparing to takei red cells.
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i takers.
/Lobed, four brothers and one sis-,)3aptist church. Burial in St.
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Stork Stops
were Willie Weary, irs,
A musical program was given, program
solo, Mrs. Beatrice
at the Mount Moriah church last who sang a
Sunday by its No. 2 choir under Robinson, who gave a short talk,
choir.
the supervision of Mrs. Mamie and the Mount Zion
The main address was given by
Ruth Gammon. Rev. Wade was
the guest speaker. Rev. H. B. Rev.'H. 0. Keeland, of Memphis.
Brunson is. the pastor of Mt. MoThe Sunday School staff includes
rtah.
Mr. French, superintendent: Mr.
HulMrs. Minnie Stafford, of
Weary, assistant superintendent,
bert, Ark., had as her recent Sun- and Miss Eloise Young, secretary.
TayMother
guests
afternoon
day
The teachers are Mother Dantzler,
lor, Mrs. Mary Parker, and Mrs. Mr. White, Mrs. Townes, and Mrs.
Mary Coffin, of West Memphis Johnson. Rev. W. E. Battle is
and Mrs. Cora Tucker, of that pastor of the church.
city.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson McFarInstallation services for the New
Hulbert, had as their reMt. Zion Sunday School were held land of
on March 16, with the new officer; cent guest, their son, Lorinzo Gatbeing introduced by Mrs. Fannie lin, of Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Gatlin
Johnson. Devotional exercises is a music teacher.
Home from Chicago recently was
were conducted by Brothers G. Z.
White end Pugh, and the greet- Miss Dewely Lee McGowan, of
ings of the church extended by 300 N. 14th St., and the grand.
daughter of Allen Williams, of 302
Miss, Betty Branch.
Others who participated in the N. 14th at.

e.ay

Dora At John Gaston Hospital: March 17, 1958
A daughter, Marcia to Mr. and
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mrs. Cleveland Massey of 784 St.
'March IS, 1958
Paul.
A daughter, Debra Pearl, to Mr. Davis of 885 N. Claybrook.
and
Mrs. Alphonse Evans of A son, Tom, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Lessie Delols, to Mr.
Gathright of 906 Greenlaw.
and Mrs. John Hill of 652 Sexton.
$04 Dixie 'fall.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Grady
A son, Jerome, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Johnson of 648 Castle Bryant of 226 N. Dunlap.
Lewis Williams of 526 Peebles.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jere- A son, Channey Vernon, to Mr.
A daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Nelson of 1066 Del- miah Peterson of 955 Woodlawn. and Mrs. Eddie Miller of 401 S.
A daughter, Barbara Ann, to Mr. Wellington.
mar.
Mrs. Sammy Williams of 1018
A daughter, Marsha Ann, to Mr.
A daughter, SheMe Edna, to Mr. and
Tulley.
and Mrs. Walter Hawkins of 401
and Mrs. David Fuller of 963
A son, Anthony Jerome, to Mr. Boyd.
Ford pl.
A daughter, Frances Jeanette, and Mrs. Hoover Green of 463 March 19, 1958
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bryant of King rd.
A son, Lawrence Edward, to Mr.
959 Texas.
A son, Ralph Courtney, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oliver of 1630 S.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Ralph McKinney of 632 Orleans.
THE DISTAFF SIDE of Ten.
Major Claude Dixon, PAS and
keep alive the concepts, prin211111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111 Tougaloo, and served a stint witla
Charles Banks of 576 Walnut.
Mississippi.
A son, Rickie Lee, to Mr. and
nessee State university's A. F.
Air Science department head,
ciples, and progress of air
A son, Calvin William, to Mr. A son, Rickey Lee, to Mr. and
2 the army before coming to HenMrs. J. B. Bishop of 860 Baltimore.
power for peace. Brig. Gen.
R. 0. T. C. Detachment No.
and Wine Commander Cadet
and Mrs. Henry Fant of 1362 Mrs. Robert Taliaferro of 1641 Da2. dersan.
A daughter, Cherry! Deleshai, to
790, Miss AFROTC of 1958,
William J. Bell, vice commandIA. Col. John H. Crummie of
Gleason.
vis.
2 Mr. Minor plans to continue his
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sanders of
ant, headquarters, AFROTC,
Margaret Scott of Knoxville,
Northport, Ala., as they make
A daughter, Rita Denise, to Mr. A daughter, Delois Jean, to Mr. 769
1m.I work as a barber, and later apply
Province.
will be the convocation speaker
plans for Air Force Meek,
Tenn., gets some fine points
and Mrs, Henry C. Mallory of 3733 and Mrs. Lonniel Bretton of 3598
for a position as a mail clerk in
A
Danzy.
daughter,
Nadine
T.
Iva, to Mr.
March 30 • April 4,,designed to
on April 2. Photo by
on air power from (1 to r)
Swinnea.
Cook rd.
the Memphis area. Mr. Minor reMarch 18, 1958
A son, Donald Renee, to Mr. and and Mrs. .1rnett Hill of 3153 Rosides on Hanauer with his recent
A daughter, Brenda Fay, to Mr. Mrs. Robert Jones of 205 Hickory. chester.
turned from Memphis where she
g bride, who is also a graduate of
A
daughter
:
Betty
Jean,
to
Mr.
and Mrs. Erskine R. Perkins of A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
served on a team of professional
Um Henderson Business college.
and Mrs. Lieutenant Sellers of
761 Pendleton.
C. White of 215 Driver.
personnel evaluating a Shelby
All of the graduates will partici3504
Doggett
rd.
A daughter, Marilyn Fay, to Mr. A daughter, Delois Jean, to Mr.
County High school.
7
-1 pate in the June graduation exerMarch
20,
1958
24
Wel.
Mrs.
Willie
R.
Townsel
of
and
and Mrs. Henry Johnson, 773
Those persons home from Tenn 741111111111111110111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111n ciseg except Mrs. Glenn, who by
A son, Dewayne Cassendera, to
aut.
W. Colorado.
State college on Spring vacation
that time should be getting settled
by Maxine Stewart-Franklin
A son, Lewis Earl jr., to Mr. A son, Leroy Smith, jr., to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Franklin of
were Cecil King and Joe Bridgein Germany.
recent
and Mrs. Lewis Cotton of 433 D. and Mrs Leroy Smith, of 1162 2846 Princetown.
the
with
chatting
While
man.
Mrs. Alice Adams-Minor enterA daughter, Laverne, to Mr. and
Lauderdale.
Grimes.
Spring is bursting out all over, the parents can try to help cur, Mrs. Missie Nicholson died sud- ' graduates on their last day here tained the graduates with a fare.
A son, Zechariah, to Mr. and
they
that
A son, Horace Denorris, to Mr. Mrs. Ellis Jefferson of 1915 Glory smiles are everywhere and life tail it. If we can stop delinquent
found
we
Henderson,
denly in Trenton last week. She at
well party at her home, :and the
Mrs. John Taylor of 536 Gillis rd. and Mrs. 011ie Howell of 2033 Circle.
takes on a fresh new start.
parents, we will have few delin- was the daughter of the late have some definite plans mapped guests enjoyed games and refreshA son, Michael Earl, to Mr. and Nedra.
A daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
future.
the
for
Relatives and friends around quent children.
Thomas Nicholson who died about out
ments before bidding farewell to
Mrs. RayneId Flynn of 701 HanA son, Cyrus Bernard, to Mr. Mrs. J. D. Griffin of 5570 Lamar. Gibson county have enjoyed the
Ralph Douglass of Ness been was a month ago. The drive that was The graduates were Miss Pearlie their old classmates.
ley.
and Mrs. Willie A. Coleman of A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. visit of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ram- a visitor in Dyer Wednesday night.
Glenn
L.
Mary
Mrs.
Sommerville,
sponsor.
held at the C. P. church
Among those present were '?ranA daughter, Sharon Kay, to Mr. 500 Vance.
Clarence Kyles of 395 Pontotoc.
sey and son, John L., daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw of New. ed by Mrs. Bobbie Herris vas and Bennie. Minor.
res Settles, William Stout Annie
and Mrs. Sylvester Freeman of March 18, 1958
A son, Larry Jerry, to Mr. and Donis Fa ye. formerly of "Around been were Sunday guests of Mr. quite successful. The church gainMiss Somerville, a native of
3921 Fizer.
A son, S. L.. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Elmo Randolph of 844 Laurel. Trenton," now residing in Toledo,' and Mrs. Samuel Phillips. Mrs. ed in fellowship with other church- Millington, finished high school at Dawkins, Clifford Grice. Josephine
Jones, Vernal Day, Zelma hgA daughter, Sharon Denise, to Frank McClain of 220 N. Dunlap. A son, David Carroll, to Mr. and Ohio. They had no heedquarters Tommie Lee Hooker and son Der- as
well as in finance.
Barrett's Chapel in Arlington with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Balfour of A son, Michael Linwood, to Mr Mrs. Link Generette of 2035 Swift. but visited all.
rick are rejoicing over seeing Spc Sporting a Brand new car are , the class of '55, and entered the guns, Virginia Anderson, T. Rot.
Baldwin and Lena Phillips
473 Wicks.
and Mrs. John H. Langston of 1992 Mardi 21, 1958
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald McDaniel Hooker home this week from Cali- Mr. and Mrs. Archie Ellington, , Henderson Business college in
A son, Michael Ralph, to Mr. ,Frisco.
Also Rowena Stevens, Mrs. BerA daughter, Cheryl Diane, to Mr. and Floyd Wyatt, jr., of Indiana's°. fornia.
in St. Louis Sept. 1956. At the present she
living
have
been
who
and Mrs. Elmore H. Denton of A son, Herbert Darnell, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift of 3010 lis, Ind., were week end visitors
nice Mayes, Mrs. Jean Gilmore,
Your scribe wishes to thank but are home with his parents lives at the YWCA, and is em582 S. Lauderdale.
'and Mrs. Herbert Wilson of 1300 Yale.
in Dye: last week. Mr. and Mrs. Mesdames Elizabeth Holland a n d now, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elting- ployed by one of Memphis' lead- Jacqueline Peete and her sister,
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and Brooks rd.
William Johnson, Earl Gregory,
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. McDaniel carried their children James Williams and others who too.
ing physicians.
Mrs. Nathaniel H. Glasper of 769 1 A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown of 322 Vance.
Thelma Doxey, Walter Richardwith them on the return trip. Char- served as group leaders and
Amory,
native
of
Glenn,
a
Mrs.
his
Overall
wishes
J.
H.
Rev.
Tanglewood.
Thomas Phillips of 1190 Latham. A son. Albert, to Mr. and Mrs. lie Jenkins. son of Mr. and Mrs. secretaries in the workshop held
son, Earle Henderson, Rosie Tayfriends to know that he is slowly, Miss., completed her high school lor and others.
A daughter, Cheryl Denise, to A daughter, Lora Renee, to Mr. Rovert Gray of 3012 Broad.
C. V. Jenkins of Rutherford, left at the CME church .last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wheeler of and Mrs. Joseph Cobb of 857 Nep- A son, Perry Lynn, to Mr. and last week to enter A & I State Those persons attending from but surely improving. The Prey- work at the Monroe County TrainThe Personality Class, and tneir
.bnygterians of this area are attend- ing school in May, 1953, joined the
2830 Park.
tune.
Mrs. Leroy Steel of 876 Palmer.
college in Nashville.
advisor, Mrs. Bernice Myers. preRutherford include Mrs. Farrah
their Presbytery near Dyers- U.S. Air Force that Fall and was
A daughter, Miranda, to Mr. and
A son, Eric Tyrone. to Mr. and
A son, Joe Lee, Jr., to Mr. and
sented a program in assembly last
Misses JoAnn Booker; Mur- ourg this weekThe Dyer PTA will have a tea
honorably discharged in Feb., 1955.
Mrs. Thomas C. Hendricks of 596 Mrs. Frank Taylor of 1546 Car- Mrs. Joe L. Johnson of 269 /
1
2 at its next meeting. The president rel Dean Belmoint, Dannie Kay
Miss Anna V. Russell of Hum- She entered Henderson in Sept. week. Several types of pers 'nail-Marble.
inegie.
Poplar.
ties were portraye 1, and students
urges all patrons to attend as Belmont; Messrs. Sidney Cooke, boldt visited her aunt in Trenton,
1958.
A son. Karl Anthony, to Mr. and there is a special project which D. H. Corley and Mesdames Lelia
modeled the proper and improper
Mrs. Cora B. Smith.
Now that she has Completed her
Mrs. Harold E. Scruggs of 381 will involve all citizens.
Locke and Marie Wade.
Douglas Seward is home on work here, she plans to join her dress for school, church, sports,
Driver.
Miss Bonnie Sue Bradford to. leave from military service.
Mrs. Sylvester Burns Is presiand the office. All of the particihusband, Staff Sergeant William
A son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. dent and Mr. F. Carnes is prin- gether with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
pants performed well.
Be sure to read On The Campus
Louis Robinson of 3227 Hornlake. cipal. C. V. Jenkins, president of Jennings motored to Sharon Thurs- at Rosenwald elsewhere in the H. Glenn, in Washington, D. C., Some students have requested
A daughter, Sharon Denise, to the Rutherford PTA is seeking day night to visit Mr. and Mrs. paper. Until next week, same time, and accompany him overseas in that the program be
presented
May.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Crutcher of 665 the cooperation of more cithens Robert Starr.
same place.
again. How about that, PersonalTi e Glenna will be stationed in
Tillman.
making his meeting a better one.
Accompanying Alonzo Ball on a
ity Class?
Germany, and while there she exA son, Bennie, jr., to Mr. and Plana are being made to send sightseeing and shopping tour of
We will be look' la forwarl
Mrs. Bennie Neal of 203 Hernando. delegates to the State PTA eon- Gibson County was Henry Alexand- Subways are partially ventilat- pects to work as a secretary.
seeing you at the Spring ExtravaTwin son and daughter, to Mr. vention which convenes in Jack- er and John E. Bailey.
ed by the piston action of trains
Bennie Minor, a native of Jack- ganza. .
and Mrs. Lester Crutchfield of 7741 son, Tenn., April 24-2n.
Walter Belmont, sr., is in a Jack- driving the air through the tubes. son, Miss., finished high school at
Orgill.
The Rosenwald PTA served de- son hospital. Mr. Andrew Belmont
hems plate dinners at the school is also hospitalized. Mrs. Rufus
and if you missed getting a plate Johnson has been very ill this
you really missed a treat.
week. Mr. Johnsen, with some
Mrs. Henry McLin is president tooth extractions, had to join her.
of this group.
Others sick include Mrs. Bessie
FINE DISCUSSION
Belmont. Mrs. Mary Ann ThompA very fine discussion was held son and Mrs. Bessie O'Daniel.
at the CME church in Dyer on THE MEASLES
Sunday last about juvenile deli'sMeasles are still out so be careHAVANA — (INS) — A docu quency, Prof. F. Camas was mod- ful, Kids. Mrs. Sallie Mae Carrr
ment demanding the resignation of erator of the forum. Those appear- has returned from Chicago where
EMERYVILLE, Calif. — A new ; tomatically recorded.
Cuban President Fulgencio Batis- jog as leaders were Messrs. Artie she spent several weeks with re.
Trained technicians can readita by April 5 was circulating to- L. Gentry and James Williams, latives. Mrs. Cora P. Biggs spent analytical technique for air pollu.
ly identify and measure each cornday in Havana.
Mesdanies, Lucy Overall and a day recently in Blytheville,
Reportedly issued by rebel lead- Hollis Jordan. Mrs. Jordan was Ark. Prof. and Mrs Cermack
to interested research groups by
er Fidel Castro, the document also substituting tor Mrs. Bohlm liar. Smith have recently moved into
' called for a general strike through- ris who couldn't appear. From the their new home or Third at., in Shell Development company.
Since the turn of the century,
out the island republic.
I discussion it was found that debts- Trenton. Prof. and Mrs. W. L. The new technique makes possi- science has controlled polio, diathe
rapid
t
ble
for
the
first
time
(Strict censorship has been quency was no more of a prob- B
betes, tuberculosis, typhoid and
tt h
d t
separation and identification of a rheumatic fever, and greatly reclamped on press dispatches sent lem in our local situation than in ment or. Third St. also.
in
hydrocarbons
of
wide
range
from Cuba. Reports reaching the other sections, but in some wayi Mrs. Carrie Seat has just re.
duced maternity deaths and in.
quantities as low as 4 parts per (ant mortality. Science can con13. S. said the document warned
100 million parts of air.
Batista to give up the presidency
trol cancer, given time and ;
or be overthrown by the general
Applied to automotive exhausts, money. Give to the 1958 Crusade
strike linked with military action
it provides rapid information on of the American Cancer Society.
JOHN W. PARKER, chairman
by the insurgent forces.
the type and quantity of hydroof the department of English
carbons which emerge from the
(Castro'ft rebels have been opof
the
Wise
Words
erating from a jungle stronghold
engine unburned or only partly
at Fayetteville State Teachers
A.ssociate with men of good
In the Sierra Maestra Mountains
burned.
college, was principal speaker
quality. If you esteem your
In southeastern Oriente Province
when Iota Iota chapter of OmeThis kind of information is es-1
own reputation; for it is betsince December, 1956. All-oat assential to research workers seek.' ter to be alone than in bed
ga Psi Phi fraternity observed
saults by the armed forces have
air
polto
control
log to find ways
Its annual Memorial Day worcompany.
failed to dislodge the insurgents
lution.
ship service at St. Paul AME
—(George Washington)
and the rebellion has spread in
By MARKIIL'M STANSBURY
presentation on vocational, fiction
church in Raleigh, N. C.
Perfected at Shell's research
recent months.)
and vocational non-fiction
center in Emeryville, Calif., the
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
chromatogas
employs
technique
Said Mrs. V. S. Nahrit, LibrarMiss Emma Pearl Watkins has
lbesiG RHYTHM(+BLUES
graphy.
been selected as student of the ian, "The library will emphasize
ShOlV40Analyses are made by passing
week. Miss Watkins is the 15-year- career opportunities available durACCINP0SON
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Levi ing vocational guidance °beery. air samples through a long tube
Fiirnous
filled with finely ground solid maWatkins of 370 South Orleans at.
ance, this week. You are always terial which physically separates
She is in the 10-114 class, a
compounds from
member of the Saint Cecelia Glee welcome to use the library and various gaseous
facilities, but never to abuse one another. They emerge separclub, and Fine Arts club.
htemt"
ately from the column and are auShe is an active member of the
Metropolitan Baptist church. At
Metropolitan she is a member of
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
the Junior Choir, and Youth FelGilbera is the one gin that's great, either
lowship.
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
After completing her high school
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and metforr,
education, she plans to attend Owen college. Her majors are mathethe taste is great straight. That's why
fiwif rut
matics and science.
it's the great favorite, all around the world
When asked what she thought of
ETTA MMES
going steady, this was her reply.
"I think it's alright as long as you
NG ttlIAM MAW
have the same interest and you
both want it. You also have to
n‘eGPCETTERS
formrdy
156 S. MAIN
know what you are doing. I like
TERMS
EASY
Melvin
the idea." Her steady is
Ovens.
"
41111111111.1
LIBRARY
THE FIVE ROYALES are coming to town! And they are bringing
The week -of Marth 17.21 was
known as Nallenal Library Week
MIMI whole cavalcade of stars to the north hall of Ellis Auditorium April
12 with TWO BIG SHOWS. LITTLE WILLIE JOHN will be there,
The libraries throuehout the Unitthe one gin distilled in
TINY TOPSY, your all time favorite, ETTA JAMES
THE MIDed States observed the week by
NIGHTERS, COMEDIAN Al, JACKSON, CAL GREEN'S ORCHESs
press riGeg progreres. .
15 countries and served
LITTLE
RICHARD'S
TRA.
RAND
Washington
Here at Booker T.
known as the UPSETTERS, and
that man who always rocks the house . . . BO D1DDLY and that's
the Library club started the week
around the world!
not all yet! As an extra added attraction they're bringing RIG
by nresenting a notable prorram
with Prof. William E. Jones, liMEMPHIS am IRFULAII BRIANT. You must see this stellar attraction packed full
brarian at S. A. Owen Junior
Ammo of powerful stars. There will be TWO RIG CHOWS. A matinee for
college, as guest speaker.
1070 on your dial am. Whites at 3:39, an evening show for Colored at 8:30 p.m. The places
This week the library too. ohHALL OF ELLIS AUDITORIUM SAT., APRIL 12, seats aril
...ememes NORTH
servea "Career Week." a week
,rieed at 82.50, e.00 and 1.73. Get vottrs at GOLDSMITHS CENTRAIs
when
we should take time not and
"ICRET OFFICE, HOME. OF THE BLUES on Reale Street, MEW GRBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON OP)
. GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS W & A.
give otir 'careers- a sine( re
'HIS BAIL AGENCY 519 Vance Avenue, PAUL'S TAILORIN
GRIM, LID., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISIRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.
thoueht and a factual planning.'rhe
COMPANY Third and Reale. FOUR WAY GRILL. Mai. and!Mkt.
library displays a most impressive
and BUFFINGTON TAILORS' 3.17 beide St.
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THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR

QUICK CASH

TechniqueControls
Air Pollution

Petition
Demands That
Batista Quit

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

$5000 to

$50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Call

HARLEM FINANCE CO.

B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbury
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NEWS
The members of the SalOMS
Chapter No. 96, OES of IVA
Tenn., held their quarterly bate
day social on Mar. 21, at the Ida*
sonic hall. Several members
honored with gifts, anti a deletht•
ful menu was served afterward,'
Holly Grove Baptist church held
GOCDMAN AWARD WINJack Milam, Bill MeAfnes.
sity's cage star, Dick BarCOACH OF THE YEAR was
he poses with Thomas W.
its spring revival last week. Rev.
NERS - Among the five top
nett. Receiving the George
Charles Grote. Mr. Goldman,
the honor bestowed upon J.
Osborne, of Hastings, Neb., S. H. Herring, of Memphis, Wall
Here he receive.: the Chuck
Goldman Awards of Buloya
Dick Barnett Jed Bennie
BASKETBALL ST A R, Dick
players in the NAIA was TenB. McLendon, coach of the
who recehed the Emil Liston
wristwatches, from left, are
Taylor Award from Chuck
Swain.
the guest speaker.
nessee A and I State univerBarnett, of Tennessee A and I
basketball team of Tennessee
award for scholarship and
Taylor.
State university was selected
Ilome from college for the
university.
Here
A
and
I
State
leadership.
as the Most Valuable Player.
spring break recently were James
1 Bulls, Carolyn Boyland, Joyce
R. Currie, 'Steen Morgan, telly
Hendrix, Carolyn Hunter,
Nelson, Bennie Strayhorn, John
and Jeanette Willis.
Colyzell Williams.
Eisom, Jr., and Will Weight Ill
C-4, Mrs. Bettye R. Darnell,
6-1, Mr. Bennie Batts, teacher:
and his guest.
teacher; David Bingham, Jimmy
Matilda Moore, Eleanor Banks,
The Educational Workshop " bf
Goodwin, Willie Moore Charles
34, Mrs. Ida Mae T. Smith, Nettie Jordan, Lucille Jordan, page mondella Suggs,'
There were 1n4 students at the
the Dyersburg District will hold
and Vale•
•
I
S
Lester Elementary school who teacher: Otis Clark, James Curry, Barbara Lewis, Sandra Owens,! rie
its third week of studies at the
made the honor roll, according to Robert Garrett, Charles Isein,1
Stiles Chapel CME church from
names and figuref released re- John Simmons, Ronnie Smith,
March 26 through 29. Two 'Mine
cently by Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers, Ann Banks, Patricia Brown, Mary
sessions will be held each week,
Max
,
Harris,
Sue Gudger, Edith
the principal.
Entries for the Tri-State Box- Herman Rapie, Tom Edwards,' Joe Ward, Herbert Stout, Charles beginning at 7:1-0 p.m., and 'the
Three classes were tied with 16 me Jefferson, Ada Johnson, Lessie
ing Tournament, scheduled to be Tons Edwards, Clyde Johnson, Lucas, Joe McKinney Smith, and public is invited.
students each on the roll. They Jo Sarten, Peggy Scott, Virginia
held in the Church Park midi- Charles Johnson, and Harry La- Monroe Carnes.
Rev. B. F. Herris Is pastor of
were the 3.2 class, of Miss Ruth Smith, and Susie Williams.
Boxers will weigh in on Monday, the church, and S. E. Moore
torium on Beale at. from April 1 flier.
Also to come out of the event Starch 31, at the Church Park president of the hoard of religions
A. Black, the 3-4 class, taught by
through 4 are pouring in from
3-5, Mrs. Gladys Lewis, teacher:
Mrs. Ida T. Smith, and the 3-6 Etrula Trotter, Brenda Rucker,
Arkansas, Mississippi, and all wearing laurels of victory are gymnasium between 4:00 and education for this district.
class, taught by Miss B. C. Tilt.- Leora Parr, Heloris Cartwright, The sad news of the death of carnival on the grounds the entire parts of Tennessee. according to Richard Grady, Tommy Wilson, 6:00 p. m.
G. R. Willii,ms ann L 0. Gilter.
Prof. IL T. Cash, director of the
Norma Branch, Carolyn Blakd, Charles Holmes of Memphis, was week of May 5.
lespie took representatives to the
2.1, Mrs. Mildred O'Neal, teach- Bernard Williams, Thomas WiNie, quite a shock to Mr. and Mrs. Miss Stable Northcross of St. tourna ment.
NDA district elimination at StanCharles Taylor, William Keith, D. H. Tuggle. He was their nephew Louis, is vice president of the Mn' Participants for the classic will
er:
ton on Wednesday, March la. RepJames Buchanan, Nathaniel James Hughlett, and Charles and died suddenly of a heart at- lone Children's Home there, but fight in two divisions Fighters in
resenting this area were Kenneth
tack.
Funeral
services
were
in
Campbell, Guy Darnell, Paul Hayslett.
Hallibutton in oratorical; Floyd
she shows great interest in the Division 1 will Include boys weighLacey, Floyd Moore, Calvin Wiling from 60 to 112 pounds, and,
3-6, Miss B. C. Trotter, teacher: Memphis. Our sympathy goes out
Phinnessee and Floyd Robirds in
Glllispie
Kindergarten
here
by
family.
the
bereaved
to
Charlene
Taylor,
liams, Beulah
they will be classified in weights
Sandrus Grace, Charles Hunter,
the talent section; and a quartet
Scott, Emma Jean Moss, Jan Harold Pugh, William Carter, Mr. Alonza Northeroes, the sending gifts as well as money of ants, skeeters, tissues, papers
posed of Tommy Ray Sanders,
Meadows, Gail Lee, and Sharon George Harris, P. J. Huggins, father of Miss Lila Northcross has to help with project. She is on and flies.
William Morgan, Elmer Elem, slid
Lynn Jones,
Cheryl Berry, Carolyn Lewis, been on the sick list for the .last the board of directors of the Kin1 Cornell Rice.
Division 2 will include bantams
Miss P. F. Thompson suffered
2-2, Miss B. C. Lenoir, teacher: Mary Cross, Gladys Houston, Pa- few days. lle was reported as be- dergarten.
feathers, light, welter, middle, DOVER, Del. - The President exist today - only they are not
GARDEN CLUB
Jere DeWitt, George Dotson, Lar- tricia Torrence, Gayle L. Harris, ing better at press time.
light heavy, and heavy weights. of International Latex Corp., W. being used. At Playtex we have a minor injury on Saturday, Mar.
put these truisms into at•tion•"
With the weather opening up the This year will be the 24th year
Miss Lou Anne Campbell on Fort
15, b y a falling pyrex clish The
ry Jackson, Dual Sanders, Dcro- Donna Cotton, Rita Phillips, Clau0. Heinze. charged last week that
thy Bailey, Judith Cheairs, Berta dia Miller, and Patricia Meadows., Hill has been on the sick list, but students of the Kindergarten are that the event has been present- "the so-called , recession is in licinze said his firm, manufac- cut required stitches and a letsLee Lofton, Sharon Marshall, La
4-1 Mrs. Mildred Brady, teach-!seems to be pulling through now. getting back in line for work. Many ed. Proceeds will go to the Mem- reality a recession in initiative , turers of Playtex Girdles & Bras, flits shot.
The senior class of Lauderdale
Sherry Raid, and Joyce Williams. er: Robert Bills, James Camp- She is one of Humboldt's most gra- have returned, and Mesdames phis and Shelby County Health and enterprise - the things that, among other products, currently
was offering its customers extra- High school presented a play- on
Moody and Bryson are getting Department for food and vitamins
2-3, Mrs. Minnie Grace, teach- bell, James Coopwood, Earl H. cious old ladies.
made America great."
things
ordinary
value
through
its
readied
for
the
"Free
closing
exTuesday
night, Starch 18, entitled.
er: Eddie Lou Malone.
Williams, Jerry Malone, Harriet 0. Claybrook has re-entered A
for undernourished children
"The Defiance of David' Charles."
Margie Williams, Ann Buckley, Marilyn Cartwright, &,I State university at Nashville. ercises of the school.
2-6, Mrs.
Some bf the boys to watch at In a recent statement, Heinze ' Bra.' promotion.
teacher. Marville Warner, Hazel and Emma Jean Moore.
The Gloxinia Garden club had a this year's tourney, according to 'emphasized that his firm had "We had the courage to back In the leading roles were Bobby
Mr. Claybrook has been out of
Lavern Beard, Rayfield Grand-' 4-2, Mrs. S. M. Chandler, teach- school due to illness.
very lovely meeting last Tues- the boxing coaches, are Andrew given practical expression to his our faith with bold and aggressive Purham, George Holloway and
berry, Augusta Marrow, and er: Virginia Turner.
Mrs. Floy King of Brownsville day evening at the home of Mrs. Anderson, Thomas Bell, James belief by "bold and aggressive merchandising (and) we stepped Arthur King.
Palm Sunday observance will be
Earnestine Garner,
4-3 Mrs. Naomi P. Greenlee, was the week-end guest of her Martha Lane Lacey, with Mrs. La- Johnson, Thomas Yarbarough, merchandising."
up our advertising to $15 million
conducted by the Order of the
3-1, Mrs. Ethel I. Thompson, teacher: Loretta Freeman, Doris daughter, Mrs. B. G. Ragsdale cey and her sister, Mrs. Olga
As a result, he pointed out, "at a year."
Playtex there is rig recession. In- As a result, he noted, "at Play- Eastern Star on March 30, at the
teacher: Kathy Garner, Erma Martin, Mildred Phillips, Betty while Rev. Ragsdale was away on Vern Baskerville as hostesses. The
Lauderdale County lligh school.
Jeaa Washington, Turner Lacey, Price, David Collins, Fred DU- business.
stead of laying off our people, we tex there is no recession."
menu was delectable. It carried
Mrs. Eerlene Halliburton is woe'
Lennel Chambers, Jacqueline Mc- lard, Reginald Jones, Henry L. STRAWBERRY JUBILEE
the St. Patrick day motif. Their
are adding to our labor force." TRAFFIC BUYS
thy matron.
Mullen, and Melberta Meadows. Key, Willie Miller, and Gene Plans are being laid for a week special guest, Mrs. Allis B. Neely
February, he added, was the bigFurthermore, he said, "We're
Miss Muncie Curtin, of Nashville,
3-2, Miss Ruth A. Black, teach- Rivers.
gest month in the company's hisof fun when the Strawberry Jubi- Combs of St. Louis, is here visiting
In a recent news release, the
not only helping ourselves, but
recently.
er: Wendell Campbell, Robert
4-4, Mrs. Fannie Woodard, lee will hold sway at the Stigall her family. Mrs. Neely's father. LeMoyne publicity office announc- tory, with retail Playtex sales up we're helping our competitors and died
Mrs Campbell Is still on the
Chism, Leo Harris, Archie Rice, teacher: Lynette Moore, Robert Gym. The selection of a queen for Brother Neely, is the oldest deaas much as 10 times previous
ed
incorrectly,
that
a
student
loan
retailers
sdditional
by briaging
sick,, list but is Imoving. klsn.
Tarus ,Stewart, Melvin Taylor, Gray; Edward McDuffie, Lucy M. the week is taking shape, and con at the home of Mrs. Mettle
months.
fund would be started by the
traffic into there stores - traffic ill, but improving is Mrs. Hattie
Dewitt Yancy, Robert Reed, Vera Knox, Willie Scales, Sharon Good. sponsors hope to make affair one con in St. James church. The
'AMAZED'
Bolden, Helen Cage, Wanda Camp- win, George Hardeman, Helen long to be remembered. Mrs. Eliz- club is planning a workshop at school in September 1958. The "I am amazed," Mr. Ileinze de- which buys everything else in Wills,
fund however, will be establishtheir stores regardless of make
Mrs. Envenla Anderson is a pig,
bell, Bernice Freeman, Charlene Ann Crawford, Johnetta Moore, abeth Ballard is general chairman, the next meeting, at the home of
ed by the local chapter of the Al- clared, "at the amount of com- and price."
tient at the Lauderdale County
Johnson, Rosie Macklin, Carolyn and Judy Morrow.
with many committees working Mrs. Mattie Ledford. Re-potting,
plaining
which
a
lot
of
business"I am convinced," Heinze con- hospital.
Merriweather, and Della Thomas. 4-5 Mrs. Jo Chrysler Hirsch. with her. Mesdames Pulliam and dividing, spraying and other phas- pha Phi Alpha fraternity.
The Alphas have appropriated a men are doing about the current cluded, "that confidence
must
, 3-3, Mrs. Verlie B. Cunningham,: teacher: Johnny Clay, Nathaniel Thomas head the queen selecting. es of flower growing will he i
The so-called recession start with the businessman him.'
recession.
the
school
year
sum
of
$P00
for
:teacher: Jacquline Buckley, Rob-, Walker, Willie L. Watson. Alma Plans are being made to have a action at this meeting.
in business is in reality a reces- self. He must not wait for Washincrease
the
1958-59
and
will
,
' Allen, and Mary Cunningham.
bie A. House, Ruthie M. Patter
CME WORKSHOPS
amount each year until a $2,000 sion in initiative and enterprise ..
son, Nora A. Ross, Margaret
4-6, Mrs. Josephine Fields,
The North Jackson District of goal is reached. It vs-ill be used to "The same native characteris- ing
"G
toin.
ve the public a better value
Turner, David Boswell, Sherman teacher: Emerine Jones, Estelle
Annual
Conthe Jackson-Memphis
assist needy students.
tics of initiative and enterprise , and have the courage to back it
Darnell, Howard Johnson, Charles Harris Barbara Stout, Gloria
ference of the CME church has
up with extra merchandising efJones. James A. Rhodes, Darnell Parker, Stepney Bennett, and
There will he a meeting of the
begun its series of Missionary
fort and business will soon stop Negro American Baseball League
Seltzer.
Cphena Jones.
Workshops conducted by Mrs. MaBlues.'" In the office of Dr. B. B. Martin
'Recession
those
singing
5-2, Mrs. Josephine Fields.
rie Penn, chairman. The following
at 211 S. Third at. in lieniphis 011
teacher; Carol Morris, Elaine
ladies are her helpers: Mrs. B. U.
March 29 at 11 a. m.
Dotson, Carolyn Martin, Melvena
McKinnon and Mrs. Coleman of
CAN YOU USE
The members of the league ate
Conner, Robert Moore, and EdJackson, Tenn.; Mrs. Marie' S'iil
the Kansas City Monar0lis, t h
die Scott.
hams and Mrs. Lathree Thompson
Memphis Red Sox, the Birmingham
MORE
5-4, Mrs. Loretta W. Logan,
of Selmer, Tenn.; Mrs. A. B. Roe.
Black Barons, and the Detroit
teacher: Ruther Boyce, Gloria
Mary Barnett and Nelda F. WI
Stars.
Butler, Crystal Bynum, Pamelia
hams of Humboldt, Tenn. This af
Evans, Edna Faulkner, Pearlene
Officers of the league incluclii
fair was held last week at Lane
By BARBARA ATKINS
Palm Sunday observance by the
Gates, Lover Gray, Mable Shcad, JACKSON, Miss. -(INS)-The Chapel CME church. Humboldt,
Dr. J. B. Martin, of Chicago, whe
OES Union of the Orders of the
GROUND FLOOR
Kitty J. Williams, Earlean Wil- State House of Representatives Tenn., Rev. M. H. Burnett, pasis president, secretary and treasue
Eastern Star will be held at the
STER1CK BUILDING
son, Freda Garner, SaminueeTav- unanimously passed a bil llast tor.
er; and Dr. W. S. Martin, vies
Collins Chapel CME church on
'WHIRL FOLKS LIKE YOU
iness Felix Chambers, and Otna week changing voter registration
Hello to everyone around the Gloria Grandberry, Peggy Sulli- Sunday, March 30, and the public president.
churches representof
the
Some
GU PRO(INN;IAL
'
0
Owens.
procedure in Mississippi.
ed were Willis Chapel, Selmer, Tri-State area. Around the cam- van, Ernestine Hayslett, Martha is invited to attend.
SERVICE
5-5, Mrs. Dorothy
Berkley, The measure takes registration Tenn.; Lane Tabernacle and St. pus all of us are proud of our Franklin, Mary Taylor, 'Claudette
program
Estella
Jones
is
Mrs.
IF YOU
teacher: Sammy Beene, Edith authority from circuit clerks and
Paul, Jackson, Tenn.; Zion, Boa- Hornettes. They are the State Morrow and Lynn Coleman.
chairmen, and Rev. D. S. CunningCAN
The leading seniors among the
places it in the hands of county cum, and Lane Chapel, Humboldt. Champs!
church.
pastor
of
the
ham,
FIND A
yonng men are L. J. Neal, L. C.
registrars to be appointed by the Tenn. A good deal of benefit was SPORTS SECTION
The FCT Hornettes are the State Granderson, George Smith, Eddie
BETTER
state's chancery judges.
received and all were inspired to
Champs for 1958-59.
Evans, James McKinney, J. T. STUDIES OF PEOPI,E
BOURBON
A suit challenging Mississippi go back to their various communiOn the 13th, the Hornettes, along Fleming, William Seaberry, J. T.
...BUY IT!
voting laws had been filed in Fed- ties and do some of the things that
Studies of large numbers of peowith
Coach
Carpenter,
made
the
AnBrewer, Thurman Calton and
eral court at Jackson by a Negro were taught.
ple are now being pressed into the
trip to Nashville to participate in derson Winston.
minister and supported by the LEGION AUXILIARY
search for environmental influencthe state teurnament. On last FriThe
Library
club,
under
the
diNAACP.
The American Legion auxiliary day night
which may be responsible for
the Hornettes played rection of Mrs. E. T. Yancey, has es
The suit, filed by the Rev. H. D. met in the school library. The,Howard High, of East TenneSsee. been observing National Library cancer. The American Cancer So,Stops Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for Hours!
ciety says differences may lie in
Darby of Prentiss, Miss., challeng- president, Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle, is , Our team had possession of the Week.
Ptogr York,N.T.(5a.i.1)-Theasthma
Primatene opens bronchial tubes,
habits relpted to diet, sex, due to
es the right of an elected circuit Urging all members of the auxil- ball most of the time, and easily
formula prescribed more than any loosens mucous congestion,
relieves
NHA
nEarrox
other by doctors for their private taut nervous tension. All this
climate, geographical location, or
clerk to deride who is eligible to iary to work on the membership slipped past them for victory, by
withThe
NHA
is
preparing
for
patients is now available to asthma out taking painful
the
drive.
racial inheritance. Support of the
injections.
register to vote.
a score of 53 to 56.
THE LIBUTERAIOURIOON .
sufferers without prescription.
observt-nce of NHA week. The 1958 Cancer Crusade will make
The secret
combines
auxiliary will sponsor a high
The
Whistmt. TS
Medical tests proved this formula 3 medicine,is-Primatene
Under
the
present
law
a
clerk
On
Saturday
night,
both
teams
(in full prescription
group's advisors are Mrs. McFer- sure that studies in the field of putucky Stra,ght Bourbon
stops asthma Attacks in minutes and strength) found most
must give a written test and de- school girl as a delegate to Girls were striving for the state title. rin, Mrs. Shields and Miss MurW Proof • CAncseni Age Out. Co , Frankf011it
effective in
gives hours of freedom from recur- combination for asthma
continue.
will
research
cancer
at
A&I
will
be
held
distress.
oide whether the applicant passes State, which
The Hornettes were matched with rell.
ranee of painful asthma spasms. Each performs a special purpose.
This formula is so effective that it
it. The suit charges the clerk is not State university in June. Mrs. C. the Denmark team, and it was
So look forward to sleep at niptht
On March 29, the NHA is havI. the physicians' leading asthma and
C.
Thomas
is
chairman
of
the
comfreedom from
qualified to grade test papers.
a sensational game. Our team won ing an NHA and NFA social in
spasms
prescription-so safe that now it can ...get Primatene, atasthma
girl that is by a breath-taking score of 46 to
mittee
for
selecting
a
any
drugstore.
be sold - without pree,ription- in Only 98 -money-back-guarantee.
The bill approved by the House
the physical education building.
The girl is 45. Sorry, Denmark, but our team
tiny tablets called Printatine*.
gives county registers some ju- eligible for this honor.
NFA SECTION
010I4 WINILA•11 Mumma,0•••••••
approved by members is just a little bit too tough for
to
be
also
(English Lady)
dicial authority since they would
The NFA quartet is participatyou.
be appointed by the court. Regis- of the faculty.
ing in the district NFA contest,
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
We are proud of Coach Carpen-i which will be held at the Douglas
trars would be given legal advice The Rev. W. A. Owens, pastor
A GYPSY
of the Morning Star Baptist church ter, and the twelve young ladies' Junior High school auditorium.
by attorneys.
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
the new parsonage. on the team. Three of the Herwill
move
into
of
the
quartet
are
The
members
The bill also provides that regisState Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
An open house will be announced nettes were placed on the All- L. J. Neal, Eddie Evans, Davy
tration be held only five days each
long time of being away and at lag* she Is
later.
State team. They were Pattie Williams, and Curtis Williams.
month.
hack to stay in her new home.
Dickerson, Jerlene Dodson and JUNIOR NEWS
The miniSter who filed the suit
Gloria Grandberry.
Are yoe Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
The members of the Junior class
charged that clerk James Daniels It takes an average of one acre
Jerlene Washington, another are striving for wealth and famtf.
you tout taint to your hothead. wife or sweetheart? Are yen
of Jefferson Davis county refused of land to raise feed for one horse
Hornette, was 'placed on the The president of the great class
to register him because of his race, per year.
in bad health? Are you diecouraEed? If any of these are your
second team.
is Alfred Patterson.
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
SENIOR NEWS
Class colors are navy blue and
The senior class is presently pink. The motto is: "The Best
will read life in you just as she would read an open book.
HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, SKIN-DIVERS
THE KING
making plans, and practicing for Comes to Those Who Strive to
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If yes have
of BEERS
— JOIN THE SEARCH —
its senior play.
Seek That Which is Good."
failed hi the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
The top members of the class
The class advisors are If. H.
PIRATES, HIGHWAYMEN, early settlers and explorers often
Located as Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
among the girls are Jerlene Dot- Walker, R. F. Turner and Miss E.
were forced to bury their valuables for safe-keeping, or when
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is I blocks below
son, Pat Cleaves, Pat Dickerson, V. Murrell.
pursued. It is estimated that lost treasure valued at hundreds
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Ile s.'
of millions of dollars lies buried along our coasts, rivers and
isloot for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
pioneer trails. Treasure bunters expect to recover millions
at all times (She newer had an office in West Memphis.)
of 'dollars' worth of gold, silver, coin, ivory, church ornaments, and jewelry this year.
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
We have available valuable information that every outdoorsoff at State Line and walk 2 Worts and see NADAS, BELL'S
man should possess. You can share in an exciting adventure
RAND SIGN.
SERVICE CENTER
and possibly be one of those who recover treasure. We will
MEMPHIS AIM
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
supply you with concise up-to-date material on over 100 lost
/MB
936 MISS. BLVD.
treasures, perhaps some of them near you or the landmarks
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
1070 on your dial AMIN
you pass each day. Send $5.00 cash, check or money order
Day and Night Semis*
Hours S a.m. to I p.m.
for "Treasure Trove" today.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays

164 Students At Lester
4111 On School's Honor Roll

tries Pour In For 24th Annual
ri - tate Boxing Tournament

HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE

Blames Recession
n Inative Lag con,

Alphas Sponsor
Student Fund

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Pass 13.11 T
ChangeVote
Procedure

Baseball League
Meets Saturday

Reporting From
Fayette Campus

• ASthmaTormulaPrescribed
MostBy Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription

MADAM BELL

BUDWEISER

TELEVISION - RADIO

SOUTHERN EXPLORERS EQUIPMENT CO.
POST OFFICE BOX 1 806 - HOUSTON 23, TEXAS

BUS. PH. - WH 6-6313
RES. - BR 8-0229
All Work Guarantossd MATTHEW HUDSON, Owner

I don't snake any home calls or answer may I.tters. Be sure
I. look for the right sign and the right 111111110.

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Nature Talks
For Children
At LeMoyne

'Little Rock
Girl Gets
UNR Aid

Sat., March 29, 1958

Students Hear Talks
On Religion And Art

A program entitled, "Swamplands of the United States," was
given last Saturday morning in
the lecture hall of LeMoyne col- Ask
lege for children between the ages kIll•
of 8 through 14.
Guest speaker at the nature
program sponsored by the Memphis Museum was Robert Lance,
who has a master's degree in edit.
cation end biology.
Two movies, "Swamplands," and
"Birds of the Marshes," were
shown after the lecture.
The next program is scheduled
for April 26, and will be entitled
"Mother Nature's Headaches." La.
Home Harms, U. S. Game management agent for the Fish and
Wildlife Service will be the speaker.

"Music and Worship," was the theme, "Religion and the Arts."
NEW YORK — The Committee
subject of a talk given by Dr. Dr. Tuthill said that music may
Burnet Tuthill, of the Memphis be defined as a language of emo.
for United Negro Relief was able
College of Music, in the second tional and spiritual meaning. It
to realize its goal for the first
of a series of LeMoyne college is used, he said, to intensify the
time when the Board acting on the
chapel programs given on the, language of the texts, sod to at.
suggestion of the Committee preopportuni.
an
ford the worshipers
sented $500 to Minnie Jean Brown,
ty of expressing themselves and
former student of Little Rock, Ark.
becoming a part of the service.,
to defray her personal expenses
He traced the development of
in New York.
religious music from prehistoric
The presentation was made a.
times, through the Hebrew and
the home of Judge Francis Riv
Greek civilizations, its use during
era, whose wife, Alroy is a memthe early days of the Christian
ber of the organization's Board
church, and its present influence
directors.
of
in worship services.
The action came after the ComDr. Marjorie Reeves, the disIn a later program entitled,
mittee's chairman, Mrs. Daisy'
tinguished English historian, made "Worship
Moods Expressed
Hicks, had polled the organizaduring her
several speeches
Through the Dance," the memtion's members and Board by
Cent visit to the LeMoyne college bees of the physical education
phone and they agreed that the
of her moat I
campus, and one
classes interpreted, through the
i
courageouLLittle Rock student was
ttf
timely talks was one entitled: "Iv. dance the different moode of the
a good example of the type of
cry Towers, or Technological Work-, early' Greeks, Hebrews, early
Civil Rights fighter which the orTHE DIXIE HOMES Kindershops: the Purpose of a College 1 Christian, and the Christians of
queen is the daughter of Mr.
'
garten will be represented for
ganization has pledged itself to
Education."
and Mrs. C. Aughtry, of 1041
i the medieval renaissance, and
the 10th year in Cotton-Makers
help.
PHOENIX, Arizona —
"Ivory Towers," Miss Reeves modern periods.
Randle. The small fry royalty
Jubilee with a King and
Said, symbolize the pursuit of
.1. Eugene Grigsby, jr., a Phoeane shown in photo. Mrs. HaThe Committee is made up of
With the choreography of Miss
Queen. The king this year Is
learning for its own sake,. while
zel Hale and Mrs. Ethel M. nix, Ariz, art teacher, has been
33 women who raise funds through
Lucinda Edwards, the physical
SELECTING EXHIBITS for
versify president, Dr. Stephen
Timothy Straughter, 4, the son
technological workshops signify the
the
selected a,s one of four American
Lenoir are directing
the organization. This money is
education teacher, the group end
anniversary
the
conven20th
Wright,
a
past
president
of
Alutilitarian application of. knowl•
young people.
teachers to demonstrate art eduthen turned over to a board of of Mr. and Mrs. L. Straughted the program with a dance, extion of the Alpha Kappa Mu
pha Kappa Mu, will deliver
337-D
Decatur. The
er, of
directors made up of eight nationedge."
cation at the Brussels (Belgium)
pressive of the reaffirmation of
honor society to be held at
the keynote address for the
Both, she said, are of great faith to the tune of "Meditation"
ally known women, who make the
World Fair. The fair will begin a
Tennessee A and I State uniconvention, which will have as
Walue, but the present tendency is from "Thais."
final decision as to who is worthy
av
three-month session in mid-Aprilversity this week are the Phi
its theme, "Alpha Kappa Mu
to put more emphasis on technolaid.
receive
financial
to
rtmthEeVdiucteota
iitnrteme
ca nolne ofAfro
ie
i:
cnovom
teamhttao
Beta Tau chapter's, president,
In Retrospect and Prospect
ogy at the expense of the search
The Board bases its decision on
NaMrs. Palate Bugg, and Dr.
The selety was founded on the
for higher .wisdom.
the
need
Rights
and
the
Civil
.
Granville Sawyer, faculty ad•
Nashville campus.
Miss Reeves said that college
stand
taken
by
the
recipient.
tion, director of education for the
steer for the chapter. Fisk unlp
students, as "pilgrims of the
Members of the Board are Dr.
Museum of Modern Art, New
• •
Mind," must not only learn skills
Mamie Clark, Judge Jane Boli n,
York City.
I
and techniques, but must also
Assemblywoman Bessie Buchanan,
'
The son of an educator, J. Enchallenge the objectives of our maMrs. Alroy Rivers, Mrs. Elizai
gene Grigsby, sr., who was prin.
teriatistic civilization and think
beth Waring, Mrs. Ruth Whitehead
cipal
in the Charlotte, N. C. school
about the larger purposes of huWhaley. Mrs. Betty Granger and
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. —,hc programs some of this nation's system 25 yeses. Grigsby received
NEW YORK — William Worthy,
man living.
Mrs. Lena Powell,
I
" Jr., foreign correspondent of the
The Medical and Dental sections' most noted leaders.
his A. B. from' SlOrehouse, his
!Baltimore "Afro-American," indiBy EDGAR T. STEWART
'later, in 1877, when the doors of
of the John A. Andrew Clinical so- " Opening with the C. V. Roman Masters from)Dhio State.
cated recently that he would seek Henderson McKinney was born 'Jackson college then called
- a teacher, former
ciety, meeting concurrently at Tut- Public Health meeting Sunday, Married to ,
: court relief if the State Depart- in the state of Mississippi during Natchez Seminary, were first
Chicagoan ThOmasina Grigsby, he
kegee
Institute,
will
April
April
13,
13-17
Dr.
Nolan
D.
C.
Lewis
, merit continued to delay a final the days of slavery. His mother opened. Henderson was one of its
have on their professional anti pub- director of research, New Jersey has two sons. He is head of the
:decision on his application for a , was also born in America, but her first students.
Neuro-Psychiatric institute, will de- art department , at phoen# Union
( renewal of his passport.
, father was brought over here from
In 1883, the instutition was
high school, and has been in the
liver the address.
The reporter, who visited Corm ' Africa.
moved from Natchez to Jackson,
Dr. Martin Luther King. Mont- Phoenix high schools-college sysmunist China in 1956, despite a
It is said that the man often and changed its name to Jackson
gomery, will address the John A tem 11 years as a teacher.
. WALLER, Texas — (INS) — State Department ban on travel in told his young grandson about college. Henderson was graduated
Kinney Memorial banquet using a. While in Furore, Gtigsby hopes
The United States is pondering Its: that country by American citizens, life in his African home. So in. in the school's first high school
Matthew Kennedy, a member of
his suh3eet: "Facing the Chal- to gather additional material on
next move against a- Texas worn. has had the renewal of his pass. teresting were the stories that class,
the music department at Fisk unilenge of a New Age" Monday. African art in order to complete
at various ad.
an who drove a' marshal from a portturnedownd
'came from the lips of the grand- He and two of his classmates, versify, made his debut in New
his doctoral dissertation at New
April 14.
703-acre farm with a shotgun and ministrative levels since March, father,
that little Henderson E. P. Tapp and J. J. Diggs, went York's Carnegie Hall last week,
A third special occasion, in which York University.
a pitchfork, then seceded from 1057*
voeed
that
he
would
go to Africa to Africa as missionaries. They and was received with considerA reporter-photographer team
both the doctors
and dentists
the union and declared her land
did a good job, so good in fact, able enthusiasm by his audience.
from "Look'' magazine were in when he became a man.
will share, is the annual Charles ident-elect; Dr. J. H. Williams,
a new country.
fellow
The
little
poor
dig
.4
native
of
Americus,
not
Ga., Mr.
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SKINNY?
Single Stitch
Meticulously crafted

by Edwin Clapp from

the finest imported kidskin . . . hand - lasted
for perfect fit.

A shoe created for the most

See the display at your grocer's now...

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Williams Hill. of Route 6, Frederirk, Miss Hill will fly to Ankara
in the Spring with a planeload of
pure-bred calves.
DEL MAR, Calif. — (INS) —
The announcement of the selecOne person was killed and three
tion of Miss Hill, a senior at the
Were injured when a Greyhound
Lincoln High school, was made bus
carrying 31 passengers colat the annual country-wide Youth tided head-on with
an automobile.
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crick Church of the Brethren. A ,
passenger in the car, Stanley
white youth, Richard Smith, was B. Rossi. 38, of Long Beach, Calif
chosen as alternate.
Injured were the driver Daniei D
Miles, 36, of Garden Grove, Calif.,i
Pima county in Arizona has one a second passenger in the car,
voting precinct that is larger in Fred Metz, 28, of Los Angeles and
area than all of the state of a bus passenger, Mrs. Corrie
Rhode Island.
Garske, 63, of Solana Beach, Calif.

1 Killed, 3 Hurt
In Bus-Car Crash-
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GLAZED HAM AND YAMS. Spread canned ham with orange
cloves, bake until glazed. Put canned yams in same pan, but,marmalade, stud with
with drippings. With
thin "thirsty" dish you'll want ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the clean sparkling teats
that Hyena up every bite of food!
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DIE 010 CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. •.1(ENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOF.

SIGN OF GOOD TAST!

Bottlod undo, authority of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Colo Bottling
Compaoy ef Memphis, Tenn.i
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